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ABSTRACT
The topic of the dissertation deals with a very problematic issue concerning the student–
centered approach. Debates about this approach have been a great issue in the 20 th - 21st century.
Nowadays both teacher-centered (TCA) and student-centered approaches (SCA), as well as a
gradation between them, to teaching, including foreign languages are still very widely spread,
however, the student–centered approach is being emphasized as answering the contemporary
market demands of the democratic and technological society. Many achievements about the
transition from teacher-centered to student-centered education have already occurred. On the
other hand, success is still not as great as it is desirable. More investigation has to be done in
order to overcome teacher and student resistance to its implementation. The above - said makes
the topic of this research important.
The novelty, suggested in this research, deals with a ―wider‖ interpretation of the term ―studentcentered teaching of the English language‖, which involves all the stages of the educational
process – planning, material presentation, practice and assessment. Students in such an approach
are given a chance to choose and a vote on all these stages.
The hypothesis, formulated in the research, correspondingly, is:
The efficiency of English as a foreign language teaching will increase, if this teaching becomes
more student-centered, which means that:


inductive teaching is used more often than deductive teaching;



students will be involved in topic, material and activity type, as well as formative
assessment format selection;



students will participate in finding and making up reading /listening matter, making up
some activities and formative assessment issues;



and last, but not least, students will shift the responsibility for learning to themselves
(peer and self-assessment, responsibility model of discipline, organization and timing of
learning).

An experiment was carried out at Georgian-American High School to test the hypothesis. Based
on the findings of both literature analysis and the research chapter, a conclusion is made that the
TCA to language teaching should be basically used starting with high school, involving pair and
group work, inductive teaching, selection of topic, material, activity type and assessment format
by students, and shifting the responsibility for learning to students).
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INTRODUCTION

A proficient knowledge of English to day is of vital importance worldwide, as it is linked
both with personal and social success. Education abroad (Turkan, 2013), employment at home
and abroad (Roshid & Chowdhury, 2013), possibilities of personal and professional
development, especially with the help of the Internet (Chinnery, 2014), improvement of relations
between nations divided by a conflict (Kurt & Kurt, 2013), social, scientific, cultural and
economic development of the country (Kida, 2010; Nemethova, I.; Cho, 2009) – this is a far
from exhaustive list of advantages of learning English.
The concept of student-centered learning was introduced in John Dewey‘s work in 1956
(O‘Sullivan, 2003). It has been in use more or less actively since then. Carl Rogers further
developed the ideas of student-centered learning to introduce his views on the general theory of
education (Burnard, 1999; Rogoff, 1999). Piaget‘s ideas on education are also based on the
student-centered approach to teaching / learning, more recently with Malcolm Knowles has
contributed to its investigation (Burnard, (1999). Nowadays it is the most often used term and a
general requirement in education, including, definitely, English language teaching. Many
achievements concerning the transition from teacher-centered to student-centered education have
occurred. On the other hand, success is still not as great as it is desirable. More investigation has
to be done in order to overcome teacher and student resistance to its implementation. The abovesaid makes the topic of my research important / urgent.
This situation requires finding more effective ways of making English as a Foreign
Language (EFL) teaching and generally teaching really student-centered. The novelty, suggested
in this research, deals with a ―wider‖ interpretation the term ―student-centered teaching of the
English language‖, which involves all the stages of the educational process – planning, material
presentation, practice and assessment. Students are given a chance to choose and a vote on all
these stages. In agreement with this understanding, a model of English language teaching was
developed.
Application of pair and group work and time dedicated to students‘ learning
independently has been recently tangibly increased. Students have become more active and are
practicing the target language more. However, some areas of education have not yet been much
touched by the student-centered approach. Syllabi often only formally reflect students‘ needs and
interests, while lesson planning is still (almost) completely teacher-centered. Deductive teaching
1

still constitutes most of the teaching done, while inductive teaching, more adequate for the
student-centered approach, is seldom used. And assessment is (almost) totally done by teachers.
All this constitutes the problems covered in the research and makes it difficult to change those
teachers‘ and students‘ mentality who are not too enthusiastic to apply student-centered
approach. The problem questions are:


Should inductive teaching prevail over deductive teaching?



Can / should high school students participate in topic, text, drill/activity type and test
format selection?



Can/should high school students look for and/or make up some educational materials
themselves? Can/should they make up tests with keys which will be later used in the
formative assessment?



Should peer and self-assessment be emphasized over teacher-assessment?

The hypothesis, formulated in the research, correspondingly, is: The efficiency of English as a
foreign language teaching will increase, if this teaching becomes more student-centered, which
means that:


inductive teaching is used more often than deductive teaching;



students will be involved in topic, material and activity type, as well as formative
assessment format selection;



students will participate in finding and making up reading /listening matter, making up
some activities and formative assessment issues;



and last, but not least, students will shift the responsibility for learning to themselves
(peer and self-assessment, responsibility model of discipline, organization and timing of
learning)

The methods of research, applied in the dissertation in order to assess the hypothesis, are:


literature analysis on the issue under study



teacher and student questionnaires



experiment



knowledge and skills assessment of students participating in the experiment via testing



statistical analysis of research results
The theoretical value of the dissertation deals with the analysis of such issues as student-

centered education (from Socratic teaching to contemporary research of Weimer, 2002; Felder
2

and Brent, 2009, Freire, 1995; 2005, etc.). It also concerns the link between language-teaching
methods and student-centeredness. It is concluded that the traditional teacher-centered approach
needn‘t be totally denied, and, depending on what is students‘ age and language level, and what
is happening in class, its role may find its place (e.g., while explaining new material), however,
the philosophy of teaching should be based on the student-centered approach. For instance, even
in presenting new materials where teacher‘s role is especially important and visible, induction
(based on examples chosen by the teacher students induce the meanings and rules) is preferable
to deduction (explanations of meanings and rules by the teacher). A modified model of the SCA
is suggested, which embraces all stages of the educational process – planning, topic, material,
activity and assessment task format selection by students. Ways to overcome teacher and student
resistance to the SCA are viewed.
The practical value of the research deals with the syllabus and materials developed for
the

experiment.

The

practical

recommendations

offered

in

the

Conclusions

and

Recommendations part will, hopefully, help practicing EFL teachers update their instruction and
make it more student-centered.
Research results were presented at 4 international conferences and published in 5 papers.
The structure of the dissertation involves: introduction, three chapters, conclusions and
recommendations, and appendices. There are 4 figures and 21 tables in the dissertation.
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CHAPTER 1: TEACHER AND STUDENT-CENTERED APPROACHES TO
EDUCATION AND LANGUAGE TEACHING (LITERATURE REVIEW)
In teaching, in particular in English Language Teaching, there are plenty of significant
approaches, which were quite popular and widely used throughout many centuries by many
teachers or lecturers, but I think that teacher- and student-centered approaches have the most
lifelong and meaningful history, which has played an important role in teaching of foreign
languages, as well as of any other courses.
The ancient Greek philosopher Socrates himself could not read or write, but he knew how
to teach and learn in an efficient way. His dialectic method known today as Socratic method of
enquiry was described by Plato in The Dialogues of Plato (Jowett, 1897).To solve a problem, it
would be broken down into a series of questions, the answers to which gradually distill the
answer a person would seek. Readymade knowledge was never given to the learner, the teacher
just helped the learner to reach the answer. Today it is often mentioned as problem-solving
method or problem-based learning. In fact, the method was based on student-centered approach.
However, this approach was almost totally forgotten during the medieval period and later, when
scholastic education, an extreme version of teacher-centered approach, became the leading way
of teaching, which emphasized direct instruction, rote memorization, teacher‘s absolute
knowledge and power and total absence of critical thinking. Nowadays both approaches (as well
as a gradation between them) to teaching, including foreign languages are still very widely
spread, however, the student–centered approach is being emphasized as answering the
contemporary market demands of the democratic and technological society.
The teacher-centered approach (TCA) is oriented on the teacher, teacher is the main
figure in the classroom, she/he chooses the books, materials, designs the lesson plans without
taking into consideration students‘ needs and desires. As many aspects of teaching and learning
have changed in education, nowadays student has become the main participant of the lesson,
everything turns around the student, this is why the teacher–centered approach, though not
devoid of advantages, gave opportunity to the student-centered approach to develop.
In this chapter I will view the definitions of teacher- and student-centered approaches
(SCA), how they are understood by many researchers in the sphere of education and English
language teaching, as well as advantages and disadvantages of both approaches.
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1.1 History of the issue
When talking about the methods of teaching in general and of English language teaching in
particular it is worth pointing out the following oldest methods/approaches, such as: Socratic,
Heuristic Scholastic, and Problem-Solving. In a short overview of the history of English
language teaching methods, I will try to underline which of them was teacher-centered and
which – student-centered.
1.1.1.Socratic Teaching
According to Overholser (1994; 1995; 1996), Socratic Method, also known as dialectical
method, over 2400 years old, named after the classical Greek philosopher Socrates, is a studentcentered approach of inquiry and discussion between individuals, based on asking and answering
questions to stimulate critical thinking and illuminate ideas. This method can be used at any
grade level and with all subject areas, and lessons can be adapted to fit a changing society.
Though the method has been criticized as too time-consuming and intellectually demanding, it is
still very popular, especially in the Western pedagogical tradition. Today it is agreed upon that
Socratic teaching cannot be used as the only teaching method, but has to be applied to engage
students in the educational process and to develop their critical thinking skills.
In the Socratic Method, the teacher leads of the dialogue, asks questions, uses cues to
direct students towards the solution of the problem. The students ask questions as well, both of
the teacher and each other. This sort of teaching in more contemporary terms can be
characterized as interactive. Besides, the majority of the questions that the teacher asks are openended. Students cannot find their answer in the textbook or teacher‘s words. They need to make
conclusions, applying analysis and synthesis, induction and deduction, comparison to find
similarities and differences. The lesson is largely spontaneous, as the next question that the
teacher asks depends on the student‘s answer. This work is not easy for the teacher, especially
for a novice teacher, as, besides the deep knowledge of the subject taught, the teacher also needs
great experience and flexibility to find good cues that will lead the student the right way.
The Modern Socratic Method
The modern Socratic method of teaching does not rely solely on students‘ answers to a
question. Instead, it relies on a very specific set of questions that lead the students to an idea. By
using questions, the teacher has the opportunity to get their students involved and excited.
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Learning new concepts with the help of previous knowledge creates an atmosphere where
students are truly learning and have few chances of forgetting it.
Since nothing is perfect, the Socratic method of teaching is not perfect too for every
discipline, and for every classroom. However, it is a hugely advantageous approach to teaching
that will help students to truly learn and it is worth implementing at every school.
Socratic circles
In order to take part in Socratic circle activities students should read a given passage
attentively and then form two concrete circles. The function of the first circle is to examine and
discuss the text and the second circle comments on the quality of the dialogue. Then the two
circles change roles and the process is repeated with the new ideas from a new circle.The outer
circle is required to remain quiet while the inner circle reacts and dialogues, and conversely, the
inner circle must listen quietly to the outer circle‘s evaluation of their conversation.
Copeland (2005) gives the following explanation of the Socratic circles―turn partial
classroom control, classroom direction, and classroom governance over to students by creating a
truly equitable learning community where the weight and value of student voices and teacher
voices are indistinguishable from each other.‖ Copeland suggests that Socratic circles help to
develop ―critical and creative thinking skills that will ultimately facilitate their growth and
development into productive, responsible citizens‖ (p.7)
Socratic Seminars
Lynda Tredway (1995) describes the Socratic seminar as ―a form of structured discourse
about ideas and moral dilemmas‖ (p. 26) The Socratic seminar lasts 50-80 minutes in which
about 25 students react to different types of material. They sit in a circle and instead of raising
their hands they just make eye contact and use body language in order to participate in the
discussion. As for teacher, s/he is usually responsible for guiding students to a deeper
understanding of the text and asks questions that require students to make decisions. It helps
them to develop knowledge, consideration and ethical attitudes.
1.1.2. Scholastic Teaching

The terms "scholastic" and "scholasticism" derive from the Latin word scholasticus,
which means "that [which] belongs to the school". Its use began in the XII century. At that time
Scholasticism was an effective method of critical thought used by scholars of medieval
6

universities in Europe, it demanded good knowledge of classical texts, developed dialectic
reasoning, ability to find contradiction, stimulated strategies of making inference, which
permitted it to lead to many scientific discoveries. However, later it was becoming more and
more formal and was used, instead of critical though, to defend religious dogmas. Even in those
times it did develop logical thinking (Hyman & Walsh, 1973).
In the classroom and in written homework, Scholastic Teaching involved debate:
questions were asked to the text under study, variants of answers were offered, then opposing
answers had to be supported by quotations and/or logical reasoning. As the method was
dialectical and permitted to view a question from various points of view, before the truth could
be proved, it was applicable to many fields of study. Scholastic masters modeled the use of
sophisticated logical methods to resolve such apparent contradictions. Students themselves were
taught to defend views that they did not themselves hold in disputations. The "Schoolmen" were
themselves Christians often strongly committed to the Christian mystical tradition and to the
view that understanding could only be achieved by faith. Students were taught to argue from
reason, experience, and authority. In this method Teacher has the leading role (for example, he
reads an authoritative text followed by a commentary, but no questions are permitted), as for
learners, they have to reflect the text and give an appropriate understanding of it. When having
the discussion, they should take notes and allow the teacher to summarize all arguments and
present his final position. It helps learners to develop text analyzing skills and understanding of
the main idea. Among the main figures of scholasticism is, for example, the Italian philosopher
Thomas Aquinas who was an outstanding theologian, a natural scientist who attempted to
introduce Aristotle‘s philosophy and the principles of Christianity (Schoedinger, 1996).
Today we still can learn much from considering this method, because it gives prominence
to dialectical thinking and syllogistic reasoning (thoroughly and critically read a book by a
renowned scholar or author, any related documents and commentaries on it, and note down
disagreements and points of contention), and a chance to improve critical thinking skills that is
very useful in having fruitful learning process. On the other hand, the approach had always been
very authoritarian, and step by step it became very formal and mechanical, emphasized more and
more the recognized resources (dogmas) and their memorization, permitted no individual
thought.
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1.1.3. Heuristic teaching method

The word "heuristic" is derived from the Greek word heurrica meaning "I found out" and the
"Heuristic Method" is one in which the pupils are left to find out things for themselves. The term
―Heuristic‖, largely based on Socratic method, refers to Armstrong (2008), who was the
exponent of this strategy. According to him, heuristic methods of teaching are methods which
involve our placing students as far as possible in the altitude of the discoverer - methods
which involve their finding out instead of being merely told about things.

Logical and

imaginative thinking are perquisites for his type of teaching strategy. This method makes the
student self-reliant and independent, but the teacher should make a lot of preparation to help
students find the solution independently.
In this method teachers must develop sensitiveness to students and to the meanings of
their behavior. They should be ready to accept any suggestion for the solution of problems,
regardless of how illogical it may seem to them. By testing different types of ideas it can be
shown to the students which suggestion was suitable and which was not.
In this method teacher should:
1. be professional, confident, sympathetic and polite
2. avoid hinting the right answer
3. never give a chance to students to mock at each other‘s suggestions
4. be capable of good supervision
5. plan and devise problems wisely
6. create a conducive environment
It helps students to:
1. learn by self-practice
2. have clear and better understanding
3. reduce the scope of forgetting
4. be self-disciplined, self-confident and self-experienced
5. develop willingness, a habit of diligence and scientific attitude towards different subjects
6. be cooperative and sociable
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This method cannot be successfully applied in primary classes, but it can be given a
trial in secondary classes, particularly in higher secondary classes. By heuristic approach
students are given opportunities to investigate, think and work independently with their teachers.
1.1.4. Problem-solving teaching

The ability to solve problems is a basic life skill and is essential to understand different
types of processes. Problem-solving or Problem-based learning (PBL), also largely based on
Socratic method, is a method of teaching that has long been recommended by leading educators.
PBL was first introduced in the medical school program at McMaster University, Hamilton,
Canada in the late 1960s by Howard Barrows and his colleagues (Barrows &Tamblyn, 1980).
For using this method, teachers should be aware of their responsibilities and students‘ abilities,
to plan and fulfill the using of this method effectively. The goal of problem-solving teaching is to
analyze problems and adduce correct solutions.
It is a well-known fact that students often suffer from fears and confusions, especially
fear of failure that hampers their efforts to solve problems. Bransford and Stein (1984) use the
acronym IDEAL to represent the five steps usually contained in many solution strategies:


Identify the problem.



Define and represent the problem.



Explore possible solution strategies.



Act on the strategies.



Look back and evaluate.

To solve the problems effectively, students can be recommended to:


Create visual images which help them to ―see‖ the problem clearly.



Create a table, especially for numerical data; in a table students can organize most data
relative to the problem.



Find similar patterns, for example, sentences with the same structure.



Try out a solution and evaluate the results, for example, while choosing a meaning of a
polysemantic word from the dictionary, see, how it fits the context.
The role of instructors is to help students overcome both emotional and cognitive barriers

in order to gain effective problem-solving skills. Teachers should create a comfortable classroom
environment and help students overcome their fears and anxieties. Then using an array of
9

pedagogical and methodological strategies, instructors can promote student reflection on the
problem-solving process itself and provide them critical tools for and practice in productive
problem-solving. As a result students will become increasingly effective problem- solvers, able
to solve more and more complex problems with greater and greater independence.
This method can affectively be applied in nowadays‘ schools, especially for those
students who are very emotional, sensitive and strained. It will help them remove their
complexes and give them more chances to study without obstacles. As for teachers, having
relaxed and soft surrounding, will please them and give them more chances to have better results.
1.1.5. Grammar Translation Method

In the Western world back in the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries, foreign language learning
was fulfilled through grammatical rules, syntactic structures, rote memorization of vocabulary
and translation of literary. There was no provision for the oral use of the languages under study.
Late in the nineteenth century, the method became known as the Grammar Translation method.
The Grammar Translation method is a method of teaching foreign languages derived from
teaching classical languages - Greek and Latin. With the help of this method students learn
grammatical rules and then apply them by translating sentences between the target language and
the native language. In the Grammar-Translation Method:


The teaching goal is general education – students develop their intellect via
grammatical rules and grammatical manipulations, they learn the language not for
its practical application, but for showing off that the person knows the language.



Teaching is reading/text-based, oral language is practically ignored. Writing is
applied as the tool of fulfillment of grammatical drills.



Drills are very numerous and boring, often even devoid of meaning (the notorious
"Colorless green ideas sleep furiously", by Noam Chomsky (1957, p.15) as an
example of a sentence that is grammatically correct, but semantically absurd).



The translation drills are generally fulfilled from the native to target language, due
to which, willy-nilly, errors under the Impact of the native language, are
unavoidable.



Vocabulary is taught just as manipulation units for grammar and translation drills,
it is taught in long lists to be memorized by heart, which is far from motivating.
No word derivation or collocation is taught, so each derived word is treated as a
10

separate unit, which increases the effort for learning vocabulary a lot. Rules of
collocation are ignored, so the sentences produced are in the best case unnatural
and in the worst – incomprehensible.


Grammatical analysis is essential, which is fine for analytical learners, but a
torture and ineffective for synthetic learners.



The teacher is an authoritarian leader, who plans, explains, organizes practice, and
assesses students‘ knowledge alone, students have no say in this system. No
questions, discussions or criticisms are permitted.

Thus, the main leading force in the Grammar-Translation method is a teacher, thus, the
method is purely teacher-centered. Teacher gives learners various instructions and they should
follow him\her. The method has two main goals: to enable students to read and translate
literature written in the target language, and to further students‘ general intellectual development
(Howatt, 1985).
1.1.6 The Direct Method

Further methods of Foreign / Second language teaching are a smooth gradation from
absolutely teacher-centered ones to those which involved some degree of student-centeredness.
The Direct Method was a reaction to the Grammar Translation Method. If the Grammar
Translation method was used to teach the children of the privileged classes for general education,
during the WW1 and after it, practical knowledge of foreign languages acquired a significant
role for all layers of society. Thus, the Direct Method tried to give students practice in
spontaneous oral communication without applying translation. This method emphasizes speaking
and listening and tries to involve students into communication.
It was popular in the 1910s-1920s, but was more successful in small private schools than
in large state schools. One of the initiators of the method was Maximilian Berlitz from Germany.
This is why till today many language schools are called Berlitz schools, whatever teaching
methods they follow. Berlitz believed that second language learning is similar to first language
learning. Thus, providing much practice in L2 isolated from L1 was expected to yield good
results. The Grammar- Translation method followed the pattern of learning ancient Greek and
Latin, which were synthetic languages (where morphology is complicated and matters much). So
in the Grammar-Translation method teaching morphology was stressed. As languages like
English are analytical and syntax plays a greater role in them than morphology, teaching syntax
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was emphasized in the Direct Method. Syntax was taught through patterns. The role of the
teacher was to direct class activities, but there was some Learner-Learner interaction and
learning was contextualized. Thus, though more practical and natural, the method was still
largely based on the teacher-centered approach.
The Direct Method enjoyed a great popularity at the end of the nineteenth century and the
beginning of the twentieth, but it was difficult to use (required a native or at least native-like
speaking teacher, which at that time was a big problem or at least expensive), mainly because of
the constraints of budget, time, and classroom size (Howatt, 1985). Thus, public schools which
could not afford many hours of teaching the target language and a teacher-foreigner still went on
using the Grammar-Translation method, which, a little bit modernized, is still in use in some
schools and countries.

1.1.7 The Audio-lingual Method

Professor Nelson Brooks (1964) introduced the term ‗audio – lingualism‘. The Audiolingual Method, as its name tells us, emphasized the application of audio-recordings for the
improvement of pronunciation and listening skills. It made language teaching authentic even
without a teacher-foreigner who was substituted by cheaper audio-recordings (the technique by
that time spreads widely). It applied the achievements of linguistics which managed to select the
basic oral structures (in turn, it stimulated the development of structural linguistics). The
Behavioristic psychological theory that the method followed demanded to apply abundant
repetitions of the basic structures. The role of the teacher is central and active (so the method is
based on the teacher-centered approach). S/he monitors learner‘s performance. As for learners,
they should follow all the instructions given by teacher. The basic principles of Audio-lingual
method are (Brooks, 1964):


Language is first of all oral and only then written.



Audio-recordings should be used, to introduce authentic speech in the class, and to serve
as a model.



Memorization of model dialogs will contribute to the development of oral
communication, as they will be used as ready ‗blocks‘ and make speaking more
spontaneous.



Language is a set of habits and habits are formed through numerous rehearsals.
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Errors are carefully avoided because they lead to the formation of bad habits.



It is necessary to teach the language, not about the language.



Instructions should be given in the target language.



A comparison between the native language and the target language is supposed to help
course book writers and teachers to find the areas with which their students probably
experience difficulty: this is expected to help students to overcome the habit of the native
language. But in class students‘ native language has to be avoided.
Despite some positive traits (authenticity of language learned, emphasis on oral speech),

the theory declined in practice, as learning in this way was monotonous, boring, and nonmotivating. The method had few student-centered features:
 Students‘ anxiety concerning being corrected is largely eliminated
 Students‘ desire to communicate with language carriers and other practical purposes has
been taken into consideration.

1.1.8 Suggestopedia

Suggestopedia was originally developed in the 1970s by the Bulgarian educator Georgi
Lozanov(1981). He believed that a relaxed, but focused state is the optimum state for learning. In
order to create this relaxed state in the learner and to promote positive suggestion, suggestopedia
makes use of music, a comfortable and relaxing environment, and a relationship between the
teacher and the student is very close. The major principles of Suggestopedia are:
1. the power of suggestion in learning (application of teacher‘s authority, based on
his/her qualification, not on position, also application of music, and dance that have a
hypnotic effect)
2. concert pseudo passivity, which makes it easier to exercise a hypnosis-like effect
(nice relaxing environment, ignoring errors, magnifying success and positive
emotions)
3. infantilization - childlike behavior employed to forget everyday problems (practice
via role play and spontaneous speech)
4. assessment via performance and not exams
5. the teaching process is intensive (several hours every day, for a period of a few
weeks/months)
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The method is effective for adults to quickly form elementary communicative
competence, before going abroad, by removing tenseness, complexes, etc. and enabling to speak
spontaneously. However, the number of mistakes may cause serious comprehension problems in
more sophisticate communication.
Due to songs, dances and games the method is sometimes applied for teaching children,
but in their case there is no anxiety to overcome, instead, too many errors are produced, so the
result is rather negative, unless combined with traditional teaching.
The role of the teacher in suggestopedia is to strictly control the learning process (the
method is largely teacher-centered),on the other hand, it creates a situation in which the students
are motivated and maintain a modest enthusiasm. As for learners, they should be active in
studying the presented material and maintain the comfortable situation in the classroom. This
method, if applied correctly, is constructive and insightful. It encourages students to apply
language more independently and get more confidence.
1.1.9 The Silent Way

The Silent Way is a language-teaching method within communicative approach to
language teaching created by Caleb Gattegno (1963;1972) based on the idea that teachers should
be as silent as possible during a class, to enable learners to speak as much as possible. Really
speaking, it is not a method, as its goal is the same as that of communicative language teaching.
It even does not have a system of activities to achieve the goal.
The teacher in the Silent Way is a facilitator and a neutral observer. S/he silently
monitors learners‘ interactions with each other and teaches them the presentation of an item with
nonverbal clues (gestures, Cuisenaire rods, charts and so on). As for learners, they should work
cooperatively and choose proper expressions in a given situation. They should also pay much
attention to the instructor. This ―method‖ enables a very high degree of interaction between the
teacher and the students as well as between the students themselves and additionally raises the
participation of the students in class. Learners‘ self-esteem is increased, they gain practical
knowledge and use of target language. The method is absolutely student-centered, but it is a little
difficult to imagine how a language can be taught by a teacher who is almost completely silent.
The method is absolutely inapplicable for lower levels of language skills, as teacher‘s as
language expert role in it is practically ignored. With learners of higher level of language skills,
during the practice part of a lesson, it can be really useful, however, linguistic materials can be
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hardly introduced silently. On the other hand, its emphasis on pair and group work, effective
student time managements, is definitely valuable.
1.1.10 Strategies-based instruction
Styles- and strategies-based instruction (SSBI) is learner-centered language teaching
method that combines strategy training with language instruction (Oxford, 2001; Cohen &
Dörnyei, 2002). This method stresses both language skills and comprehension / learning
strategies. Thus, it is especially valuable for continuous learning (target language learning
should go on after the formal instruction is over).
In strategies-based instruction students are not only taught a certain amount of
vocabulary and grammar, but also the ways how they can enrich them. It teaches them to solve
comprehension problems and to find way to express their ideas in conditions of lack of language
means.
This approach helps teachers to identify the individual needs of their students and
incorporate opportunities for students to practice a wide range of strategies for both language
learning and language use.
The 1970s saw the advent of a rather prescriptive approach to language learner strategies,
with the emphasis on what the good language learner can teach us (Rubin, 1975). Joan Rubin
identified the following strategies used by good language learners:


Learning through communication



Finding strategies for overcoming inhibitions in target language interaction



Making reasoned guesses when not sure



Paying attention to meaning



Monitoring their speech and that of others



Attending to form (i.e., grammar)



Practicing the language whenever possible
Decades later, these strategies are still among the most significant for language learners

the world over. SSBI is based on the following series of components:
1. Strategy Preparation–finding out the students‘ background and language level;
brainstorming is often used for this purpose.
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2. Strategy Awareness-Raising-explaining to students that effective strategies may be even
more important than rich vocabulary and knowledge of basic grammar rules.
3. Strategy Training-the teacher describes, models, and gives examples of potentially useful
strategies.
4. Personalization of Strategies – learners apply the strategies themselves.
This method encourages the sense of assimilability, gives learners a chance to focus on
motivation and helps them to become independent and inspired to learn more.
However, even this very effective method is not devoid of disadvantages: it is quite timeconsuming, besides, less analytical students and students with low IQ have problems using it.
1.1.11 Communicative Language Teaching

The Communicative approach or the Communicative Language Teaching (CLT)
emphasizes the importance of language functions rather than focuses on grammar and
vocabulary. The main principle of this method is to train students to use language forms
appropriately in a variety of contexts for a variety of purposes (Harmer, 2001, p. 84). The top ten
principles of CLT are:


communicative interaction



meaningful practice



active involvement



positive reinforcement



various materials



various activities



relaxing and nice surrounding
Activities in CLT involve students in real and realistic communication, where the

accuracy of the language is less important than successful achievement of the communicative
purpose. In this method the students should focus on using a variety of language rather than just
one language structure. In short, all such activities should attempt to replicate real
communication. As for teachers, they should take into consideration students‘ needs and try to
develop their independence and motivate them by verbal encouragement (praising, good mark,
awards, body language), because they are not controllers but facilitators, thus, the method is
based on the student-centered approach. Communicative approach/method has left a deep mark
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on teaching and learning of a foreign language and has been extensively used in classrooms all
over the world.
When discussing the different types of English language teaching methods, it is difficult
to describe and introduce all of them, because it is like an interminable process that always
transforms and develops. It is clear that old teaching methods were teacher-centered. Nowadays,
we do not live in the same world. Society is a mix of many different beliefs and cultures.
Globalization has opened up the world and allowed people to connect in new and exciting ways.
We blend traditions and create unique belief systems that are not taught in any classroom, but are
developed through our life experiences and passions. The changes that took place in educational
system have changed the roles of teachers, too. As it has been already discussed above, it is
evident for us that in the past teachers used to be the major source of knowledge, the leader and
educator of their students‘ school life. They used to organize after-school activities and be the
authority in the class. Nowadays, they confront the challenges opened up by globalization.
Teachers do not just transmit knowledge to students, but they also instill in them a sense of their
place in the larger world, and urge them to be active participants in it. With the help of
developed technologies teachers provide information and show their students how to tackle
them. Although they are still considered to be a kind of leader in the class, they can be thought of
as facilitators in the learning process. They are supporters rather than educators and also advisors
towards parents. If in the past students were obedient and followed just only teachers‘
instructions without any pretension, nowadays they can easily master a new set of skills that will
prepare them for the challenges and changes ahead. Instead of passively receiving information,
the students gather information on their own, under the guidance of their teacher. They have
plenty of chances to learn not only learning important academic content, but also know how to
collaborate, think critically and creatively, and use technology tools to communicate. Our
community is no longer just the area of space located around the school, but reaches out and
envelopes the world. Education should help students to take part in this global community and
become professionals.

1.2 Teacher-Centered Approach

Teaching is the multifaceted process of conveying knowledge and skills from a teacher to
a learner. It includes various types of activities of educating or instructing. It is an act or
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experience that has a significant effect on the mind or character of an individual. Teachers
should always remain intellectually curious, confident, versatile, sensitive and professionally
vital both inside and outside of the classroom to employ the most effective teaching and learning
strategies and enable young people to minimize the need for revising materials. As much as
possible top teachers should think creatively and try to make all the activities interesting and
memorable for the students. They should do their best to avoid stagnation and maintain an
enviable passion for learners.
The approach that was traditionally used in education since the Middle Ages is nowadays
termed as teacher-centered. Many educators defined Teacher-Centered Approach (TCA) or
Instructor-Centered Approach (ICA) in different ways. According to Cicchelli (1983), Hancock,
Bray and Nason (2003), TCA is an education style in which teachers are the main leading force
and students are viewed as ―empty vessels‖ whose primary role is to be obedient and disciplined.
They should absorb information with an end goal of testing and assessment. This approach
places an emphasis on the teacher‘s opinions, goals, plans, methods, activities and techniques. In
teacher-centered approach the teacher is:
a. the dominant leader who establishes and enforces rules in the classroom;
b. structures learning tasks and establishes the time
c. states, explains and models the lesson objectives and actively maintains student‘s
involvement;
d. responds to students through direct, right\wrong feedback, uses prompts and cues, and, if
necessary, provides correct answers;
e. asks primarily direct, recall-recognition questions and few inferential questions;
f. summarizes frequently during and at the conclusion of a lesson;
g. makes transitions between lesson points and topic areas (Chichelli, 1983, p. 366).
In second / foreign language teaching the TCA is revealed in:


prevailing teacher-speaking time



only deductive way of teaching vocabulary and especially grammar (the teacher always
explains the meanings and rules, then students fulfill drills, based on her/his
explanations)



total (or almost total) language pre-teaching for listening, speaking, reading and writing
activities
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traditional desk arrangement in the classroom (rows and lines, all students facing the
teacher)



lack of communicative tasks



individual and whole-class activities, completely controlled by the teacher



emphasis on correct pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar instead of contents and
achievement of communicative goals



teacher asks questions and students answer them, not vice versa



when communicative activities are held, teacher is always a DJ, but s/he is seldom a
direct participant, expressing her/his opinion and sharing experiences



assessment is completely done by the teacher, students may even be unaware of the
criteria of assessment
Huba and Freed (2000) describe teacher-centered learning as: students passively receive

information, the emphasis is on acquisition of knowledge, and teacher‘s role is to be the primary
information giver and primary evaluator. There is no room for student‘s personal growth.
Liu, Qiao and Liu (2006) report that while learner-centered language teaching has been
advocated in higher education in recent years, teacher-centered teaching styles may be still
dominant in actual practice. Results of their study show that most instructors still use traditional,
teacher-centered styles in university settings despite the call for a paradigm shift to learnercentered ones.
If the following are used correctly, it can be said that Teacher-Centered Approach can
successfully fulfilled through:
1. teacher talk (the teacher is a direct instructor, main communicator of knowledge and
manager of the pace and sequence of the process)
2. demonstration (the teacher attracts the student‘s attention, saves time, reviews theories)
3. assignments and homework (the teacher should give students out-of-class tasks as an
extension or elaboration of classroom work and use practice assignments to reinforce
newly acquired skills and show results)
4. memorization (teacher makes his/her students remember all the studied materials to
discover any kind of gaps or new insights that were gained but not well-analyzed in the
learning process)
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5. questioning (well-formed questions help students develop their critical thinking skills,
provide an opportunity for them to elaborate and adjust their responses based on their
interaction with the teacher and other students, as well as to put forth unique insights)
6. dialogue ―teacher  students‖ (it requires a commitment to a shared dialogue with the
students and great restraint by the teacher, who naturally wants to work through his/her
planned lesson and it also provides the teacher feedback).
This approach places a significant amount of responsibility on the instructor to provide
the relevant information and make the teaching\learning process successful and fruitful.
For having successful results, it is an acknowledged act that in any teaching\learning
surrounding there has to be knowledge base and various skills. Teachers are obliged to take
degrees in their specific field to become professionals, because if a teacher is not expert in
her/his filed s/he will not be able to impart knowledge to the learners, answer all their questions
and grow educated generations. But this process, like any other processes in the world, has its
obstacles. For example, typical students often try to disrupt the teaching\learning process and
make teachers irritated. In this hard situation any teacher needs special skills that will help
her/him to solve such problems. But the best way to avoid rough interruptions is teaching them
self-discipline from an early age, because experience has shown that in the last generations those
children who are raised in a disciplined way express their respectful attitude towards teachers
and the learning process.
Selecting the best suited classroom instructions and materials is also very important in the
teaching\learning process. For fulfilling it three specific methods of teacher-centered instructions
are required (Gunter, Estes, Schwab, 2003; Palincsar & Brown, 1984):
1. Direct Teaching\instruction
2. Assisted Learning
3. Reciprocal Teaching
If direct instruction is a pure embodiment of Teacher-Centered approach, Assisted and
Reciprocal Learning constitute the continuum between the Teacher-Centered and StudentCentered approaches, permitting to move step by step from one to the other.
What does Direct Teaching imply? The term direct instruction refers to instructional
approaches that are structured, sequenced, and led by teachers, and/or the presentation of
academic content to students by teachers. The approach is absolutely teacher-centered. The
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teacher is viewed as the only really competent person in the class in the subject taught. S/he is
expected to know the subject thoroughly, however, as students are not expected to criticize,
teachers are not very much stimulated to improve their knowledge. The teacher has to explain
the material very clearly in order to achieve student comprehension (s/he needs good
presentation and communication skills). The teacher chooses the tasks which permit him/her to
totally control what and how the students are doing. The emphasis is on correctness. Teacher
feedback is emphasized. The teacher has to maximally correct all mistakes and give the reasons
why the answer is wrong, s/he provides the correct answer.
The planning in Direct Teaching is rather rigid. The lesson typical structure is rigid, too,
and includes checking homework, explanation of the new materials by the teacher and formfocused practice (content-focused practice may or may not follow). Individual and whole-class
work is emphasized, to let the teacher control the situation and correct the errors.
A successful lesson plan key components in Direct Teaching include:
1. Objectives for teaching
2. Teaching/learning activities
3. Strategies to check student understanding
The active person in the classroom is the teacher. S/he directs and channels the flow of
information and material. The students‘ role is passive, they have to absorb the knowledge and
skills and be able to reproduce the knowledge provided by the course book and the teacher.
Direct Teaching is time-saving, well-organized and easy to control, it (if well done)
guarantees comprehension by all students achieved. As a result, direct teaching is considered to
be one of the most efficient instructional methods, allowing students to make progress at a steady
pace. On the other hand, Direct Teaching develops student passivity and often boredom.
Students do not develop independent learning skills, demonstrate no self-confidence and
initiative, their external motivation (by the teacher) may be high, depending on the
professionalism of the teacher, but their internal motivation is low.
What does Assisted Learning imply? In Assisted Learning students are step by step
guided by teachers in order to co-construct knowledge in the subject. This approach is to some
degree less teacher-centered, as students are more actively involved in the educational process.
Besides, to guide students effectively towards gaining knowledge, the teacher has to take into
consideration the learner‘s strengths, areas of need, interests, readiness levels and much more.
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In Assisted Learning the students are taught to break down the issues into smaller units,
which makes the materials more learnable. On the other hand, students are too focused on each
of the smaller units, and due to it has problems seeing the whole case.
Until the students master how to solve the problems in typical situations, the teacher has
to go on giving prompts, encouragement, and clues. As the students begin to master the
information and apply it successfully, they will gradually take on more responsibility, ultimately
becoming more independent by requiring less assistance. The approach is very effective for poor
and average students with low self-confidence, as it makes the material more comprehensible.
He students feel safe, and this increases their internal motivation. On the other hand, for more
intellectual, independent, risk-taking and creative students the approach is too slow and boring.
What does Reciprocal Teaching imply? Reciprocal teaching is concentrated on the
comprehension of reading material. Students are taught to understand reading material following
the teacher‘s model of analysis. The teacher analyzes a piece, then students are asked to analyze
the following extract in an analogous way. In case of necessity, the teacher hints to what to pay
attention or gives a cue to what has to be found. Similarly to Assisted Learning, students are coconstructing knowledge with teacher‘s help, they are actively enough involved in the educational
process, gain self-confidence step by step. It applies an active dialogue between the teacher and
students to discuss the points than require clarification. Reciprocal teaching is effectivefor work
in small groups. Therefore, it has applications in a number of subject areas. In foreign language
teaching it is effective for teaching reading. However, also like Assisted Learning, it may be too
slow and not creative enough for the smartest students.
The students read (probably, aloud) the text. Then the teacher models the comprehension
strategies:


Summarizing provides the opportunity to identify and analyze the most important
information in the text. The text can be summarized across sentences, across paragraphs,
and across the passage as a whole.



Question generation carries the learner one more step along in the comprehension
activity. When students generate questions, they first identify the kind of information that
is significant enough to provide the substance for a question. They then pose this
information in question form and self-test to ascertain that they can indeed answer their
own question. Question generation is a flexible strategy to the extent that students can be
taught and encouraged to generate questions at many levels.
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Clarification is an activity that is particularly important when working with students who
have a history of comprehension difficulty. These students may believe that the purpose
of reading is saying the words correctly; they may not be particularly uncomfortable that
the words, and in fact the passage, are not making sense. When the students are asked to
clarify, their attention is called to the fact that there may be many reasons why text is
difficult to understand. They are taught to be alert to the effects of such impediments to
comprehension and to take the necessary measures to restore meaning.



Prediction occurs when students suppose what the author will discuss next in the text. In
order to do this successfully, students must activate the relevant background knowledge
that they already possess regarding the topic. This is a chance for students to link the new
knowledge they will encounter in the text with the knowledge they already possess
(Palincsar, 1984).
Further, a discussion is held, which gradually passes the responsibility to the students,

enabling them to think critically about the material read.
How can the Teacher-Centered approach be affective? We know that if the teacher is an
excellent communicator, if s/he is proactive, sensible and professional, the teaching process is
effective too.
A variety of student characteristics can affect learning. For example, students‘ cultural
and generational backgrounds influence how they see the world; disciplinary backgrounds lead
students to approach problems in different ways; and students‘ prior knowledge shapes new
learning, so gathering the most relevant information as early as possible in course planning and
continuing to do so during the semester can inform course design and explain student difficulties.
Teaching is more effective and student learning is enhanced when instructors compile a
clear set of learning objectives, instructional activities and the assessments that provide
opportunities for students to demonstrate and practice the knowledge and skills and for
instructors to offer targeted feedback that can guide further learning.
Similarly, being explicit about course policies in the syllabus and in class allows teachers
to resolve differences early and tends to reduce conflicts and tensions that may arise. Altogether,
being explicit leads to a more productive learning environment for all students. Effective
teaching involves prioritizing the knowledge and skills teachers choose to focus on.
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Effective teaching involves recognizing and accessing students‘ knowledge automatically
and unconsciously (e.g., making connections, drawing on relevant bodies of knowledge, and
choosing appropriate strategies) that will enable them to understand their mentality and requests,
because students need instructors to break tasks into component steps, to explain connections
explicitly, and to model processes in detail. Though it is difficult for experts to do this, they
should do their best for achieving it. Besides this, effective teaching involves adopting
appropriate teaching roles to support learning goals. The roles teachers assume as instructors are
crucial in guiding students‘ thinking and behavior. Teachers can be good synthesizers,
moderators, challengers and commentators. These roles should be chosen in service of the
learning objectives and in support of the instructional activities. For example, if the objective is
for students to be able to analyze arguments from a case or written text, the most productive
instructor role might be to frame, guide and moderate a discussion. Such roles may be constant
or variable across the semester depending on the learning objectives.
Moreover, effective teaching involves progressively refining the courses based on
reflection and feedback. Teaching requires adapting. Instructors need to continually reflect on
their teaching and be ready to make changes when appropriate. Small, purposeful changes driven
by feedback and their priorities are most likely to be manageable and effective.
In teacher-centered classroom every student is responsible only for him/herself. No
cooperation between students occurs, they learn only from the teacher. If teacher does not teach
how to learn, the majority of students will never develop effective learning strategies.
Teacher in TCA is sure s/he is very knowledgeable and cannot make mistakes. This is
why no or little effort is made to improve.
This is a subject that can be discussed in many extended ways, but in the above-mentioned discussion I tried to show the most important and the specific characteristics of the
Teacher-Centered Approach. To sum up, the below table shows the main paradigms of this
approach.
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Table 1.1.Teacher-Centered Paradigm
Teacher is the dominant leader, s/he sets the goals
Rules are established by the teacher and obeyed by the students
Knowledge is transmitted from instructor to students
Students passively receive information
Emphasis is on acquisition of knowledge outside the context in which it will be used
Instructor‘s role is to be primary information giver and primary evaluator
Teacher selects materials, activities, organizes them
Teaching and assessing are separate
Assessment is used to monitor learning
Major methods are teacher talk, demonstration, questioning
Emphasis is on right answers
Desired learning is assessed through the use of objectively scored tests
Focus is on discipline
Atmosphere / climate is competitive and individualistic
Only students are viewed as learners

1.3. Student-Centered Approach

Student-Centered Learning (STL) or Learner-Centered Approach (LCA) or else StudentCentered Approach (SCA) is an approach to teaching that is being encouraged nowadays, it
does not imply single methods, but this style of teaching is distinguished by a different approach
to teaching, combining a variety of types of methods. The peculiar thing about it is that it gives a
special importance to role shifting (instructors facilitators, passive receivers  active coconstructors).
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According to Burrell et al (2011, p. 48) ―three forms of student-centered teaching
methods exist: (1) active learning which consist of more student involvement through problem
solving, developing and answering questions, explaining, debating, or brainstorming during
class; (2) team work with students working on a problem or project to find a positive outcome;
and (3) inductive teaching and learning with students first presented with a problem or
challenges, given the course work as a means to address the problem. This method includes
inquiry-based learning, case-based instruction, problem-based learning, project-based learning,
discovery learning, and just-in-time teaching‖.
Traditionally educators focus on their own performance and this approach often leads to
students who are ―passive receivers― of information, who do not take responsibility for their own
learning. This approach is called ―instructor-centered teaching‖ in contrast with ―learnercentered teaching‖ (Weimer, 2002). In learner-centered teaching the center of attention are the
process of learning and the student. The consumer focus appears to take the teacher out of the
critical role (Blumberg, 2004). It is essential to pay attention to the words ―teaching‖ used with
the first approach and ―learning‖ – with the second, to emphasize the subjects in focus.
When it comes to the questions what is meant by Student-Centered Learning (SCL), first
of all the goal of education must be taken into consideration, as well as the means to transfer
knowledge to students. Student discovery plays a major role as well as the role of construction of
knowledge is significantly important as it conducts an active process in which learners seek to
make sense of new information.
A learner-centered education model differs from the so-called traditional teacher-centered
model, and it attains a higher rate of students‘ retention (Matlin, 2002; Sternberg &Grigorenko,
2002). Weimer (2002) described five learner-centered practice areas: the Function of Content,
the Role of the Instructor, the Responsibility for Learning, the Processes and Purposes of
Assessment, and the Balance of Power. The teacher introduces (not necessarily explains) the
content in a way that stimulates the students to learn: s/he may use video or independent reading
materials to arouse student curiosity and a desire to get more information on the issue. Thus a
motivating and creative learning environment is provided. The teacher is the organizer of
students‘ independent work, s/he is a consultant and a monitor. The responsibility for learning
more and more shifts to students‘ hands. For instance, the teacher does not check whether the
students fulfilled the homework which is accompanied by keys. If they have not, this will be
visible in the test results. Self and peer-assessment are emphasized. Students learn to realize
that assessment, besides the grades, is a guide for their further learning (when they discover a
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fault, they need to improve the knowledge of the corresponding issue). The teacher applies much
pair and group work in order to let each student to practice more and to learn from each other.
The students even participate in assessment (for example, in teacher-student portfolio they assess
their own work and then, after discussion of the grade with the teacher, come to a compromise).
The teacher makes some decisions concerning the course and lesson planning after discussion
with the students. Content-focused activities dominate over form-focused ones. Some studentcenteredness is applied even on early stages of education / learning the subject. The degree of
student involvement in mastering the new materials, choosing and participating in activities,
assessment, development of effective learning strategies and responsibility for learning is
gradually increasing, eventually leading to the really student-centered education.
Several arguments can be brought in order to make it clearer why this approach of
teaching is preferable in teaching. These arguments are based on strong research evidence.
Research (Lambert & McCombs, 2000; Alexander & Murphy, 2000) summaries the following
domains:
1. The knowledge base. Though curriculum and syllabi do define the compulsory concepts,
terms, facts, rules, etc. to be learned, the students develop the comprehension of the
necessity of these for continuing their education as well as for their future life.
2. Learning strategies. They will enable students to learn better and understand the material;
they will also provide the skills necessary for lifelong learning.
3. Motivation and affect. - Motivation and enjoyment of learning is a prerequisite for
success (Johnson, 1991; Maxwell, 1998; Slavin, 1990). Studies suggest that
understanding the aim of taken steps by the student can partially guarantee success,
unwavering motivation, engagement confidence, a certain dose of criticism and selfcontrol will guide a person to more learning and higher achievement (Alexander &
Murphy, 2000).
4. Development and individual differences. Progress is a combination of different ways to
overcome, including the stages of development. And, of course, an important factor of
willingness in the impact of external factors plays the major role. Individual differences,
different perception and vision, experience and ability, environmental conditions - all
these relate to the firm unity of small particles (Alexander & Murphy, 2000).
5. Situation or context. Learning situation depends on the wide society, student‘s family,
school and classroom environment, and, of course, the teacher. The importance of student
involvement in knowledge construction is stressed (Bruner, 1966; Kafai &Resnick, 1996;
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Piaget, 1963; Vygotsky, 1978). Learning is a continuous process with two major actors –
students and teachers. Teacher-student relations, teaching and learning style, teacher and
student motivation can have a positive impact on the educational process if they are
based on democratic and humanistic ideas, but they may influence learning extremely
negatively, if this is not so (Lambert & McCombs, 2000).
Some common forms of learner-centered education are:
1. inquiry learning - which focuses on raising a questions or a problem, where students develop
or explore an understanding of a concept.
2. constructivism - where the learners construct and develop knowledge within the framework
of personal learning styles.
3. experiential - which focuses on experiential learning, learning through reflection on doing,
when Students practice the concept.
In second / foreign language teaching the SCA is revealed in:


prevailing student-speaking time



application of inductive way of teaching vocabulary and especially grammar (the teacher
provides good examples / contexts which permit students to guess their meaning) while
presenting the new language



no (or little) language pre-teaching is used for listening, speaking, reading and writing
activities – when students have the need, they ask teacher for help



amphitheater or cluster desk arrangement in the classroom (students facing each other)



prevalence of semi-communicative (content-focused) and communicative tasks



individual, whole-class, pair and group activities, facilitated by the teacher



emphasis on contents, pragmatic aspect of communication, tolerance towards errors when
they do not disrupt communication



both teacher and students ask questions and answer them



when communicative activities are held, the DJ may be a teacher or a volunteer student,
teacher is a direct participant, expressing her/his opinion and sharing experiences



the criteria of assessment are co-created by the teacher and students, peer and selfassessment is often applied, however, teacher feedback is also valuable
Characteristics of learner–centered education are of considerable interest. They are about

how to think, or solve problems, and analyze arguments. Learning skills are essential to master
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the material. The learner-centered label now gets attached to teaching strategies. Studentcentered education is a teaching strategy that fundamentally breaks many of the traditional
boundaries, as it is not based on a heavy instructor-dependent relationship.
This type of training involves maximum participation of student in the learning process, a
high degree of independence, involvement and responsibility, students‘ independence is
promoted through action-oriented instructions which have replaced or fully expelled traditional
teaching methods. However, many of the arguments against it can be brought that it is not an
appropriate teaching strategy in every situation. However, the method includes active learning.
Student-centered education combines different steps in succession such as pace of learning,
information, activities, this model places the student in the center of the learning process where
s/he performs freely, this approach provides the student with learning experience combining
various activities, critical and creative thinking, capability implementing open-ended problems
and all the issues which cannot be solved by text samples.
Properly implemented SCA is an impetus to extend knowledge, acquire skills through
experience or education; the theoretical or practical understanding of whether the students are
co-creators in the learning process. Prior knowledge is the major part in creating. Studentcentered learning environments have a powerful influence on future learning. It is worth
mentioning that learning platforms making interaction easier among learners, engaging students
in discovery and scientific process, which turns out to be essential to provide encouragement in
order to improve learning and knowledge retention. Learning environment generates a need for
students to accept a greater responsibility for their own learning, which is of a core value in any
student-centered learning approach. This approach leads to the development of important skills,
which are reflected in the student‘s key decisions that learners must make about their own
learning by creating more accurate pictures of how they learn.
Student-centered learning implies a much more difficult process than it seems, including
changing expectations before and during the implementation of new strategies that encourage
students to process information in different ways.
The student-centered approaches require active participations from teachers and students
but, however, it should be noted again that responsibility mainly rests on the student, as it shifts
focus of activity from the teacher to the learners.
One of the strategies is cooperative learning which is based on the principle of teamwork
training, structuring positive interdependence. The term seems to be clear from the above to put
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an emphasis on its exact meaning ―learning cooperatively‖, when students are given an
opportunity to one another‘s resources and skills evaluating one another‘s ideas. The strategy is
important to develop a shared understanding of the problems experienced in learning.
The general overview of this type of study shows that student choice is unlimited,
students like to learn different things, and learning is very often organized in liberal formats.
This approach makes this strategy even more interesting, choice is central to effective learning.
Student–centered learning approach can be adopted in terms of self-reliance conditions.
Its advantages are reinforced by various reasons.

These reasons can be divided into two

categories: The first is that it is enjoyable, the above-mentioned approach leads to a positive
atmosphere, when students are deeply affected by a wonderful quality of perception. The second
reason involves innovative ways to refine and improve student learning. The student-centered
learning approach has changed the attitude to teaching. How it improves the quality in students‘
performance is evident from the results achieved. Handelsman, Miller and Pfund (2004), for
instance, stated that substituting ―lecturing‖ with active learning strategies, such as discovery
learning, improved comprehension as well as memorization.
The question is, when we need to teach content, can we use only discovery made by
students or some ―lecturing‖ is still necessary (Cooper, Mac Gregor, Smith, & Robinson, 2000;
Cooper, 1995; Felder & Brent, 2009; Tien et al., 2001)?Some researchers, who are proponents of
either purely teacher-centered or a mixed approach, indicate that in a student-centered approach
less content is covered in comparison with the teacher-centered approach, as the former is more
time-consuming than the latter, but anyway students, being more involved, eventually learn
(understand, memorize) more.
The research about content coverage shows that according to the observations of the
target group, indicators of increased learning became vivid as this approach promoted conceptual
understanding and sharpened critical-thinking skills, change in attitude determines an increasing
interest in the learning process, better class attendance, more self-confidence and self-reliance.
Some students mention that they cover fewer topics during learning process, especially when
they use group work, but they learn and retain more meaningful ideas than during ―lecture‖
formats (Felder & Brent, 2009). But using student-centered learning approaches never means
that instructors do not ever ―lecture‖. The process of transformation leads to gradual changes in
teaching, shifting from various informal cooperative learning approaches to a small number of
the approaches for short period of time after lecturing (Cooper & Robinson, 2000).
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Informal cooperative learning structures include:


Think-Pair-Share strategy, when students think individually then exchange ideas with a
partner and a smaller group of students



Roundtable, when a group of students are asked questions, and minute papers.
These strategies are aimed at ranging from simple, easily implemented approaches to

complex changes of the entire course. Besides all of these, one more detail of essential meaning
must be mentioned -the so-called ―transition phase‖ (shifting from teacher–centered to learner–
centered process) is slightly vulnerable. Learners, who are used to traditional teacher-centered
approach, may, surprisingly, resist being given more freedom, but also more responsibility. So
there should be an expectation that instructors will encounter this inevitable obstacle. They
should be ready and well prepared how to respond to the resistance constructively. The benefit of
this approach should be exactly explained to the learners (Felder & Brent, 1996). Students‘
resistance is focused on prior bad experiences, which may be related to not well-planned
working process that is why clarification of changes, expectations and implementation of new
strategies will encourage learners to change their attitude and show enthusiasm, eager enjoyment
in the learning process. As it has been mentioned, poor perception of SCA by students, among
others such as lack of students‘ exposure to inappropriate teaching materials, is the major
obstacle facing SCA which requires attitudinal change for better understanding of what SCA is.
Learning systems that promote student-centered learning should be more relevant, consistent and
provoking independence.
Although the role of the learner is paramount in the process of learner-centered teaching,
this in no way diminishes the teacher‘s mission, on the contrary, the instructor‘s role is
significantly more important, as it guides to success. Ample, reasonable ideas provided by the
teacher create a fruitful learning environment for students who due to it become more active,
creative and communicative. Brenda Hall (2006) points out that student-centered learning
permits students to find out their own learning styles. This approach creates a proper condition
for learners to understand and realize their motivation and extend skills. This method of teaching
is mainly focused on learners‘ outcome rather than on teaching. This paradigm creates a focal
point: the learner-centered approach empowers students rather than instructors. Kember (1997)
mentions that knowledge is constructed by students and the teacher is a facilitator of learning
rather than a presenter of information. Of course, an instructor transmits some knowledge as
well, but his/her role is not as appealing on the surface.
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Lea, Stephenson, and Troy (2003) emphasize that this approach serves as a tool for deep
understanding, increased responsibility and increased sense of independence.
Traditional pedagogy is based on different principles which assume that knowledge can
be transmitted from one person to another. An education theorist Paulo Freire (1995) goes
against this approach to teaching. In his theoretical work called The Banking Concept of
Education (Freire, 2008) he contrasts two concepts of education - the banking (i.e. teachercentered) and problem posing (i.e. student-centered). In the-so called ―banking system‖ students
are perceived as blank, and the teacher's role is not ambiguous and an instructor takes an absolute
role to fill this gap. It is clear that this approach makes the student passive, as an instructor
defines the learning process and its every detail. In contrast to this theory the ―problem posing‖
concept shapes a different attitude to the issue where the student is given a leading role in the
process. This type of education most likely contributes to development of human nature and
strengthens this connection between humans and the world. A successful implementation of
student-centered approach requires changes and comprehension of learning climate, critical
approach and judgment, picturing vivid obstacles and achievements during the completion of
implementable stages, a few steps measures must be taken to let the process go smoothly, this
aim once again requires instructors and curriculum developers‘ efforts to integrate and make
changes to the existing curricula according to the demand.
Brush &Saye (2000) in a study on Implementation and Evaluation of a Student-Centered
Learning Unit: A Case Study, however, change the emphasis to the learning climate and raise
questions of problem contexts, proper tools, structure evaluation system to conduct a learner–
centered process and support teacher management).Their research does not decline student‘s role
in the implementable changes. It just tries to find out what these changes mean. First of all, it
concerns modularization of courses, increased degree of freedom, students‘ active participation
in curriculum development, defining their own learning skills, objectives and final positive
results.
For achieving students‘ full involvement in educational process unlimited area of actions
will provide learners with higher motivation. The unlimited area implies the use of basic
methods such as:
1. Independent projects
2. Group discussions
3. Debates
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4. Field trips
5. Keeping reflective diaries
6. Choosing their own topics\projects
7. Portfolio developments
8. Peer assessment
Fulfillment of the above-mentioned methods will promote learners to be self-reliant and
motivated during the learning process, feel competent in abilities and being connected to
teachers and peers and all these should be based on the student-centered curriculum, which
provides a wider range of necessary opportunities and stimulates skill extension that is of
essential meaning and a powerful tool for self-regulation, self-expression and self-discovery
(Wood, 1990). It is worth mentioning that the major characteristic of Wood‘s vision is equality
among learners and instructors that means focusing on students‘ development of self-confidence.
The peculiarities of this instructional approach give the appearance of increasing the student
personal power without affecting their social power.
Analyzing and merging of various studies showed a certain unity and sequence of
student-centered teaching approaches and multiple ways of presenting this process. It exceeds
the above-mentioned limited number. The first step aims at creating a supportive classroom
climate in order to make students willingly be involved in different activities and acting within
the curriculum instructions that are conducted by the teacher in an invulnerable way. The
instructor uses transactional teaching (which involves the transmission of knowledge from
teacher to student) as well as peer-assisted method, add-on group dynamic activity and a
combined lecture-discussion. As for learners, they choose, analyze, synthesize and evaluate
preferable materials and authentic issues when guidance is provided by the teacher and
responsibility for their learning rests on learners.
However, responsibility does not mean that all learners can work collaboratively and
certain types of steps should be taken by the instructor to increase the degree of probability of
successful participation by giving them a suitable program that will lessen the risk of barriers.
One way to increase the degree of probability is to develop a strong, mutually supportive
educational partnership which is based on organizing, operating and managing each step
cooperatively. The taken measures can be meaningful, useful, and productive as well as relevant
for all involved participants. Each opportunity provided for collaborative learning
programmatically can lead to additional possibilities.
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As this body of literature revealed, student-centered teaching approach has been
transformed during the decades and applied to different educational institutions. Each researcher
gives a new and refined definition of this method that can be applied in specific learning
situations and at different levels. When using this approach, every obstacle creates a new
opportunity and proper conditions of overcoming and modifying it. The main findings of the
studies revealed that the impact of the student-centered approach on various psychosocial aspects
was positive in spite of many hindrances. The student-centered approach covers a multiple
attitude, freedom of choice, constant and sustainable attempts, result-oriented activities, and
strives for perfection that cannot be limited by flexible learning methods.
To sum up, the below table shows the main paradigms of this approach.

Table 1.2. Student-Centered Paradigm
There is no dominant leader, teacher and students alternatively take the lead, goals are
defined based on student needs
Rules are co-created and their logic is discussed
Knowledge is co-created by instructor and students or created by students
Students actively seek for information
Emphasis is on development of skills to acquire knowledge which will be needed in
further life
Instructor‘s role is to offer a selection and teach students to do self-assessment
Teacher offers a range of materials and activities, students choose them
Assessment, peer and self-assessment are inseparable parts of educational process
Assessment is used to improve learning
Major methods are projects, group discussions and debates, field trips, reflective
diaries, portfolio
Emphasis is on finally achieved learning outcomes (competences)
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Desired learning is assessed through the use of alternative/performance assessment
(projects, portfolios, etc.)
Focus is on learning
Atmosphere/climate is cooperative
Both students and teachers are viewed as learners

1.4.

Advantages and disadvantages of teacher- and student-centered approaches

The learning style and approach to the educational process is one of the significant
concepts which deserve deep analysis and discussion. Modern approaches to the system
highlight the importance of learner-centered learning in comparison to teacher-centered
education. Each method should be considered in the realm of its importance, advantages or
disadvantages to demonstrate their functional meaning and purpose, omission or barrier, which
must be overcome to lead to the desired result. The issue provokes the need for further
explanation of all the peculiarities to describe the distinctive nature or features of positive as well
as negative sides of each approach.
It should be underlined that in terms of changes under the influence of the fact of
globalization, education requires sustainable new pedagogical approaches. To stay competitive
as well as competent in managing challenges, this process requires testing of methods and
approaches, and does not expel the fact of contrasting different approaches‘ pros and cons, as it
emerges; the process is irreversible and progressive and requires solid instructions.
Many experts believe that teacher-centered learning is an inefficient solution for
educational system while it is being compared to more active learning styles. But findings show
that different attitudes towards various approaches still exist and there are questions which
emerge and appear in the context of new theories and this endless process gives birth to
dissimilar interpretations.
Both approaches can be discussed in current development of complex methods in various
aspects. Advantages and disadvantages of learner-centered and instructor-centered approaches
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are debated and revealed in impressive works of study, articles and theses. The practical
implementation of the methods reflects the needs for changes using more sophisticated
approaches.
A critical attitude and an accurate determination of what portion of changes are allowable
during each taken step very often distinguish the successful implementation of each approach to
education and at the same time depicts a more vivid vision about advantages and disadvantages
of each approach. To have a closer view of the problem and judge the pros and cons of a
particular approach to weigh it thoughtfully we should throw light on facts which refer to the
general process in teaching.
Teaching is one of the activities, teaching tactic, teaching model, and teaching technique
reveal a teaching approach. The following topic outlines key arguments on the advantages and
disadvantages of teacher-centered learning. History proves that in traditional (teacher-centered)
approach the master and apprentice model formed traditional settings. The products of this
schooling were successfully governed through the years. It was argued that the teacher, who is
the expert in the subject sphere of knowledge, should be the one to impart that knowledge to the
students. In the teacher-centered classrooms, if students have any questions on a topic emerged
by a textbook, the instructor is present as the ‖expert‖ to clarify the answer. In a teacher-centered
approach the teacher is able to conduct learning and plan how the course should proceed, in this
situation s/he chooses an appropriate pace for learners to be able to acquire knew knowledge
adequately. As a result of this method if the learning is focused on the instructor teaching, the
rate of studying will be apparent, and regulated evaluation and assessment can be executed at the
appropriate time. The teaching approach is very important in educational process as it requires
inspiring and supporting. When education is teacher-centered, classroom remains (or at least is
expected to remain) orderly, this fact contributes to a higher degree of

understanding and

perception of the theme, the teacher retains a full control of the classroom and activities as s/he
directs all activities and there is no need to worry that learners will miss an important topic.
The teacher-centered approach is more associated with more formal and direct ways of
teaching. This approach can support to ensure that students are learning what is proper and
needed to be learnt, the instructor guides, telling them what kind of incremental steps to take,
decides on suitable teaching style as a possibility and a stepping-stone to higher level of
academic achievements as teaching practices are the focus of the session, and an instructor is an
important source of information.
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More positive aspects of the TCA can be listed and debated.
1. TCA gives the teacher an opportunity to expose students to material, whether published
or unpublished, in which the teacher feels self-confident. The instructor enjoys a high
quality of independence.
2. As teacher is completely responsible for the planning, s/he can preview the possible
problems and take measures in advance so that they do not occur.
3. Teacher-to class communication is provided, students get timely feedback, as soon as
errors arise, the teacher takes measures (corrects, explains, organizes additional practice),
the teacher exclusively lectures, plays an active role as s/he transmits all of the
information to the learners.
4. The learning is centered on the instructor teaching, the rate of learning is chosen by the
teacher.
5. The teacher can complement and clarify text material. Teacher talks and the students
listen and absorb.
6. The instructor arouses interest in a subject. S/he becomes a model for learners.
7. The instructor precisely determines the aim of the teaching process, content of the
material, directions of a presentation.
8. The teacher complements individual learning preferences.
9. TCA limits itself to a specified content and it implies negative sides of this approach. In
the TCA the duty of the learner is only ―a listener‖, it makes the student be fundamentally
passive; students perceive information which is given by the teacher and keep it in their
brain memories.
The main critique of this approach is for the learner to merely master limited sets (Schön,
1983):
1. The disadvantages of this approach, according to Trilling &Fadel (2009),Anderson &
Krathwohl (2000)and Schraw & Robinson (2011), are:
2. Learners fundamentally have a passive role, which hinders the process, as the
responsibility mainly rests on an instructor.
3. This approach is formal, controlled, and autocratic, in which the teacher directs how,
what, and when students learn. As result, low level of students‘ internal motivation is
typical for it. Teachers are unaware of learners‘ problems. Student‘s lack of
comprehension of the content is explained only by a lack of effort. Individuals‘
emotions, talents, personal beliefs are ignored.
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4. Involves one-way communication (teacher to students). Correspondingly, there is
lack of readiness to change tactics and attempt to gain learners‘ interest again.
5. If students did not understand the material in class, a considerable amount of learner
time outside of the classroom is needed to enable comprehension and long-term
retention of content, as this approach does not comprise interactive methods
(discussion, problem-solving sessions).
6. Learners work alone, they do not gain useful skills to collaborate with other students
and communication skills may suffer as well.
7. Teacher-centered learning can be boring and exhausting, students have problems
concentrating attention, as result, students may miss some important issues. As soon
as boredom sets in, chaos and disciplinary disruptions ensue.
8. Unchanging classroom arrangement, students seeing each other‘s backs, not faces,
which ―contributes‖ to lack of communication and boredom.
9. Teaching process and assessing implementation of objectives are separate. The goal
of assessment is mainly punitive and not learning by one‘s mistakes.
10. Monopolized and limited assessment - assessments are mostly summative and they
rarely address qualitative issues of the students‘ progress.
11. Lack of opportunity for learners to express themselves, ask questions and direct their
learning style without interference of the instructors.
12. Emphasis is on a single issue (which is predetermined).
13. Teacher‘s lack of ability to deal with minor offences, talking, hitting, paper throwing.
14. Instructor dependency – the learners do not develop their independence. TCA does
not empower a learner‘s autonomous study skills.
15. Difficulty encountered by the learners to go at their own pace as they are being
lectured all the time.
16. Non-facilitation of Higher Cognitive- and Meta-Cognitive Skills - Higher cognitive
skills imply abilities such as analysis, synthesis, evaluation critical thinking,
interpretation and self-regulation.
17. Lack of importance of open inquiry.
Thus, it has been shown that, though the teacher-centered approach does have many
advantages, the list of its disadvantages is too solid to use it as the only approach to teaching.
Besides, it is not in the streamline with the contemporary democratic developments in education.
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On the other hand, to have the moral right to advertise for the application of the student-centered
approach, it is necessary to critically analyze it as well.
The main advantage of this approach is that a learner has a more active role to play in
learning - in the process of learning students adapt the way they learn, to reveal the effectiveness
of their study. Students learn more from one another through co-operative learning, they learn to
respect each other's opinions, acquire different skills which prove to be very useful for their
future practice. The positive side of the approach is that it gives an opportunity to a shy, weaker
learner to be placed with more able learners who use scaffolding in the process of pair and group
work. In this learning environment students sharpen social skills and self-esteem, gain more
emotional and cognitive support from their peers.
The SCA creates a healthy environment and it is directed into the future. Students
become autonomous and can pursue the life-long learning, according to their personal and
professional needs.
The student-centered approach has advantages for both students and teachers. Learners
construct knowledge, thus making it meaningful. They not only obtain rights in the educational
process, but also responsibilities. The reason why not only teachers, but also students often resist
this approach is that, while gaining rights is enjoyable, taking responsibilities is not always
welcome.
While actively seeking for knowledge from different sources, students have to work hard.
They have to develop effective learning strategies. Instead of handing over the same homework
to the teacher, they have to present their individual or small group work publicly. As this is
something they created (even if they did it via compilation), they feel proud when the
presentation is liked and sorry when it is criticized.
To select the material for such a presentation, they need to use the background
knowledge. To be understood, they also need to forecast their friends‘ reaction, to take into
consideration their likes and dislikes, their background knowledge and needs.
It is very important to realize that the SCA does not diminish the role of an instructor, as
self-study methods still need a tactful guidance and an invisible supervision by a teacher.
The student-centered learning is considered as a step forward to make the learning
process efficient as it is applied, thought the reasonable strategies learners are no longer passive.
The advantages of SCA can be listed as follows (Bredo, 1999; Wright, 2011;Ahn& Class, 2011):
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1. It is reflective, teacher studies students‘ needs, is aware of their learning styles, cultural,
gender and age peculiarities. Teacher analyzes the way s/he teaches and, even when
teaching is successful, is seeking the ways to make more various, exciting and
productive.
2. The importance of the social context of learning and the importance of interaction with
peers is emphasized
3. Student-centered learning has advantages for both students and teachers. Instructors have
less traditional work to do, the learners are more attentive and willing to participate.
4. The SCA greatly increases learners‘ retention of both skills and knowledge, moreover, it
focuses on students‘ active engagement in the process of learning.
5. Learners gain confidence in themselves as this approach requires self-reliance, it
encourages innovation and creativity through deep learning and requires students to think
about their learning, the issue and the problems.
6. Learners learn to support their conclusions with vivid evidence and logical arguments.
7. A successful student – centered environment requires frequent student feedback.
8. The student-centered approach encourages learners to initiate and monitor their own
learning instead of relying on the instructor, students seek knowledge by themselves.
Students select reading texts, topics for discussions and essays, they even make up drills
and tests.
9. Teacher evaluations do not decline and very often improve especially in upper level
courses.
10. The learner-centered approach makes it possible to experience new attempts learners
continually integrate new knowledge into the existing one as they are exposed to a
variety of experiences in which learners have to navigate among others‘ ideas.
11. Teaching is interesting and fun - teacher leads a dynamic classroom environment, in
which process learning is rewarding and active, where students easily comprehend the
material, as the instructor invites the learner to thinking about the material more actively.
12. The learner–centered approach is more democratic, in which both students and
instructors decide how and when learning occurs.
13. Students learn to be responsible for their own learning and actions.
14. Teacher often assumes a back-stage role, in order to allow for the learners to take on
active roles.
15. The learner-centered approach develops flexibility in thinking and reasoning skills, it
makes possible to create more suitable conditions for students to compare and contrast
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various possibilities and draw their conclusions. Students learn to synthesize and indicate
the faults of the evidence or approve it, to determine several sources of information and
references in order to evaluate their conclusions.
16. Learners practice to make associations and connections by relating the facts to their own
life experiences.
17. The atmosphere is cooperative and collaborative.
18. The SCA stimulates students to generate new ideas, gives them courage to be engaged in
individual reflection to organize and understand the world.

Students learn how to

articulate their ideas, collaborate on tasks effectively to evaluate their contributions in
socially allowed manners.
19. Learners experience insights as they think of the problem or inquiry activity and learn
how to see implications and apply them to other situations.
20. Desired learning is evaluated directly through projects, papers, portfolios.
21. The SCA develops communication and social skills.
22. The focus is on generating better responses and learning from errors.
23. The SCA forms independent thinkers, active members of society who easily adapt to the
real world, as students gradually gain problem-solving skills and ability to do critical
analysis.
24. Complaints about irrelevance of contents and unfairness of assessment decreases, as
students participate in both.
25. Students are fascinated to learn through various authentic activities (songs, games, role
play, etc.) which get them engaged.
26. Assessment and self-assessment are inseparable parts of the educational process. They
are used to diagnose problems and improve teaching as well as learning, not just to
punish.
Creation of contrasting profiles to show a clear picture of differences between studentcentered and teacher-centered approaches will not be absolute and it will not cover the current
area of education reform, if no criticism and assumption of required transformations which lead
to empowering and highly facilitative way of learning is applied. A critical attitude implies not
only evaluation of positive sides but negative influences too, which is an integral part of
interpreting reality. The basic rationale to absorb the full meaning of the approach entirely is that
we should turn our attention to the drawbacks of the learner-centered approach for a deep
research. Many experts claim that the SCA refers to a vague combination of teaching strategies.
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Gregory (1997) and Hansen & Stephens (2000) state that students often resist the opportunity for
choice, the responsibility for one‘s learning and especially the intellectual work involved in
student-centered learning. Gregory (1997, p. 66) warns that making learning comfortable for
students ―has become so much the norm that students expect it. When students today, for
example, think that a given teacher is requiring too much work or grades too hard or assigns
boring readings, they take it as a student right to make these judgments about the teacher.
Furthermore, students—with an unconscious assumption of their status as the court of final
authority—believe that they can judge categorically and unequivocally‖.
The following disadvantages of the learner-centered approach are named in literature
(Schwarzer & Luke, 2001;Grover& Rice, 1971):
1. Learners‘ preference to study in traditional classes, with less responsibility and more
help.
2. Learner-centered approach is hardly suitable for the learners who are not very confident
about modern technology.
3. Environment of unhealthy competition may evolve – teachers may have trouble
regulating the relationships between students.
4. The approach of learning does not create a special atmosphere for learners who enjoy
interacting with instructors face-to face.
5. The problem of misconception, when learners read some information, ideas or concepts
and construct the wrong knowledge in their minds. It may arise as the material is not
explained by the teacher in a clear and easy way.
6. The approach is time-consuming. Students need more time to achieve the knowledge
independently. Choice also takes time.
7. Not all students are good at team-work skills.
8. Learner-centered approach to learning is less structured and discipline is more often
violated, compared to the traditional learning method.
9. If efficient teacher help in choosing adequate learning strategies is not provided, students
may be at a loss and waste a lot of time without reaching the goal.
10. Cooperative learning as well as implementation of any strategy can become less effective
if overused.
11. With learner-centered approach the conditions of the classroom are noisy and busy as
students are more active, discuss the material with one another, work together to solve
the problem, they reveal their opinions on the topic and evaluate their own learning. This
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may be misinterpreted by school administration as lack of discipline. Also students need
silence from time to time to do the thinking, to concentrate attention.
12. Difficulty of focusing completely on each individual student.
13. This approach is not so manageable – from administrative, logical and institutional
perspective. It is difficult to control what is happening in each group, not only the
process, but also the results are only partly controllable, as there is no time in the class for
each group to present their ―products‖.
It is worth mentioning that throughout history all society changes required new
approaches to teaching, to overcome the drawbacks of the old ones, however, some ideas were
revived after some time, when their advantages were re-assessed. We can see that both
historically and in general both approaches have had a positive impact on students when they
were applied reasonably. In the teaching-learning process it is essential to use the right approach
to achieve the goal of learning. Instructors should be more careful in choosing and considering
advantages and disadvantages of each approach and/or method to organize and develop the
learning potential and capacity. Each model should be used to appeal to a practical sense of
efficiency to implement the educative purpose successfully. A healthy, balanced educational
atmosphere can be beneficial, as a reasonable combination of the two methods will promote
achievements of instructional objectives for an intrinsic instructional unit.
Tsarikova (2005, p. 57) mentions that the approach is not important as such, what is
important is achievement of educational goals.―The question is not of ―Who should be in the
center, a teacher or a learner?‖ but whether learning is taking place.‖ This is especially true for
countries in transition period from authoritarian to democratic mentality.

She held a

questionnaire with 50 students from the Banking and Finance academy and the University of
World Economy and Diplomacy. All respondents were young adults age 22 to 35 and preintermediate to intermediate level of English. In the survey 38% of the students pointed out
grammar exercises as most effective, whereas only 10 % viewed communicative activities as
such.
According to Parker Palmer in The Courage to Teach (2007), the best teaching is not one
or the other, but a combination of both learner-centered and teacher-centered approaches. A great
skill and competence is needed to be able in using these approaches considering their advantages
and disadvantages, as it is momentous to use alternative options to choose the right approach at
the appropriate time. Both methods of teaching / learning are of a significant meaning to
investigate the true knowledge.
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When considering both approaches (teacher-centered and student-centered), the
seriousness and importance of the decision of choosing the right time which approach is suitable
for each condition is of a significant meaning. However, more teachers have moved towards the
student-centered approach, learners also have started to support the idea that student-centered
approach is more effective. Despite all this, teachers should use a combination of different
approaches and methods to ensure that all learner needs are met to guarantee a positive result.
The student‘s age and the level of their subject knowledge as well as their general knowledge has
to be taken into consideration. In general, the older the students and the higher their knowledge
level, the higher the percentage of student-centered approach in the classroom. The fact should
be outlined that not a single approach is perfect enough to exclude negative sides.
In the table 1.3 below I have analyzed the stages / components of educational process and
the advantages and disadvantages of the teacher- and student-centered approach, as well as
recommendations on how to compensate the disadvantages.
Table 1.3. Comparison of teacher- and student-centered approaches
Teacher-centered approach
advantages

Student-centered approach

Disadvantages ways

to advantages

disadvantages

ways

to

compensate

compensate

the

the

disadvantages

disadvantages

Material presentation
deductive approach
clear

students

explanation

passive

makes

it recipients,

inductive approach
are apply

visual arouses

aids, do not curiosity,
talk

much, students
mentally

all students

after

active,

explanation

correct guess

ask

students is

motivating
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demanding,

relatively

consuming
a

enjoyable

give examples and

apply only for

are time-

available for they may be immediately
bored

intellectually

easier
materials,
provide good
examples,
use cues to
guide
students,

the

finally
up

sum

together,

ask ―weaker‖
students

to

explain
Practice and production
texts, topics, drills and activities are chosen by texts, topics, drills and activities are offered by
the teacher; individual and group work are the teacher and chosen by the students or
totally supported and controlled by the teacher

nominated by the students; pair and group work
only partly supported and controlled by the
teacher

teacher

often

qualification
guarantees
the

causes careful choice

students take not

all distribute and

boredom and

the

students

are rotate

low

responsibility,

ready to take functions

―right‖ motivation;

choice, no or students
little

once
are

error totally

the the

choice

is responsibility;

made,

some students

fossilization

dependent on

students

occurs,

the

motivated

students

teacher;

do little time for

the group

are remain
to passive, being

study

what hidden in a

what teacher practice,

was

their group; student

expects them external

choice,

qualification

to do

develops

may not be

learner

sufficient

autonomy

make

motivation

(strategies and choice
creativity),
forms
continuous
learning bases
Assessment
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to
the

the
in

Done completely by the teacher

Done by peers, self-assessment & teacherassessment

qualified

lack of self- application of develops self- peer-

peer-

confidence,

correction

clear rubrics, criticism and assessment

high level of teacher

skills of self- may have a without

anxiety, often feedback;

editing,

- feeling of only

increases self- impact

unfairness of underlining

confidence,

students‘

assessment;

forms

relationships;

mistakes,

negative

students keep students have continuous

may

making

subjective

the to

correct learning bases

same mistakes them in the
(lack

on

working

out

the
be

assessment
rubrics

by

students

and

teacher

of next

responsibility

grading;

together

homework

for the quality
of
often

answer),
no

lesson is made
from mistakes

It is visible from the table how advantages of one approach are linked with the
disadvantages of the other, and how they can complement each other. It is also visible that not all
drawbacks of the teacher-centered approach can be compensated and this is probably the major
reason why the student-centered approach is preferable.

1.5. The ways to promote learner-centered teaching/learning

Evidence suggests that education is not teaching that endlessly guides learners what to do
and how to respond. Promotion of teaching by facilitating is the real acquisition of the modern
approach. Since the old traditional approach has been changed, the function of a teacher has
changed too in accordance with the new needs of the education system. The transformation
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appears to have a consumer focus and it represents facilitators with an ongoing set of challenges
and tasks to find different ways for teaching/learning system promotion.
Previous descriptions of the student-centered teaching approach revealed essential
features of the method of instructing (Weimer, 2002). A new approach gave birth to new needs
and opportunities for promotion of the approach used by teachers by enhancing the quality with
new strategies and techniques to reinforce implementation of principles and general objectives of
education.
Promotion of the learner-centered teaching methods is determined by realization of
important mutual collaborative obligations. While teachers have to teach well, students are
equally responsible for learning well, in order to achieve the goals posed by both.
In order to be able to learn autonomously, students need to set adequate goals (e.g., not
simply to pass the exam, but also to gain useful knowledge and skills), to choose the ways how
to attain them, to manage the time, to know the ways to get assistance and gain self-confidence.
Very often it is impossible without the teacher‘s recommendations.
Today, more than ever before, the biblical choice between giving hungry people fish and
teaching them to fish is becoming especially urgent. To persuade the teacher to give students
more autonomy and the students to be more responsible, it is essential for both to realize that
nowadays learning is a continuous process for all qualifies occupations, and even the best
teachers simply cannot teach everything that the student will need. In knowledge-based society,
which contemporary life offers, knowledge is the only value which cannot disappear, and
knowledge of how to learn efficiently is indispensable. Students need to know their strengths, to
use them for progress, and their weaknesses, to concentrate, to work hard to overcome them.
Today the so-called information literacy skills (evaluation sources, content, gaining information
legally) are becoming very important. Knowing where and how to find information is more
important than keeping it in memory. All levels of Bloom's Taxonomy (remembering,
understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating) have to be achieved – then we can
speak of efficient teaching.
Instructors who seek changes and promotion of the adopted model of learning tend to be
more creative and imaginative, capable to determine foreseeable future obstacles. Teachers
implement various methods and strategies to set up a positive learning environment, suggesting a
new perception point of the issue to create a helpful framework to come up with the pattern
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which is suitable for learners by addressing tactical planning on components they would like to
transform.
Research (Sawyer, 2006; Ahn, & Class,2011; Brush, & Saye, 2000, etc.) indicates that
new approaches and modern strategies can be very effective in helping learner-centered learning
and sharpen academic skills. These strategies are:
1. Step by step strategies serve as a stimulus for learning, thinking activities in order to
tackle a complex task gradually. This strategy is useful to be applied for complex and
difficult operations, which require to be broken into several parts for implementation,
these operations imply logical step combination for understanding the material and the
single steps for successful completion of the task. E.g., when choosing an adequate tense,
we need to analyze the immediate context (is there a cue adverb?) and then the situation
(such as, are we speaking of a person still alive or dead).
2. Scaffolding - method discussed by Sawyer (2006).This strategy provides a sufficient
support (reminding or introducing the needed concepts, examples, etc.), it is a learning
process, which gives an opportunity to promote a deeper level of learning, it implies
sufficient support during the process when new methods and skills are introduced for the
first time. The strategy includes the following parts: resources, templates, guides. The
main purpose of the technique is to reduce the number of obstacles, create opportunity for
instructors to focus on using cooperative learning groups to complete an assignment.
3. Modeling and demonstration – the strategy serves as a tool. Modeling, explaining, and
demonstrating are essential teaching activities, the terms can define demonstration as a
skilled performance of a task or a new technique to show exactly how the specific
activity could and should be done. The technique is based on observational learning until
the aim is achieved.
4. Drill and practice to strengthen skill – the strategy provides an opportunity to practice
critical skills and knowledge sets. Predetermined level of mastery is important to learners
to practice skills previously learned and gradually they become more confident, able to
work independently.
5. ‗Learner talk-through‖ activity– commenting on what, how and why the student is doing
- is the strategy which focuses on a certain experience, after successful implementation of
the ―task‖ to learn specific skills, learners set up activities, which implies announcement
of each step, the learners talk about own problem-solving strategies, describe the ways
they come through the obstacles.
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6. Periodic review provides developing, delivering, and evaluating learning and teaching as learners have mastered specific skills, the teacher draws their attention to higher level
learning objectives, after a period the need for timely reviewing is essential to make sure
the learners retain previously experienced skills.
7. Progress Monitoring – this strategy is a tool to evaluate learners‘ performance and their
academic achievements, doing so the instructors measure the progress and its results, the
strategy can be based on curriculum assessment.
As we see in a learner-centered classroom, both instructors and learners reflect on the
educational process, trying to better contribute to it (Kearsley & Shneiderman, 1998). Different
strategies involve active cognitive processes, participation of different components and diverse
operations affect mental content to form thoughts including brain memory, association, and
attention. The above-mentioned process is supported by the activities such as creating, reasoning,
decision-making and assessing.

The meaningful nature of the learning environment and

strategies to promote the process activate students‘ imagination and motivation. In order to
facilitate progress, teachers should not reprimand their students, but have to maintain a friendly
manner, find crafty ideas to encourage learners by stimuli and by passion that is valuable. The
fact is that if ideas hold no personal interests for learners, they quit. Instructors provide a wide
range of strategies to progress the learner-centered approach, but at the same time give learners
choice and opportunity to voice their concern on problems if things go wrong, to find ways to
design unlimited learning experiences.
To promote learner-centered teaching/learning it is necessary to take into consideration
several factors. The leading factor in the promotion of learner-centered teaching/learning is the
creation of learning which is active and collaborative. Findings indicate that active learning in
groups and peer relationships significantly contribute to the process of promotion. In Smith and
Cardaciotto (2011) study, for example, 1,091students (71% of whom were freshman)
participated in a study - half of the students completed ―active learning‖ exercises and half
completed ―content review‖ exercises. It was hypothesized that students in the active learning
condition would 1) report greater retention of course material, 2) report more engagement with
course material, and 3) have more positive attitudes about the course. As predicted, students in
the active learning condition reported greater retention of course material for the majority of
topics as well as the course material as a whole. Consistent with the second hypothesis, students
in the active learning condition also reported greater engagement with the class material.
However, the third hypothesis, that students in the active learning condition would report more
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positive attitudes about the class, was not supported. It is possible that students in the active
learning condition resented the ―intellectual effort‖ necessary for successful completion of the
activities (Smith and Cardaciotto, 2011, p. 57-58).
Other factors are:


enhancement of learners‘ self-belief- it means students‘ belief about themselves as
learners, that they can overcome and learn from failure.



autonomous learning



engagement with others



feeling that they are competent to achieve their own objectives.
Creating challenging educational experience for learners extends their academic abilities.

Research evidence emerges that engagement cannot just be promoted, it must be maintained, too.
Implementation of the task draws attention to the clarification of the issue that a democraticcritical conception is essential to go beyond strategies, behaviors and techniques as engagement
lead to academic achievement as well as success as an active citizen.
It is not enough to split students into pairs or small groups and give them an assignment.
It is necessary to provide that each student is really contributing to its fulfillment. Students
become more involved, if each of them has a particular function – one student may generate
ideas, another – criticize them, still another keep the minutes, etc.
Multiple means of engagement, flexible learning paths to promote unique learning styles
were produced as a good starting point for achievement of objectives. Among the abovementioned active learning strategies it should be stressed that several simple collaborative
teaching techniques can be readily developed within traditional lecture frameworks to promote
active student-centered learning. These techniques are broadly applicable and easily modifiable
to serve instructors‘ specific goals to support learner-centered teaching/learning promotion. The
techniques are: think-pair-share, roundtable, jigsaw, in-class quiz, and minute paper. Each
technique is broadly used and their benefits are widely visible as they are rewarding and
effective.
1. Think-Pair-Share technique–Think-Pair-Share is a learning strategy developed by Frank
Lyman (1981); it is to activate learners‘ classroom participation and interaction between
students and facilitators. For a start the instructor poses a question to prompt the whole
class, exact instructions are given in advance, learners are expected to think
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independently about their response. Time is dedicated to organize ideas for contribution
to discussion, after a while the instructor invites the students to pair up with an assigned
learner, students experience the advantages of explaining their responses to a peer, the
next step implies comparison of students‘ thoughts among the pairs to reach a consensus
to pick the most convincing response. After completion of the process the instructor asks
pairs to share their responses to the full class. This strategy is for group learning.
2. Roundtable– according to the technique, it implies collaboration in a small group on a
specific prompt that can generate multiple responses. Like many strategies, ―Roundtable‖
ensures involvement of every learner in the process of generating knowledge and
contributing to the discussion. The technique is best suited to brainstorming applications.
Learners share a piece of paper that gets passed around the circle rapidly. The goal of the
technique is to generate a wide range of responses in a limited time. This technique is
followed by a reporting mechanism in which the instructor calls on groups to voice their
responses. The roundtable technique might imply different categories assigned to the
topic, such as ―no repeated answers‖, ‗the most predictable answer‖, ‗the most creative
answer‘, etc. Finally, the instructor collects the Roundtable papers to get a full record of
the group conversations.
3. Jigsaw technique described by Aronson and Patnoe (2011)is used as a cooperative and
collaborative learning strategy, first it was intended to reduce racial conflict and promote
healthy relationships. Technique focuses on taking incremental steps during the process.
The class is divided into multiple teams of learners, the instructor who is responsible for
structuring the activity assigns each team a slightly different, well-defined task and
clarified instructions, each member of the team represents the team at the end of the
work. Learners obtain and convey new knowledge and collaborate on the task developing
expertise in the appointed area. It should be mentioned that the instructor is available for
questions and guidance as the group is involved in exploring the material, after that the
facilitator rearranges the group to create a new ones that are composed of one member
from each of the original groups. There is a new member in each team as an expert who
is responsible for delivering the information in the group as well as learning information
from other groups. It should be mentioned that the jigsaw format necessarily requires
each learner to have two functions - to be an instructor and at the same time to be a
careful listener during the exercise, yet not a single student is required to do the front
lines digging on all the topic.
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4. Short Quizzes in Class – quizzing during class can accomplish different goals. Quiz
questions can motivate the learners, cueing them to think actively about the topic, it aims
at pulling the learner out of the passive role into more engaged and contemplative mode.
According to the technique, the instructor puts a question with a single correct answer out
to the whole class and stimulates all learners to respond. Although normally quizzes are
typical exercises completed by learners individually, they can be adapted into team
activities, too. Quizzes test the comprehension of the new material.
5. One-Minute Papers – the technique provides the instructor and the learners with a
summary of what was learned in a class. In a defined period the instructor asks the
learners to write a quick response to a question. The technique has been widely used in
large and small courses (Willson, 1986; Harwood, 1996; Bressoud, 1999; Barlette &
Morrow, 2001; Stead, 2005). One-minute papers encourage learners to realize key points
as a regular exercise in addition to well-known benefits of reviewing information,
summarizing, drawing attention to specific information. The papers may be anonymous.
It turns out to be easier to admit confusions and misunderstandings when the ―author‖ of
the paper remains anonymous, yet other learners may not take the task seriously under
this condition. Some instructors use the One-Minute Paper to write short comments
before returning them, it serves as an additional way to build close relationships and start
conversations with the learners as individuals.
As evidence (McKeachie, 1999;Prince, 2004; Ericson & Ericson, 2013) illuminates,
active learning strategies to engage students directly in learning processes - enhance academic
achievement and promote the development of important learning skills, such as critical thinking,
problem solving, and the ability to cooperatively work with others. Learning strategies help
learners to understand information and solve problems and they mainly promote learner-centered
teaching/learning approach, students who don‘t use these learning techniques often learn
passively. Learning strategy instruction focuses on making the learner more active by teaching
them how to learn (different strands of the strategy aim at various objectives).Among the
learning strategies there are strategies for remembering information, for effectively interacting
with others, for self-motivation, for improving assignment and test performance, etc.
Some alternative learning techniques are being chosen to develop important skills to
promote learner-centered teaching/learning, learners are taught how to think, solve problems,
analyze arguments and generate hypotheses, all these skills are essential to mastering material in
the discipline. Research (van Gelder, 2005; Hessels & Hessels-Schlatter, 2013) consistently
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confirms that learning skills develop faster if they are taught explicitly along with the content.
Experts (Wilson & Peterson, 2006) see learning individually and collectively as the most
important goals of any educational experience. To enhance the skills of learners to reach their
academic potential some factors and techniques can be beneficial among the other, the abovementioned strategies.
Strategies determine the approach for achieving the learning objectives, this approach is
blended deliberately by the facilitators to serve its main purpose to promote learner-centered
teaching style, however, among the traditional methods, techniques and strategies there also are
some strategies to promote learner-centered teaching approach.
1. Creation of the ongoing project plays an essential role in promoting mastery goals
(seeking comprehensive knowledge or skill in a particular subject or activity) as its
inceptions are analysis, findings and conclusions. The key to ongoing projects is to grant
learners with a wide range of project choices that gives an opportunity to demonstrate
what they are learning. The main objectives and standards of the strategy can be met in a
well-crafted project that enables learners to decide what the final product looks like. The
ongoing project stimulates the workshop environment that is the foundation upon which
the student-centered classroom is built.
2. Another factor which promotes learner-centered teaching/learning method is technology
which is a powerful tool for learning in today‘s digital world. Evidence (Diemer,
Fernandez, & Streepey, 2011) illustrates that learners are more engaged in any kind of
activity or project when they are chosen from the wide range of astonishing free web
tools that provide proper platform for presenting and sharing information. Technology
supports the development of transferable knowledge and skills which are required to
construct knowledge. With increased portable learning devices access to information
available in a variety of formats, facilitation of deep learning experiences, an adjustment
in traditional teaching practices is of essential meaning. Integration of technology into the
curriculum enables learning through participation and greatly increases opportunities for
learners to access the needed information.
3. Discussion– there are different ways to stimulate discussion, emerge issues or generate a
set of questions. The strategy can be used to focus on large as well as small group
discussions. The strategy involves planning and it is regarded to be an oral exploration of
a topic, concept or experience. All learners are given an opportunity to share thesis
questions and ideas in the class settings. During the process instructors stimulate learners
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and accept students‘ comments without judgment and paraphrase difficult terms.
Discussion promotes positive group interaction and conversation; it gives an opportunity
to demonstrate questioning techniques.
4. Peer Partner Learning (Smith, 1977) – the method implies collaborative experience in
which learners learn from and with each other for different purposes. Peer Partner
Learning involves pairing learners, guidelines for choosing partner is modified according
to the instructor preference. Learners work together functioning one as a ―doer‖ and the
other as a "helper". Learners doing so develop social skills, the helper supports the ―doer‖
encourages, provides feedback, the ―doer performs the task. Later the partners sweep
roles.
5. Compare & Contrast (Silver, 2010) – a critical thinking strategy to promote learnercentered teaching/ learning style, unique in its capacity to activate learners‘ brain
memories and highlight crucial similarities and differences. The strategy takes natural
human capacity to contrast and increases its effectiveness and includes a four-phase
learning process:
1) describing each item separately
2) highlighting key similarities and dissimilarities
3) forming and discussing the concepts and conclusions
4) synthesizing learning and allowing to associate a relevant task.
Its most common use is as a graphic organizer of content. The most common form of comparison
and contrast is a chart to list similarities and differences between two things in the contrast
columns.
6. Debate (Christudason, 2006) –a sophisticated arguing technique, that is conducted within
the strict rules (buzz groups, affinity groups, solution and critic group, teach-writediscuss group). Debate effectively increases learner participation during tutorial, seminar
sessions, when the instructor uses the strategy as a framework for learning, his intention
is to conduct comprehensive research into the topic and gather supporting evidence,
improve communication skills, develop leadership, sharpen learners‘ ability to see issues
from various perspectives. Debating is a structured contest of argumentation in which
two teams defend and attack a given preposition. The team that is assigned to agree with
the topic is called the ―preposition‖ and the team on the other side called the
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―opposition‘. It is worth mentioning that the topic for debate is controversial and very
often juxtaposed provocatively. Participants think critically about both their own and
their opponents‘ position. The competitive aspects stimulate engagement and a
commitment to a position. Debates may be used as a summative activity or as a tool of
assessment. The instructor can assess six categories: analysis, reasoning, evidence,
organization, refutation, and devotion.
7. Concept Maps(Novak & Cañas, 2008) - graphical tools for organizing and representing
knowledge, they represent enclosed in circles, nodes or cells that contain a concept, item,
questions or links. The links are labeled and denote direction with an arrow symbol. The
labeled links explain the relationship between the nodes. The arrow describes the
direction of the relationship and reads like a sentence. Concept maps deepen
understanding and comprehension, strategy helps learners organize new information,
make meaningful connections between the main idea and other aspects, access prior
knowledge, share gained knowledge and information generated, designed structures,
constructions, presentations, problem solve options.
8. Problem Solving (Jonassen, 2000) – a strategy for solving problem, using factual
knowledge as well as creativity or insights to come up with a solution. The strategy is
used as a teaching tool to focus on knowing the issue, taking into account all possible
factors. Problem Solving follows a series of tasks. Many researchers refer to this as the
problem-solving cycle. The cycle is presented sequentially:
1. Identifying the problem: identifying the problem requires reasonable judgment to
avoid mistakenly wrong identification of the problem source.
2. Defining the Problem: produce the list of all the characteristics of the problem by
focusing on the symptoms.
3. Forming a Strategy: set clear objectives for the solution, if there is a need to break
objectives. Develop a new strategy to solve the problem.
4. Organizing Information: before deciding on a solution, it is essential to organize the
available information.
5. Monitor progress: monitoring progress towards reaching the goal.
6. Evaluating the Results: After a solution has been reached, it is important to evaluate
the results to determine if it is the best possible solution to the problem.
Research evidence illustrates that variety of teaching/ learning strategies and methods
encourage positive learning experience, means and objectives to promote learner-centered
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teaching approach point to the instructional strategies for blended approach. Special focal point
remains to be team or collaborative teaching experiences as instructors‘ best experiences in a
classroom. Like any form of collaborative scholarship, successful collaborative teaching
integrates the strengths of multiple viewpoints. It should be mentioned that the strategy is most
effective when it is applied in positive, supportive environments, where there is recognition of
the emotional, social and physical needs of learners and where individual strengths are
recognized, nurtured, and developed.
Collaborative teaching allows learners to benefit from the healthy exchange of ideas and
in an environment which is defined by mutual respect and shared responsibility. Cooperative
learning is a method of instruction that gets learners to work together. It should be mentioned
that an ability to work cooperatively is valued highly than the ability to work independently.
Collaborative learning turns out to be a fully-fledged strategy that requires students to engage in
learning activities with other members over a period while working on a particular task with a
shared outcome (e.g. a report or a project). The strategy gives learners an opportunity to become
participants in their learning, helps them develop valuable skills such as problem solving,
conflict resolution, leadership, critical thinking, time management and negotiation, facilitates a
deeper understanding of the content of a topic, exposes learner to diverse ideas and learning
strategies.
More in-depth resources suggest that developing learners' group work skills help students
identify group issues, give constructive feedback, structure discussion, review individuals‘
contributions and deal with the problems during the process.
Getting the learners to monitor their development reflects on their performance as they
can identify how to improve their performance. The contributing factor of the strategy is that it
allows students to experience situations of an authentic real world.
The emerged body of the research suggests that all these strategies, techniques, objectives
are tied to the needs and interests of learners to enhance learning and promote learner-centered
teaching/learning approach to incorporate 21st century learning standards within the support of
education policy. To sum up, see the figures below that I made up.
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Figure 1. Students’ and teachers’ behavior in the teacher-centered approach

Teachers:

Students:

set goals

try to reach
the goals

choose texts,
topics, activities

fulfill the
activities

do all the explanation,
organization,
management

are passive recipients

assess

take into
consideration

Figure2. Students’ and teachers’ behavior in the student-centered approach

Students:

set goals

choose texts,
topics, activities

get help when/if
needed, manage the
time, self-monitor

Teachers:

consult on
setting
goals

offer a choice of
texts, topics,
activities

are available for help
when/if asked, help
manage the time and
develop the strategies

self-assess

get and
provide
feedback

Teachers use step-buy-step strategies, cues and scaffolding, modeling and, when
necessary, demonstration, organize practice and review, use short quizzes and monitor the
process of learning. It is easy to see that teacher‘s role hasn‘t diminished, it just has been
modified. On the other hand, students‘ role has increased a lot, it turned from passive into active.
They are involved in such meaningful for them activities, stimulating responsibility, as
material/topic/task selection, learner-talk-through, Think-Pair-Share, roundtable, jigsaw, and
sum up what was learned in class in one-minute papers. They participate in projects, create
portfolios, apply information technologies to seek for materials, are involved in discussions and
debates, leading them as DJs, not only answer, but also ask questions, develop analytical skills
via participation in compare-and-contrast activities, share knowledge and strategies with each
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other, do concept mapping and problem-solving, which not only permits them to successfully
pass exams, but also to continue to learn and work.

1.6. Conclusions to chapter 1

The teacher- and student-centered approaches have been used throughout the history of
education, however, the teacher-centered method has prevailed. The reason is that it is easier to
apply, classroom is simpler to manage, discipline is maintained, and it does not require too high
qualification from the teacher. Besides, if used effectively, it guarantees comprehension and
retention and is time-saving. The student-centered approach, on the other hand, corresponds to
the democratic trends of the contemporary society, it takes into consideration students‘ needs,
learning styles, interests, etc. It permits to form not only a limited amount of knowledge and
skills, but also learning skills and strategies, so necessary for continuous education, which is a
must in knowledge-based society. The SCA develops creativity and learner autonomy. Students
get more time for practice. However, the approach, being contemporary in its essence, has some
drawbacks which should not be ignored: it is available for students of certain ages
(corresponding to the readiness for independence) at a certain level (when some basic
background knowledge already exists), is time-consuming (requires additional time for
development of strategies and for guesswork), teacher feedback does not always arrive timely, so
some increase of number of errors may occur.
According to Jean Piaget (1970), the Formal Operational Stage of human development
(from age 12 onwards: the development of abstract or hypothetico-deductive reasoning) is the
age at which children develop abstract thought and can easily conserve and think logically in
their mind. Terminology (including grammatical), other abstract vocabulary can be memorized.
Memorization more and more becomes logical and associative learning gains importance.
Thinking becomes strategic, which helps work out effective memorization strategies. For the
majority of students interests and needs are rather clear-cut. Learners become rather independent,
self-controlling and self-motivating. Obviously, high-schoolers belong to this stage of cognitive
development. Their brain by the end of the school period is as good as that of adults according to
what they can do. Thus, high school (and further) is the adequate time to apply the studentcentered approach.
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Foreign / Second (English) Language teaching methods have also changed historically,
both to reflect the society demands and to fit the development of technologies that could support
language teaching/learning. First, it followed the methods of teaching classical (dead) languages
– Ancient Greek and Latin, which was wrong, as the goal of teaching classical languages is
general education and mental development, while the goal of teaching contemporary languages
is practical – to use them for communication. The more practical / communicative the methods
of teaching foreign / second languages became, the more student-centered they were. However,
such a method as suggestopedia was almost totally teacher-centered, but yielded very impressive
results – students were highly motivated and devoid of anxiety, they learned fast and easily.
Thus, both the analysis of the development of approaches to teaching in general and the
methods of foreign / second language teaching in particular brings to a logical conclusion –
communicative, student-centered foreign /second language teaching should dominate, at least
starting from teenage and basic user /pre-intermediate (A2) level, while some teacher-centered
approach may be applied while introducing some sophisticated materials, to guarantee
comprehension and save time.
As using the student-centered approach is not very easy either for teachers or for students, they
should be explained the advantages of the approach and trained to use it.
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CHAPTER 2: STUDENT-CENTERED
CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

LESSON

PLANNING

AND

Various aspects of lesson planning have to be analyzed, to provide successful teaching
and learning. Efficient planning begins with setting goals. Depending on the goals set, lessons
can be planned very differently. In the student-centered approach it is the learning outcomes
defined by the students that define the teaching goals, not vice versa, which used to be so in the
teacher-centered approach. Thus, in the process of planning which is – if not done, then at least
led by the teacher – we need to make planning as flexible as possible, to leave a chance to
modify it according to students‘ choice. Only alignment between the goals, materials, activities,
classroom management style, assessment and outcomes can make the educational process really
student-centered. Besides, lesson planning cannot be student-centered without student
participation.

2.1. Teaching goals and learning outcomes

Education has taken place over the years with various educators espousing the benefits of
using a different point of view as well as different approaches to reinforce its function and
determine its value. Different factors are discussed to identify the major characteristics in the
core knowledge sequence to originate various source foundations, which encourage the
development and sharing of the intrinsic elements to contribute to the continuous process of
development. Getting a good education is widely regarded as a critical preparation for various
types of success in life. Research (e.g., Phelps, Durham, & Wills, 2011) indicates that
characteristics of different factors such as setting, environment, goals, approach, determine the
success of learners who seek true knowledge. The positive influence of various features can be
enhanced to foster instruction and educational attainment.
As evidence suggests, across the decades links have been found between learner success
and reasonably set learning objectives, curriculum engagement, lesson plans, performance of the
task and high quality participation, etc. These are the factors which cannot be altered and even
more, they can be identified as to have a cause-and-effect relationship to scholarship success. It
should be mentioned that teaching approach and learning objectives have a significant impact on
learning outcomes and are restrictive in this regard. The learning objective is the backbone of a
lesson and it provides the ―reason‖ for teaching and observing it. Clearly defined learning
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objectives contribute to a structure that describes a course and guides in selecting appropriate
graded assessments, to choose relevant content of the course, and enrich grading practices.
Learning goals never set limit on what instructors can teach in a course, on the contrary, each
lesson goal provides a map showing how and where the course is going, according to it a sense
of curricular cohesiveness can be gained. Learning objectives allow to design the lesson, focus
on topics which are applicable to the curriculum and especially important in the field. The
learning objectives should be started in different terms depending on learners‘ needs, taking into
consideration the procedure stages.
The terms ―goals‖ and ―objectives‖ are somehow similar, as they describe the intended
purpose and result of instructing strategies, activities, methods and establish the foundation for
assessment. Goals are statements about general purposes of education that are long-range
intended outcomes and concepts, while objectives are brief statements that describe the desired
outcomes of instructions, including the specific skills and values.
―Learning objectives‖ are a student-centered term (as this is what students have to
achieve), while ―teaching goals‖ are teacher-centered (as this is what teachers have to do),
however, they have to be congruent, if efficient educational process is the target. Learning
objectives can be developed in various ways depending on a course, instructors are critical in
guiding and rigorously determine a set of assignments which are realistically taught and learned
in the course. Before developing full objective statements, the basis for assessments and the
overall teaching and learning process is formed. Instructors consider the following points, as they
develop objectives, use different supporting contents, theories, relevant facts. Instructors produce
language that is subject-specific and appropriate to the field, write learning objective statements
by using verbs that specify action, identify special communication tasks and learning strategies.
Action verbs help identify what needs to be assessed. Instructors think about objectives that are
valuable to learners, considering subject-specific goal map, to broader skills attainment. (e.g.,
written/oral communication, analytical reasoning, critical thinking). Stating objectives allow
instructors and learners to identify when the goals are reached.
Learning objectives are the key element in creating effective lesson plans. It should be
mentioned that there is no measure of whether a particular lesson plan produces the desired
learning results, therefore a considerable amount of time is needed to be spent to create a proper
lesson plan in writing effective objectives. Learning objectives include two elements: 1) they
define what is going to be learnt. 2) give indication of how the learning will be evaluated.
Objectives guide the learners and give some ideas about how students‘ learning is going to be
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measured, thus, the way is identified to produce the evidence necessary to determine that the
objectives are met.
Writing learner-centered objectives requires a deep reasoning and understanding of the
whole process, clear goals and objectives are the starting point for all planning, focusing on the
fact that it is learner-oriented.
Writing learner-centered objectives in the following domains (Cognitive – Psychomotor
– Affective) requires detailed comprehension of Bloom‘s taxonomy which was created in 1948
by an American educational psychologist, Benjamin Bloom and his colleagues(Bloom,
Englehart, Furst, Hill, & Krathwohl, 1956), developed as a method of classifying educational
goals for learner performance evaluation. The psychologist acknowledged that the taxonomy did
not provide a complete theory of learning, however, he believed that this classification system
would support the development of a comprehensive theory by providing the framework which
could be used by educators to identify research problems, develop hypotheses and plan learning,
choose strategies, methods, metrics as supportive tools for understanding the material, to
measure outcomes, and share findings.
In the course of the present period Bloom‘s Taxonomy is used as a checklist to structure
and organize training material, it serves as a map of learning domains and levels. The original
intent in creating the taxonomy was to focus on three major domains of learning: cognitive,
affective, and psychomotor.
1. Cognitive: mental skills – the memorization, recall or recognition of knowledge that
serves in the development of intellectual abilities and skills.
2. Affective: domain covers growth in feelings or emotional areas, changes in interest,
values and the development of appreciations and adjustment.
3. Psychomotor: domain covers manipulative or physical skills area.
Bloom identified four principles that guided the development of the taxonomy.
The categories should:
1) Be based on student behaviors.
2) Show logical relationships among the categories.
3) Reflect the best current understanding of psychological processes.
4) Describe rather than impose value judgments.
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The original Bloom‘s Taxonomy contained six developmental categories: knowledge,
comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. Beginning with basic knowledge
of the subject, the taxonomy progresses toward more complex or higher levels of critical
thought, culminating with sophisticated thinking processes.
1. Knowledge: rote memorization, recognition, or recall of facts.
Learning objectives at this level often include defining key terms, listing steps in a
process, or repetition of something heard or seen, knowledge-level objectives are clearly
critical, as they are foundational to understanding additional materials
2. Comprehension: understanding what the facts mean.
Comprehension refers to the largest category of cognitive skills. The main skill at this
level is processing new information.
3. Application: correct use of the facts, rules, or ideas.
The level that allows learner to solve new problems by applying information without
prompts. Objectives at this level sometimes require information interpretation, recently
learnt skill application. Demonstration of a concept mastery.
4. Analysis: breaking down information into component parts.
The level which identifies recognition of relationships among the parts. Learning
objectives at this level often include verbs such as compare, contrast, criticize or
experiment.
5. Synthesis: combination of facts, ideas, or information to make a new whole.
The level refers to creative behavior, because learners produce newly-constructed unique
products. At this level, objectives might have learners create a plan, propose an idea,
design a product, or organize information.
6. Evaluation: judging or forming an opinion about the information or situation.
Evaluation involves making judgments about value. Learning objectives at this level
require learners to measure, value, estimate, choose information or solve a problem.
Knowledge and comprehension are often referred to as lower-order thinking skills. The
skills above them are regarded to be higher-order or critical thinking skills. Today, Bloom‘s
Taxonomy is the most widely used method of creating learning objectives. While several
modifications have been proposed, Bloom‘s description of learning domains and levels of
complexity is still momentous.
The Taxonomy was revised by Lorin Anderson, a former student of Bloom, and David
Krathwohl in the mid-nineties, who changed the category names from nouns to verbs and
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switched the Evaluation and Synthesis levels in the hierarchy (Anderson et al., 2001).The revised
model was developed to better fit educational practices of the 21st century. The new taxonomy,
which is shown below (Figure 2.1), reflects a more active form of thinking. As the taxonomy
reflects different forms of thinking and thinking is an active process, verbs were used rather than
nouns.
Figure 2.1: Bloom’s taxonomy and its reviewed version.

(based on Pohl, 2000, Learning to Think, Thinking to Learn, p. 8)
As it is illustrated, some subcategories were reorganized. The knowledge category was
renamed, as it is regarded to be the outcome of thinking rather than a form of thinking. The word
―knowledge‖ was inappropriate to describe a category of thinking and was replaced with the
word remembering. Comprehension and synthesis were revised to understanding and creating in
order to better reflect the nature of the thinking defined in each category.
Bloom‘s Taxonomy revised by Anderson and Krathwohl (2001) provides an accessible
framework for describing learning outcomes according to different levels of cognitive
complexity starting from ‗factual knowledge‘. The matrix (see Table 2.1) can be used to make
explicit the learning outcomes within the assessment design of units of study.
Table 2.1. The Cognitive process dimension
The
Dimension

Knowledge

Remember Understand Apply Analyze Evaluate Create

Factual
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Conceptual
Procedural
Metacognitive

(according to Krathwohl, 2002, p. 216)
1. The Four dimensions of knowledge are viewed separately, they tend to be completely
different in their approach, and use quite dissimilar tools and methods.
2. Factual knowledge

is knowledge which implies facts, terminology, specific details

and elements.
3. Conceptual knowledge is knowledge rich in relationships and understanding, it is
more complex, it is addressed to classifications, categories, principles or
generalizations, theories models and structures.
4. Procedural knowledge is the knowledge about how to do something, which includes
use of various skills techniques, methods.
5. Meta-cognitive knowledge is a meta-understanding, comprehension of how the mind
works, when a person knows about knowing, thinking. It is both self-knowledge and
strategic knowledge (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001).
As it has been noted characteristics of learning Outcomes illustrate systematic
understanding of the issue in the research field that provide guideline to reflect broad conceptual
knowledge, gained generic skills, focus on results of the learning experience and its desired
accomplishment. An emerged body of the finding suggests that correlation of learning outcomes,
course and teaching sessions determine successful move towards learner-centered approach in
education system, it allows learners to instruct an effective individual learning strategy and
provide a practical guidance to the general knowledge. The alignment between learning
outcome, learning and teaching approaches, assessment tasks and criteria make the whole
process transparent, and depict the real meaning of coherently designed advance approach and
learners successful completion of the goals.
Proper objectives are always written in a measurable manner to provide information to
measure learners‘ outcomes. As it has been noted above, the effective learning objectives use
action verbs to throw light on what is expected to be learned and done by the students by the end
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of the course or unit. Aligning assessments with the course expectations is much easier when
measurable objectives are written from the beginning. To create effective objectives, instructors
often follow the standards, drawing special attention to the underlined specific characteristics:
-

Objectives and outcomes put emphasis on learner needs to determine what they
know, instructors review the objectives for the program to which the syllabus
belongs, rewrite any objectives (forms) that do not meet the criteria of an
instructional objective.

-

Objectives should always focus on what the learner will be able to do or expect as
the result of the instruction.

-

Objectives are specific, observable, and measurable learning outcomes. In
contrast, goals are general and non-specific. Goals are appropriate for an entire
course or a curriculum, while objectives are written for individual units of study.

-

Objectives include the minimum degree of acceptable performance.

-

Higher order objectives should be broken down into smaller more manageable
sub-objectives, if they require higher-order thinking skills; breaking the objectives
allows instructors to organize and group information. It facilitates smooth content
development.

-

Objectives are phrased in simple (not compound) sentences, each of which begins
with a specific action verb. The verbs should suggest the form of assessment to be
used to determine whether the objective has been met.

Learning objective and outcome verbs are significant as they indicate the level of
thoughts at which the learners are functioning. The action verb is the most important element of
an objective and can never be omitted. The action verb states precisely what the student will do.
Verbs are categorized by domains of learning and various hierarchies.
There are many lists of appropriate verbs available, mostly based on Benjamin Bloom's
Taxonomy of Learning Objectives. Find one in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2. Bloom's Taxonomy of Learning Objectives
Remembering Understanding Applying

Analyzing

Evaluating

Creating

Define

Classify

Apply

Compare

Argue

Construct

Identify

Indicate

Examine

Contrast

Critique

Design
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List

Match

Generalize

Differentiate

Defend

Formulate

State

Select

Illustrate

Discriminate

Evaluate

Hypothesize

Reproduce

Summarize

Record

Examine

Judge

Plan

(adapted from Anderson and Krathwohl, 2001, pp. 67–68.)

The following list is provided to help recognize levels of thought and to write objectives
that address the various levels of skill learners attain. Some verbs are found in more than one list.
To identify the learning outcomes and objectives for the course, instructors consider using verbs
from the appropriate cognitive domain.
By using Bloom‘s Taxonomy, instructor can assess learners on multiple learning
outcomes that are aligned to national standards and objectives. Learning outcomes are statements
that describe significant learning that learners have achieved and can vividly demonstrate at the
end of a defined period, the course or a program. Outcomes clearly indicate the level of learning
required to be implemented successfully. Some criteria are significantly important to be met,
outcomes (like objectives) should be achievable, measurable, realistic and time-framed.
Learning outcomes play a major role, they allow to organize the overall course and plan
the individual activities and an assignment that enable the outcomes to be fulfilled, they give an
opportunity to learners to predict what to expect, what is required. It should be noted that
outcomes‘ correlation to different components in teaching system determines successful
achievement of goals. In an aligned curriculum the intended learning outcomes, strategies, the
resources to support learning criteria for assessing learning, facilitate the achievement of the
intended learning outcomes.
The learning outcomes approach to education means integrating knowledge, skills and
values. Learning outcomes should flow from needs assessment, as it has a fundamental role in
education and training, to identify learners‘ practice gaps, to determine it between an existing
condition and a desired condition. Learning outcomes are statements, which describe a desired
condition. They provide the solution to the issue or identified necessity. Learning outcomes
provide guidance in the planning of learning development process. They allow to:
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1. Focus on learners‘ behavior that is to be changed
2. Serve as guidelines for content, instruction, and evaluation.
3. Identify specifically what should be learned
4. Convey to learners exactly what is to be accomplished
Educators realize the importance of creation of learning outcomes that shape the lesson
planning and the overall curriculum. It should be mentioned that learning outcomes provide the
opportunity for instructors and learners to create an effective learning ‗road–map‘ which can
mainly increase learning achievement and productivity.
According to Biggs‘ (2003), learning outcomes represent a critical part of means, due to
which a curriculum becomes constructively aligned and they serve as a link between teaching
intentions and the assessment of student learning. The principle of constructive alignment depicts
all aspects of teaching: curriculum, the teaching and learning methods, the assessment processes,
the interactions between instructors and learners. A statement of learning outcome implies
intention, it is performance-oriented, and typically begins with an action verb. There would be a
limited number of learning outcome statements for a unit of study, which inform and guide
instructors and learners.
Learning outcomes inform about:
1) The content of teaching, used strategies.
2) Wide range of learning activities/tasks students will undertake.
3) The assessment tasks set and forms of assessments.

2. 2. Globalization and educational planning

Globalization is a process of interaction and integration among the people, companies,
and governments of different nations, a process driven by international trade and investment and
aided by information technology. This process has effects on the environment, on culture, on
education, on political systems, on economic development and prosperity, and on human
physical well-being in societies around the world. Globalization has created the need for global
citizens that have a keen awareness of the political, economic, social, educational, and
environmental concerns of our time. Our inter-connected world demands that we not only have
an understanding of our country, but an understanding of nations, cultures, languages, and
religions around the globe. Rapid advancements in technology have made a lot for profound
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paradigm shifts in almost every arena, so much that keeping the competitive advantage in a
globalized world now requires going beyond the traditional modes of education that create a
well-informed, trained, and motivated workforce. In this undergoing process the dominant
language of the globe is English. The increasing dominance of it has become a linear,
unavoidable, and cumulative process in almost every educational institution over the last few
decades and this is why it is essential for every citizen of various countries to study it.
Globalization has affected various areas of human life and one of them is education. In
the twentieth century many developing countries experienced growth in the educational
facilities, but still some people think that for the people of the developing countries it is not
possible to raise their skills and standards of education (The World Bank, 2000). Others consider
it as a modern version of imperialism that will lead them to the creation of a universal Western
society. In spite of the fact that people in the world have different ideas and attitudes towards
globalization, education is, anyway, undergoing constant changes under the effects of it (Lauder,
Brown, & Ashton, 2008).The effects of globalization on education bring rapid developments in
technology and communications that has changed school systems, values, roles of students and
teachers across the globe. The rise of a global society, driven by technology and communication
developments are shaping children, the future citizens of the world into ‗global citizens‘,
intelligent people with a broad range of skills and knowledge to apply to a competitive,
information-based society. The future of countries often lies within their ability to compete in a
global market where industrial based economies are giving way to knowledge based industries,
realizing the importance of intellectual capacity to meet the challenges of accelerated change and
uncertainty (Spring, 2009). Education is becoming a lifelong learning and training process,
developing transferable skills that can be applied in different aspects. How has the school system
been influenced by globalization? The following key points are the components of educational
globalization:


The adoption by nations of similar educational practices, including curricula, school
organizations and pedagogies;



Global discourses that influence school administrators, different faculties, teachers,
learners and etc.



Intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations that influence national and local
educational practices;



Global flow of ideas and practices



Global information technology, e-learning and communications
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The current effect of English as global language (Spring, 2009).
Using modern technology in the classroom is changing the way of delivering education to

students, for example, electronic literacy, more programs and education materials are already
available in electronic form, teachers are preparing materials in electronic form and students are
generating papers, assignments and projects in electronic form, too. Video projection screens,
smart boards, books with storage device servers and CD ROMs as well as the emergence of online digital libraries are now replacing blackboards. Even exams and grades are gradually
becoming available through electronic means and notebooks. Also, students can be examined
through computer managed learning systems and do tutorial exercises on a computer rather than
in a classroom. Such developments in education portray that there has been a shift from
industrialization to information-based societies. Subsequently, technology is foreseeing a change
in the education environment towards a reliance on electronic sources to deliver material. With
such changes and the emergence of video conferencing and the Internet, the barriers of distance
are being broken down at a rapid rate, due to the key aspect of globalization. Children and adults
can now learn in a variety of ways and no longer have to be physically present in an education
institution in order to learn, a definite advantage of flexible delivery systems. It allows for
exploration of new areas of learning and thinking.
With all its advantages and technological advances, globalization is a growing challenge
to educational institutions worldwide since it brings not only opportunities, but also concerns,
among which are expenses dealing with the necessity of constant renewing of soft and hardware,
dehumanization of education, violation of cultural traditions, etc.
In the 21st century, education systems face the dual challenge of equipping students with
the new knowledge, skills and values needed to be competitive in a global market while at the
same time producing graduates who are responsible adults, good citizens both of their country
and of the world. Thus globalization challenges us to rethink not only how much education is
needed but also its ultimate purposes. Globalization of education, especially student mobility,
makes it an absolute necessity to plan the educational process worldwide in a similar way, to
make student transition from school to school and from country to country feasible.
2.2.1. Planning and design in education
―Educational planning, in its broadest generic sense, is the application of rational,
systematic analysis to the process of educational development with the aim of making education
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more effective and efficient in responding to the needs and goals of its students and society‖
(Coombs,1970, p. 14).
Planning is a continuous process, concerned not only with where to go but also with how
to get there and by what best route.
―The term instructional design refers to the systematic and reflective process of
translating principles of learning and instructions into plans for instructional materials, activities,
information resources and evaluation‖ (Smith& Ragan, 2004, p. 2).
The higher the level of educational planning/design, the more general it is. Educational
planning is done by parliamentary commissions and ministries of education in order to increase /
decrease the number of educational institutions, change their structures (if necessary), decide
issues of financing, taking into consideration demographic changes and the country‘s educational
policies. If a country needs more specialists in some sphere (e.g., computing), corresponding
funding must be planned. It is essential to have both short-term (1-3 years) and long-term plans
of development of education. In this case the development of the country will be smooth and
successful (today we speak about knowledge-based society and economy). Educational planning
is necessary for whole country/local / regional educational authorities as well as for concrete
institutions (especially, universities, as they enjoy more independence than schools).In order to
provide national and international student mobility, curricula and syllabi should be more or less
comparable. To ―speak the same language‖, same formats for curricula, syllabi, self-assessment
reports are prepared by the ministry of education, which is effective to provide mutual
understanding. On the other hand, it usually leaves no space for answering additional questions,
which constitute the peculiarities of the program in question, thus turning standardization into
loss of individuality.
While the compulsory part of school curricula (goals, number of hours, and duration of
courses) is prepared by the ministry of education, the elective part can be planned by school.
Teachers prepare syllabi in terms of course goals and outcomes (knowledge, skills and values to
be achieved), course content, teaching/learning/assessment methods, weekly plans, references for
reading, etc.). Though they write syllabi themselves (usually as a group of subject teachers, to
provide a general approach for the whole school), they greatly depend on the course books used
at schools.
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Like in business, planning in education also facilitates management by objectives,
coordination and controlling, minimizes uncertainties. Planning is a way of organizing by
mapping, targeting, acting and correcting (Woodhall, 2004, p. 5).
According to Smith and Ragan (2004, p. 8), the advantages of instructional design are:


It encourages the advocacy of the learner (the learning process is transparent, students
know what is expected from them and can study according to the clearly formulated and
available for them requirements, they can disagree with assessment based on a syllabus)



supports effective, efficient and appealing instruction (it is well thought-of, not
spontaneous; when written, students are kept in mind)



provides coordination between administration, course designers, teachers and students



facilitates dissemination (e.g., may be put on the school web-page)



contemporary curricula and syllabi include independent work, not only contact hours



makes it easier to check the alignment between goals, objectives, teaching and
assessment methods, activities and materials.
Educational planning/design is necessary to make the teaching systematic (logical,

complete) and efficient, to be ready to solve arising problems (though, of course all problems
cannot be previewed). It supports teacher‘s (especially, novice teacher‘s) self-confidence. It is
easier for administration to assess teacher‘s work. On the other hand, if carried out letter-toletter, it permits to make this assessment very bureaucratic. Educational design, especially
syllabi, entail a possibility to assess the activities and the progress in the process of learning. For
students who miss some classes syllabi permit to follow their peers.
Woodhall (2004,p.5) claims that ―rigid mandatory centralized planning has now clearly
proven to be inappropriate‖. Probably it really has, but very often it still is used.
Bureaucratically-minded officials often treat educational planning and design as the goal, not as
a means to achieve the goal - to carry out innovations in education. So what is planning, a means
to achieve goals or a goal in itself? Certainly, planning should not be a goal in itself. Thus, when
the situation ―pushes‖ a teacher to introduce some changes into a syllabus/lecture plan, it is
absolutely normal. If students are not interested, teacher needs to find a different ‖angle‖ of
presenting the topic, if they cannot understand some item, teacher spends more time than it was
planned on explanation, etc. The teacher‘s goal is to achieve knowledge and form skills, and the
syllabus and the lesson plan are tools to do it, but tools can be modified according to the
situation. Both the contents and the format of educational design can vary. Beginner teachers, for
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example, usually write detailed plans, possibly even scenarios of their classes, while experienced
teachers prefer to formulate the plan (on paper or in their minds) in a few sentences.
According to Bowden (2003), there often is a disequilibrium between the teacher‘s
personal practical theories about teaching and learning, on the one hand, and administration
and/or students, on the other hand. The reason often is, on the one hand, administration‘s
traditional thinking (and corresponding demands), on the other hand, student resistance to
participation in educational planning/design. Only after some time, as students learn to accept
their new roles, they begin to see their participation in educational planning/design and learning
as a valuable classroom experience.
2.2.2. Student-centered planning
According to Doghonadze (2007, p. 69), ―there are at least two intertwined reasons why
instruction (and, correspondingly, planning) has to be student-centered:
-

according to the laws of market economy (which by now has spread practically all over

the world), the learner (if s/he has already come of age) or her / his parents are the ―customers‖,
while teachers are ―sellers‖, and, as we know, ―customer is the king‖, if, of course, one wants to
be successful in business;
-

contemporary society is becoming more and more democratic, which has to be reflected

in pedagogy (education) as a humanitarian science‖.
Besides, effective planning is a basic aspect of success of educational process, you cannot
apply the student-centered approach, unless you use it from the very first steps.
And, of course, the main advantage of student-centered approach is that it increases
motivation, makes learning more conscientious and forms firm knowledge and skills.
As it has been mentioned, student-centered approach, or learner-centeredness, is a
learning model that places the student (learner) in the center of the learning process. In studentcentered learning, students are active participants in their learning; they learn at their own pace
and use their own strategies; they are more intrinsically than extrinsically motivated; learning is
more individualized than standardized. Student-centered learning develops learning-how-to-learn
skills, such as problem solving, critical thinking, and reflective thinking. Student-centered
learning accounts for and adapts to different learning styles of students. According to Blumberg
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(2008), this approach emphasizes a variety of different types of methods that shifts the teacher‘s
role from knowledge single providers to facilitators of student learning.
If in the past teachers focused on what they did, in the student-centered approach the
emphasis is on what the students are learning.
Student-centered and democratic relations in the classroom are revealed in several ways:
-

these are subject-subject (and not subject-object) relations based on mutual respect,

learners are as responsible for the learning process, as teachers – for the teaching process;
-

sufficient learner speaking and activity time should be provided; teacher speaking time at

a lesson at school should by no means prevail it;
-

what and how to learn should be decided taking into consideration learners‘ interests,

-

teacher‘s place in the classroom is not always on a podium, but also often ―among the

ranks‖ of learners, moving from row to row, from pair to pair, and from group to group and
becoming their equal member; a big round table or chairs arranged in a circle, desks arranged as
clusters or amphitheater are better for communication in the classroom. (Doghonadze, 2007, p.
79)
A contemporary teacher is no longer an all-knowing dictator in the classroom who alone
does all the planning, explanation, classroom management and evaluation, but a friendly
facilitator (assistant, helper). The teacher may, instead of explaining some materials (deductive
teaching), just provide good and sufficient examples for the learners to make the conclusions by
themselves (inductive teaching). Knowledge today is gained through co-operation between the
teacher and her / his learners. Equality between teachers and learners cannot, of course, mean
equal qualification, but it does mean respect of a personality in a learner. It also means the
openness of the teacher and her / his readiness for communication and co-operation.
Everybody knows and agrees that students‘ interests have to be taken into consideration
by teacher, while planning. But the question is – how to do it, if syllabi are made up before the
educational year begins and the lesson plans are also often demanded by the administration well
in advance? Of course, it is expected that a qualified teacher has a deep knowledge of student
psychology (their learning styles and strategies, their interests and needs). Yes, s/he does – in
general, but until s/he starts teaching the particular group of students, how does s/he know their
peculiarities? But then what does it have to do with student-centeredness. What I will offer
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below is a variable plan, a plan in which choice done by students is embedded, and this approach
is fully student-centered, compared to the one practiced nowadays.
Some teachers, especially when student-centered approach was an innovation rejected the
change in the teacher functions. Being just a facilitator struck them as too insignificant and even
offensive. Some teachers, having tried to teach according to the new approach found it too
difficult, as it demands deeper knowledge as well as more flexibility, energy and inventiveness.
They really are less noticeable than the customary super-star functions, they are like the stage
manager‘s role during the performance, but we know that the stage manager‘s role is great. Palak
& Walls (2009), for example, carried out a case study of four teachers, out of whom only one
had really teacher-centered views on educational process. Based on Irez & Han (2011);
Ambusaidi & Al - Balushi(2012); Könings, Brand-Gruwel, & Van Merrienboer (2007);
Hargreaves (2005); Day (2002); and Berry (2007), teacher resistance to the SCA deals with:
1. Previous successful experiences of TCA
2. Students‘ and their parents‘ expectations of teacher‘s leading role
3. Difficulty to control discipline
4. Growth – to some degree – of errors learned by students from each other
5. High requirements to teacher qualification
6. More time for teacher preparation for each lesson
7. Decrease (as they perceive it) of their role in the educational process
8. Student passivity in taking the responsibility for learning
9. Students‘ low qualification which may stimulate them make wrong decisions
More than that, not all students are ready to be involved in student-centered learning.
Starting with simple laziness and ending with being accustomed to lack of initiative in teachercentered traditional teaching, they often resist teacher‘s efforts to make the educational process
student-centered.
According to Doyle, there are eight reasons why students resist learner-centered
approach:
1. Old habits die hard
2. High schools remain teacher-centered institutions
3. Learning is not a top reason students give for attending college
4. Students do not like taking learning risks
5. LCA does not resemble what students think of as school
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6. Students do not want to give more effort and LCA requires it
7. Students‘ mindsets about learning make adapting to LCA more difficult
8. Many students follow the path of least resistance in their learning(Doyle, 2008, p. 17-33)
Felder (2011) mentions that he attended many universities and even there most
instructors still teach traditionally while there are quite a few who use active learning and other
student-centered methods. So, it is quite natural that students lack problem-solving and thinking
skills, including critical and creative thinking and resist taking the responsibility for their
learning.
But this is the requirement of time, so it has to be taken into consideration, whether we
like it or not. Students have to be active and take the responsibility for learning on all stages,
including planning. Without LCA to planning, students will not become internally motivated.
But, as both teacher and student resistance exists and is strong, in such conditions adequate
teacher training and retraining becomes especially important. As for students‘ resistance, it can
be overcome only in a long-term perspective, step by step by explaining them why studentcentered leaning is needed, by giving them more and more independence, as well as by helping
them to work out strategies of independent work.
2.2.3. Ways to carry out student-centered planning
According to Routman (1991), students should contribute to planning, learning, and selfevaluation. However, most publications concerning student-centered learning, deal with studentcentered activities, such as pair and small group work, project work, role-play, etc., describe a
successful project held in University of Botswana, where students were encouraged to promote
self-directed and lifelong capabilities. I do not deny the effectiveness of student-centered
activities just these measures refer to one aspect of student-centered learning/teaching – the
forms of work.
Educational planning based on studying students‘ needs is a normal case in training
courses: first potential trainees are asked about their interests, and then the syllabus is based on
them. For each new group a totally new syllabus may be worked out. For a school this approach
is unrealistic. The teacher cannot know beforehand the students in his/her new class. When the
classes begin, in the first class the syllabus has to be introduced to the students. So, what I
suggest is a, so to say, half-stuff syllabus: very flexible planning, containing a lot of options
further made by students. Lesson topics have to be planned beforehand, but various sub-topics
may be offered – this is where students can choose. Various task formats may be offered, from
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which students will be able to choose the one they feel most confident with or most interested in.
The teacher can also offer possible assessment formats – students choose the ones they find
adequate for their purposes, more than that, part or even whole of the formative assessment tasks
may be made up by students (then checked and if necessary improved by the teacher, best tasks
chosen for practical application). For instance, in the course of Advanced English the topic
―Family‖ may be offered to high - schoolers in the following (and many-many other) sub-topics:
-

Is there an optimal age for getting married?

-

What is adultery and how to treat it?

-

Is it easy to be married and to study?

-

Should the decision to divorce be taken easily?

-

Does a family need a head?
Even for a topic, which majority of students does not like, a subtopic like ―why aren‘t

you interested in … ?‖ will work. Then a selection of reading and listening texts with short
summaries and illustrations on the chosen topic may be offered for choice. Each text may be
accompanied by listening/reading comprehension tasks in various formats (true-false, multiple
choice, answering open-ended questions, writing a summary, essays, etc.). Various activities for
assessment and self-assessment may also be offered. If a student attended a class, s/he had a
chance to collect points, but we also need to provide such a chance for a student who, due to this
or that reason, was absent. Those for whom mechanical tasks are helpful and interesting should
be able to gain points through them, while more advanced and creative students should be
enabled to gain points through writing essays. Individualists should be allowed to present
individual projects, while those who benefit from group work – group projects.
In this case each lesson will be maximally tailored to the students‘ needs, learning styles
and likes. The idea looks to be a good compromise, but it has some serious disadvantages:
-

It increases a lot the lecturer‘s load, besides, it depends a lot on his/her
qualification.

-

This approach is OK in humanities and social sciences, but in natural and exact
sciences it will not work. It is impossible to offer students to choose topics in
math or physics. We can offer various resources, textbooks, especially including
internet ones available for all students, various viewpoints, but not various topics.
Some topics have to be studied – and finished.
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If we want this approach not only to be an experiment (which will be described in chapter
3), but also to become a widely spread practice, we need either to have teachers additionally paid
for working out such plans and educational materials or to have a totally new type of course
books based on this kind of planning.
Rasheed and his co-authors Fore, Miller (2006), some other authors view person-centered
planning as individual educational planning for people with disabilities. However, their remarks
are valuable for person-centered planning in my interpretation – such planning which permits as
much choice opportunities and, correspondingly, individual approach as possible. Personcentered planning is a process that is focused entirely on the interests of an individual and keeps
them first. However, as Marrone, Hoff, and Helm (1997) state, person-centered planning is not
so much a formal process as it is a way of proceeding and relating with a person. Personcentered planning differs from traditional planning, because it adopts a more reflective, creative
approach that tends to be more systematic and structured (Roberts, Becker & Seay, 1997).
Thus, based on literature analysis and personal experience, it is possible to sum up:
- There is a certain conflict between worldwide standardization (caused by
globalization) in writing curricula and syllabi and student-centered planning (which
is an essential part of student-centered learning).
- This conflict may be solved not only by involving student-centered activities,
such as pair and small group work, project work, role-play, etc., but also various
options inside the syllabi (sub-topics, variety of activities to choose, variety of
formats to assess and self-assess).
- The offered approach has limitations and cannot be fully applied for any subject
(course).
- To remove the disadvantages of this approach either course books of a new type
have to be created or teachers should be paid according to the amount of time
required for such planning.

2.3. Students’ needs assessment
‘Teaching is difficult under the best educational conditions, and this failure to take into
accounts the needs of students or teachers makes what is already a hard job almost impossible.
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Any method of teaching that ignores the needs of teachers or students is bound to fail.’-William
Glasser (1990, p. 23).
Before starting any kind of teaching process teachers should take into consideration their
students‘ needs and abilities in order to choose suitable educational material for them. They
should create a special systematic process to acquire an accurate picture of the strengths and
weaknesses of a school community that can be used in response to the academic needs of all
students for improving student achievement and developing plans, goals and resources. Students,
parents, teachers, administrators, and other community members should be included in gathering
data. It means that the teacher should work with other school professionals to plan and jointly
facilitate learning on how to meet diverse needs of learners, s/he also should engage
collaboratively in the school-wide effort to build a shared vision and supportive culture, identify
common goals, and monitor and evaluate progress toward those goals, also work collaboratively
with learners and their families to establish mutual expectations and ongoing communication to
support learner development and achievement. S/he should work with school colleagues too to
build ongoing connections with community resources to enhance student learning.
Different scholars defined needs assessment in various ways. Rouda and Mitchell (1995)
defined it as a systematic exploration of the way things are and the way they should be.
Conducting a needs analysis is an important first step in the development of a curriculum that is
being developed from scratch for a completely new program (Brown, 1995). It is suggested that
the term ‗learning needs‘ should only be applied on an individualistic basis whilst ‗educational
needs‘ refer to the perceived needs of a whole target audience (Norman, 2004). According to
Holt & Van Duzer (2000), the needs assessment is needed to find out (with students‘ help) what
they already know. This process goes on continuously and it lasts throughout the educational
process. The needs assessment results define the student placement (if there is possibility of it),
materials selection, and curriculum design. The exercises, their order and difficulty level also
depend on these results. At the beginning of the program, needs assessment might be used to
determine course content, while during the program, it assures that learner goals and program
goals are being met and causes some modification of the program. At the end of the program,
needs assessment can be used to recommend the future directions for the learners and the
improvement of the program.
Questionnaires on students‘ needs also may be later used as a way to measure progress at
the end of the year. There are many areas that data may be collected in order to get the big
picture of the school. In most cases, the research questions, written surveys, class discussions,
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one-on-one sessions, whole class or brainstorming will drive the identification of methods that
will be most effective. For example, if the goal is to ask one or two questions and allow group
discussion to steer the final results, then a focus group interview could work. An instructor can
also use learners‘ journals, in which students write freely about their activities, motivations,
experiences, and plans, and it will give information about their needs. Learners can also prepare
their own personal action plans that indicate the steps for their development and future goals. It
can be discussed how they can reach these goals at home and in the class. One important step of
any needs assessment is to determine what data already exists so you are not reinventing
something and are pushing beyond what is already known.
―An engaged teacher begins with the belief that each student is unique, each the one and
only who will ever trod the earth, each worthy of a certain reverence. Regard extends,
importantly, to an insistence that students have access to the tools with which to negotiate and
transform the world. Love for students just as they are—without any drive or advance toward a
future—is false love, enervating and disabling‖ (Ayres, Klonsky, & Lyon, 2000, p. 2–3).
Based on Laxdal (1982), Nunan (1988), Peck (1991), McKimm & Sandwick (2009), and
Alhamlan (2013), in a questionnaire concerning needs analysis the following questions should
be asked:


Which year of learning the subject is it for you?



Have your goals concerning learning this subject been satisfied in the previous year(s)?



Why are you learning the subject?



What knowledge, skills, and strategies do you need to develop/improve, to be able to
realize your goals?



What knowledge, skills and strategies do you lack?



What topics / spheres of life are you interested in?



What topics do you find boring?



How much teacher assistance do you need (how much would you like to study
independently)?



What tasks / activities do you find especially useful?



What tasks / activities do you find especially enjoyable?



What tasks / activities do you find especially unpleasant/confusing/useless?



What formats of assessment are least stressful for you?
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What formats of assessment permit you reflect your knowledge / skills / achievements
best?
The questionnaire may have an open-ended format, but, to make it easier and faster for

the students to fill in, it is possible to offer multiple choices including an open-ended answer
(―other, please name‖). It may also include statements to be measures with a Lickert scale (1totally disagree  5 – totally agree).
To choose teaching methods effectively and realize students‘ needs, teacher should know
something about them, since they come from very different backgrounds and have various
learning needs. Some students may have grown up in the college town, while others may be from
across the globe and speak a completely different native language. Some students may have gone
to schools without honors or advanced courses, while others may have been encouraged to
pursue productive courses. In teacher‘s and student‘s relationship considerate communication is
very crucial. Many students, regardless of their gender or cultural background, feel discouraged,
when they see inconsiderate behavior on the part of teachers or other students. Such problems
may decrease or even vanish the motivation in a learner. To foster class participation and student
success, it is essential to provide a friendly and respectful classroom. For knowing students
better it is a good idea to have a bulletin board in the classroom that features a student of the
week. Each week a different student gets to bring in pictures as well as a list of their five
favorite things and three things they want to do in the future. In this way the students describes
themselves through visuals. They can also get involved in extracurricular activities. Most
students that participate in after-school activities do so because they are interested in the topic,
whether it is kick ball or craft time. Sometimes when a teacher leads students in a fun activity:
the teacher becomes aware of each student‘s inner conditions and emotions. It makes teacher
more approachable. The teacher should also provide a welcoming environment and encourage
each student. Knowledge about students will enable the teacher to refine lessons, class
discussions, comments, illustrations, and activities, so that they are more effective learning
experiences. References to student interests, backgrounds, knowledge, and even anxieties can
make the class seem more personal and the material more accessible. By assessing students‘
comprehension levels of the subject, teacher can modify his/her own teaching to fit their needs.
By customizing the course to students‘ needs, s/he can teach more efficiently. Teacher should
ask the students, if their attendance or participation in class and on assignments will be affected
by their religion, disability, or any other unique situation. Leave an area for students to write
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down any special accommodations they may need for learning disabilities, work or family
obligations, etc. (Addressing Students‘ Needs, 1997).
The effectiveness of any teaching strategy or behavior change approach is always
influenced by the degree to which it responds to students‘ needs. Any teacher is obliged to have
a strong beliefs at each child is fully worthy of respect simply because of his or her humanity.
Not only is dignity an unconditional entitlement of the child as a person, but it is also the
gateway to self-esteem and, ultimately, to self-efficacy.
To sum up, needs assessments are valuable tools to help teachers to understand how
learners grow and develop, to recognize the development across the cognitive, linguistic, social,
emotional, and physical areas, to identify clearly what students wish to achieve in the end of any
course, to measure any obstacles or difficulties which may arise, to increase the sense of
ownership and involvement of the students, to determine what is the most appropriate delivery
format - class based, online or a mix of these and other formats, to ascertain the most suitable
evaluation mechanisms and achieve the best results. Needs assessment helps teachers to use
multiple representations and explanations that capture key ideas in the discipline, guide learners
through learning progressions, and promote each learner‘s achievement of content standards.
Deep awareness and collaboration during the formative year results in more rounded individuals,
encouraging our pupils to see things from different perspectives and helping them to make
informed decisions, acquiring transferable skills that will be useful to them and will remain with
them for life.

2.4 Planning a lesson in a student-centered way
Lesson planning is a significant component of the educational process, it provides a
guidance for setting the learning environment. Lesson planning is a complex set, the application
of rational, systematic analysis with the aim to make education more effective and efficient in
the responding the needs of society (Coombs, 1970. p. 14). Planning ahead is of a vital meaning
to identify a course of action to ensure successful completion of the goals and objectives.
Planning is an important first step, a way of organizing by mapping, targeting, acting, and
correcting (Woodhall, 2004, p. 5). It is regarded to be instructor‘s detailed description of the
course of instruction. In education, the planning tool is the lesson plan, it varies depending on
instructor‘s preference, or is designed in accordance with the requirements mandated by the
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module, course and education system. Well-planned lessons and comprehensive plans increase
the possibility that lessons run smoothly. Lesson plans communicate to learners, inform on
incremental steps, and allow instructors to organize content, instructional strategies, and provide
assistance in the learning environment.
Before planning the lesson, instructors identify the learning objectives (see sub-chapter
2.3), backup materials for the learners and then design appropriate learning activities and
develop strategies to obtain feedback on student learning. Few factors are vital to teaching
success, with clear directions so that learners attain desired learning outcomes through perfect
lessons, as gradually they become fully familiar with the material and solid instructions. Proper
classroom planning keeps instructors organized and on track while instructing, an effective plan
enables to handle whatever unexpectedly happens during the lesson. Great lesson plans combine
key components to make the best use of every teaching moment. Working out basic rules to
create safe and intellectual development is the starting point in promotion of the well-designed
lesson plan, which allows lessons flow gradually, always reviewing prior knowledge to ensure
deeper understanding of the material and new conceptual skills.
To make the lesson plan student-centered, various considerations should be identified to
create an effective lesson plan:
1. Define the lesson goals based on student needs.
2. Take into consideration the diversity of students, their age group – offer activities that
will benefit auditory, visual and kinesthetic-tactile learners, provide activities which will
let students to learn synthetically and analytically, plan individual, pair, group and wholeclass activities, provide contents and forms that correspond to their age peculiarities.
3. Do good timing – on the one hand, enough that the presentation / activity / formative
assessment yields results, but, on the other hand, does not become repetitive and boring.
Formative assessment is a tool for successful learning – not the goal, so do not dedicate
too much time to it, maybe 5-10 minutes a lesson. Give homework 2-3 minutes before the
end of the class, not to derange it and to provide that students write it down. Leave some
time for remedial work (error correction, additional unplanned explanation).
4. Provide that students are attentive – presentation and each activity should not last too
long (5-20 minutes, depending on students‘ age).
5. While presenting the new material, whenever mentally appropriate and not too timeconsuming, address induction instead of deduction.
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6. Provide a variety of speaking / writing topics and subtopics, reading and listening texts,
activities, to enable all students find something interesting for them. Let students do the
choice, as described in 2.2.3.
7. The complexity of learning material should correspond to the level of their language
skills (up to 10% of unfamiliar language is stimulating mental activity, keeping the task
doable) and their age (mental development stage: the degree of concreteness/abstractness;
background knowledge).
8. Some degree of improvisation makes the plan adaptable to concrete situations, at the
same time a clear general route is responsible for the cohesion of the process.
9. Incremental movement from one section to another for the unity of the lesson (from the
easy to the difficult; acquiring some new knowledge/skill on each stage of the lesson).
10. Dividing students into pairs and small groups use various techniques, to make the
procedure pleasant and exciting, also to provide that the mix in the group is always
different – this will give students chances to learn from / practice with various students.
The optimal size of a group is 4-5 people – this is enough to generate interesting ideas
and share knowledge and strategies and not too many, for every student to have a
function and to participate.
11. Activation of prior knowledge (background knowledge to determine what students
already know) to draw learners into knew knowledge.
12. Teacher place in the classroom and his/her role in each activity may be central (in front
of the board) whenever necessary, but, to make the learning process more cooperative, it
should more often be among the students. Teacher speaking time should not exceed
student speaking time. As a facilitator, teacher should be always available for individual
students, pairs and groups, s/he should participate in discussions (not lead them!)
A successful lesson plan addresses and integrates key components. Most instructors
conduct lessons that contain an introduction and a main body, thus several phases are not
applied, these phases are crucial to be incorporated into the lesson to ensure that learners receive
adequate information and construct knowledge accurately. After observing and reflecting upon
lessons, educators adapted various ideas, to create a sequence design of the lesson which meets
individual learners‘ needs. It should be mentioned that spontaneous modifications are always
necessary while constructing.
When planning a unit, instructors as a first step outline the academic goals, determine
learners‘ background knowledge, and decide what students should know and be able to do at the
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end of the predetermined period (time required to maximize learning), great units incorporate
different materials and even more time than expected and are often divided into the available
time slots. Instructors build in extra time to ensure that all learners have comprehended the
material. Proper planning of unit road map for learning is an excellent way to enhance thinking
and implement the big vision. The lesson goal should include assessments to measure learners‘
progress and enable corrections.
As a starting point of planning, instructors identify the topic for the lesson determined by
the course curriculum, textbook or learners‘ interests due to flexibility in choice at the
appropriate level, various task formats may be offered from which students will be able to
choose the one they feel most confident or most interested in as well as possible assessment
formats which are chosen adequately for the different purposes.
The title of the lesson should be clear and descriptive, which sets a purpose and describes
the overarching reason for the lesson. The introductory part includes the key concepts and main
ideas of the lesson. It is worth mentioning that the steps or probing questions are very often
noted on the board.
2.4.1. Lesson phases

Traditionally, the phases of the lesson are introduction, presentation of new material, practice,
and the assessment of the knowledge / skills developed / acquired.

The lesson phases

recommended by Gini Cunningham (2009) in chapter seven of her book The New Teacher's
Companion: Practical Wisdom for Succeeding in the Classroom include more details; they are as
follows:


Phase 1: Introduction

Conduction of the first phase implies students‘ attention and mind tickler. The phase explains
how the lesson activates learners‘ background knowledge and leads to the new topic, that is the
focus of the lesson. A teacher may need warm-up (if the lesson is at 9 in the morning) or cooler
activities (if the lesson is after a sports class).


Phase 2: Foundation

It includes double-check on learning from the past. The phase puts emphasis on specific
standards, goals and objectives, determines correction for background knowledge. Giving choice
involves this stage, too. How do students prefer to check homework today – by reading it in
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chain, by clarifying only the difficult points, by pair mutual assessment, by using the keys and
then asking questions, if needed? Let them decide, but monitor that the same approach is not
used each time.


Phase 3: Brain Activation

Includes questions to clarify suggestions, brainstorm main ideas, provides learners with
activities. It covers pre-reading, pre-writing, pre-listening and pre-speaking activities. It may deal
with planning and / or vocabulary and grammar revision.


Phase 4: Body of New Information

The core phase of the lesson, provides instructor input, whole-class ―lecture‖, small group
activities, main facts of new information, articles. The instruction process is active. Preparation
of several ways of explaining the material (analogies, real-life examples).


Phase 5: Clarification

Includes giving instructions to learners to reinforce the information just taught. Provides
guidance for learning.


Phase 6: Practice and Review

Time - bound practice and supervision. Collaborative tasks, strategies presented in the lesson, the
focus of the task is mainly topical. Instructors and students work together. Remember to provide
choice here.


Phase 7: Independent Practice

Includes selection of additional strategies for students who missed the ‗instructions‖, while other
learners may work independently with the final goal which is to enable all learners provide
practice.


Phase 8: Closure
Includes summarization of the main points of the lesson in various ways and discussion.

Explanation of learners‘ understanding. Revision of the material covered in the class. Self, peer
and teacher assessment takes place her. Both teacher and students get feedback.
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Of course, not all lesson plans look alike, but all lesson plans share the certain strategy,
movement from the beginning to the end. The core phases determine the succession of the lesson
and effectiveness of the lesson plan.
Despite the different number of lesson phases viewed by different researchers and
demanded by administration of different schools, all lesson-plans provide direction for both
instructors and learners. There are different lesson plan formats to use, when creating a lesson
plan. As it has been noted, most templates share certain characteristics, in which instructors
consider the background of the learners, the objectives, the skills to be taught the material and
the text, the time constraints, resources, and equipment, such as audiovisual aids. Most plans
begin with a brief description of the class and learners. A lesson plan also needs to include the
competencies and standards that the lesson addresses. Some instructors list grammatical
structures, or key vocabulary in order to determine the shape of the lesson.

2.4.2. Lesson procedure
The lesson procedure as a section of a lesson plan provides a detailed, step-by-step
description of how to replicate the lesson and achieve lesson plan objectives. It throws light on
focal points of what the learners and instructors have to do during the lesson. Like all properly
planned lessons, the section is divided into several components but does not comprise all the
above mentioned phases, it provides a blended version of the procedure, where all key points of
the lesson are presented based on stages of planning.
After defining learning objectives in logical order of their importance, instructors design
the particular activities to reach diverse learners‘ needs, the activities are called pre-activities,
which instructors and learners do before beginning the lesson, they might be simple as
prerequisites, such as concepts, some information they have already covered, they may also
include activities to refresh memory of previous lessons related to the topic.
As evidence suggests, students‘ academic and personal experiences differ. Some of the
students might be familiar with the topic that is why it is reasonable to start the procedure with
question (productive for discussion) or an activity to identify learners‘ notions about the subject.
After forming an idea of learners‘ familiarity with the topic, instructors have a sense of what to
focus on.
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Creative introduction of the topic stimulates learners‘ imagination and engagement, a
variety of approaches determine different ways of material presentation, such as relevant real-life
examples, situations which extend discussion. Each topic may be accompanied by
listening/reading comprehension tasks in various formats (true-false, multiple choice, answering
open-ended questions, writing a summary). Various techniques and activities permit to enrich the
process and explain what the instructors and learners will do during the lesson. The application
of each component depends on what the objectives are:
•

Explanation - focus on the information to be explained

•

Demonstration - list in detail and sequence of the steps to be performed

•

Discussion - list of key questions to guide the discussion.
It should be mentioned that learners‘ participation in designing the lesson from the very

beginning is significant, according to Routman (1991), learners should contribute to planning,
learning and self-evaluation, as, when a learning environment becomes student–centered, more
relevant activities are produced and learners have to deal with activities such as pair and small
group work, project work, role-play, etc. A very flexible planning contains a lot of options
further made by learners, which allow active participation in different phases of the lesson. The
communicative stage also provides an opportunity for students to integrate the new knowledge
presented in the lesson with previous knowledge.
After explanation it is significant to check learners‘ understanding, using specific
questions to generate an anticipated answer, however, it should be mentioned that the possibility
to encounter extraneous circumstances exists and instructors‘ ability to handle the unexpected
situations diminishes the raise of obstruction to the process. After covering the material, learners
summarize the main aspects of the lesson, very often by writing down on a piece of paper
significant facts to conclude the process.
After each class instructors take a few minutes to reflect on what worked well and why
and what could have been done differently to distinguish successful and less successful
organization of class time and activities, as it makes it easier to adjust to the contingencies of the
classroom.
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2.4.3.Timing
Timing is an extremely important element of lesson planning. Very often instructors run
out of time, not covering all of the many points they had planned to cover. A list of increased
number of objectives is not realistic, so it must be neither too much, nor too little work for each
lesson, that is why it is significant to narrow down the list to two to three key concepts, ideas, or
skills instructors want students to learn. Prioritized learning objectives allow instructors to make
decisions on the spot and adjust lesson plan as needed. The amount of time that each activity will
take depends on a number of elements:


The age of learners.



The complexity of the activities (explaining the instructions of the activities, performing
the activities and correcting the mistakes, if needed).
Instructors cannot always accurately predict how long a certain activity will take or when

the discussion will become so engaging that extra time should be allowed to proceed longer than
planned. Very often an activity is underestimated in terms of length, so it is important to decide
in advance what part of the lesson could be skipped or shortened or saved for the next class.
There are times when specific activities take less time than anticipated, that is why it is essential
to prepare additional examples or five to ten-minute supplementary alternative activities, which
allow instructor to be flexible. When preparing lesson plans, instructors indicate next to each
activity how much time is expected to be taken for its implementation, they also plan a few
minutes at the end of the lesson to respond to any remaining questions to sum up key points. A
realistic timeline reflects on flexibility and readiness to adapt to the specific classroom
environment.

2.4.4 Materials and resources
Before the actual delivery of a lesson, instructors engage in a planning process and
include materials and resources to support learning. Among materials needed are resources used
by both instructors and learners, including handouts, art supplies, books, and so on.
As it has been mentioned, students should take part in material selection, to provide
student-centered teaching. This can be done in two ways:
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1. The teacher gives the topic to the students two lessons in advance and asks them
to bring reading / listening texts interesting for them. A lesson in advance
students bring their selection, and teacher prepares it (vocabulary explanation, if
needed, activities). Then the texts are offered for choice
2. Teacher during the lesson offers 3-4 reading/listening texts with a short summery
of each. The texts may be illustrated, to give more ideas about their contents. All
texts have already been treated by the teacher, so the chosen one can be used
immediately.
The first way is more student-centered, but has disadvantages: preparation time is long.
To work on student-brought texts without teacher‘s preparation may cause problems, as,
whatever teacher qualification, there may be unclear language and contents. The second way is
relatively time-saving, but less student-centered. The approaches may be used in turns.
The list of resources should include digital resources as well, especially if instructors use
technology - computers and related resources (internet connections, printers, and specific
software, such as a word processing application or PowerPoint), scanners and digital cameras
projectors. Excellent materials and supplemental information are available online. Instructors can
refer to and implement ideas and lessons from the material, modify and make a proper use of the
tools to meet lesson objectives adequately.
Supplemental information and resources might include:
1. Additional resources and websites which are accessible and could be used in class
presentation or research conducted by the learners.
2. ideas for extensions or opportunity to gain extra credit
3. extra material to enrich the content of the lesson
4. issues related to this lesson (or links to the information on the web)
2.4.5 Presentation, practice/activities
―Presentation of new material‖ is a better term than ―explanation of new material‖, as the
first involves both explanation (deduction, typical for the teacher-centered approach) and
offering examples, based on which students themselves make the necessary conclusions
(induction, typical for student-centered approach).
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Presentation provides perception of the content and concepts in a more specific way to
absorb all the peculiarities of the theme. It implies the language input and gives learners the firm
foundation for the knowledge. As an evidence suggests, input derives from the instructors and
learning material designed for learners. The core value of the presentation is structured output, in
which learners practice the form. The quality of the presentation is determined by the accuracy
of performance. The form of its design allows learners to produce particular language items
recently introduced, to introduce information through a wide range of modalities using visuals,
realia, description, explanation, and a written text.
As it has been mentioned, presentation is more student-centered and efficient, if it
involves induction. Contrary to some misconceptions, teacher‘s role in such teaching is great in
using induction, as only good, ―speaking‖ examples will successfully lead students to correct
conclusions.
Practice/activities is the part of the lesson, which gives an opportunity introduce a wide
range of activities, to practice skills, to shift the emphasis from instructors to the learners.
Practice allows learners to work in pairs, groups or independently, integrating technology into
activities. During the practice instructors monitor the process and serve as a resource in case of
unresolved questions. It allows learners to move from structured output to communicative
output. Activities such as study session, charting, debate, discussion etc. for the

practice

segment are chosen from various sources to reinforce the material presented earlier in the
lesson, and create an opportunity for learners to ensure successful conduction of the process.
Students may be asked to make up exercises / activities, but few of them will, as it is not
easy, and requires a high level of both knowledge and creativity. Another, easier way to make
activities more student-centered is to offer them a selection of 3-4 drills/activities, leaving the
choice to them. If the task is fulfilled individually, in pairs or in small groups, each
student/pair/group may choose the one they prefer, fulfill it and then check with a key, if it is
done by the whole class together, they will check one drill / activity.
Various components of the effective lesson plan are accumulated in the research,
however, an effective lesson plan does not have to be a greatly exaggerated document, which
comprises detailed description of each classroom scenario. As findings show, the lesson plan
provides instructors with a general outline of teaching goals, course of instruction and means of
accomplishing them. A productive lesson is not the one in which everything goes exactly as
planned, but the one in which both learners and instructors learn from each other.
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2.4.6 Assessment
Assessment provides information about the learning process, it serves as guidance to
manage and conduct various stages in learning. Assessment allows instructors to gather
information to:
1. plan and modify teaching and adopt individual approach for learners, groups of students.
2. identify students‘ learning needs in a constructive way .
Assessment combines a variety of approaches:
1. Daily activities. Assessing the work using some kind of grading rubrics based on lesson
objectives.
2. Mental notes gathered by the instructors during observation.
3. Quizzes and tests on a wide range of concepts.
4. Learners‘ self-and peer assessment.
5. Oral (informal answers during the lesson; formal oral tests accompanied by instructions
and rubrics) and written assessment (home and independent class work, tests).
Learning assessment occurs mainly within a predefined period, as learners in the class
acquire enough comprehension of the material which resides in well-defined conceptual structure
of their mind. The evaluation (passed – failed) emphasis is on a final point that learners have
arrived at their intended destination. Learning assessment provides an evidence whether the
learning outcomes are met. Assessment requires planning the specific ways to present and
practice the materials, it demands from teachers to be ready to answer students‘ questions. It is
fairly viewed as an inseparable component of the educational process.
Burns (2005, p. 26) classifies classroom assessment as assessment for learning,
assessment of learning and assessment as learning.
Assessment for Learning is often synonymously used with Formative Assessment.
Michael Scriven (1967) first used the term ―formative‖ to describe assessment that is held on a
regular basis, not necessarily in a formal way or followed by a grade (see also Bloom, Hastings,
& Maudaus, 1971;Brookhart, 2001). In assessment for learning assessment is integrated into the
teaching/learning process and in fact takes place every moment in the classroom. It provides
information whether the students understood the new material, whether they can use it correctly
first with the help of the rule, dictionary, etc. and then totally independently.
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The benefits are obvious – the teacher monitors the learning process on a day-to-day
basis and is aware of its success/failure, s/he can improve the teaching whenever the need arises
(McNamee and Chen, 2005, p. 76).
Assessment of Learning (i.e. Summative Assessment) takes place at the end of learning
process. Though it is obviously necessary, especially for decision-making (to transfer the student
to the next class / level / to let him/her to get the credits for the course), it has some serious
disadvantages:


students, due to its importance may be too nervous and unable to reveal the knowledge
and skills they possess



through guesswork students with poorer knowledge may get higher assessment than
students with a higher level of knowledge, which is not fair



it is more or less appropriate for administrative purposes, but practically useless
educationally: the student only gets the grade and cannot learn from his/her own mistakes
Thus, assessment of learning, if used alone, is not effective for improving the quality of

teaching / learning. On the other hand, assessment as learning develops students‘ meta-cognitive
skills and is vital for their engagement in peer and self-assessment. It helps to make sense of
teaching and learning. However, Assessment as Learning involves self-assessment as a way to
improve the learning process. Like Assessment for Learning, it is a continuous process. Besides,
it is oriented towards the learning outcomes, so much emphasized in contemporary education. It
develops the students‘ ability to monitor his / her learning and their meta-cognitive skills
(knowledge about the ways to acquire knowledge). The examples of assessment as learning
include in-class discussion of assessment rubrics and students‘ points/grades.
Table 2.3.Comparing Assessment of, for and as Learning
Assessment of Learning

Assessment for Learning

Assessment

(Summative Assessment)

(Formative Assessment)

(student‘s self-assessment)

Checks what has been learned to date. Checks learning to decide
what to do next; teaching and
learning are indistinguishable
from assessment.

as

Learning

Checks learning to decide
what to do next; selfassessment is inseparable from
assessment.

Is designed for school administration, Is designed to assist teachers Is carried out to assist students
parents, school / university boards.
and students to improve to improve learning.
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teaching and learning.
Is presented in a periodic report.

Is used
providing
feedback.

continually by Is used continually by the
descriptive student.

Compiles data into a single number, Uses detailed, specific and Uses
specific
feedback
score or mark as part of a formal descriptive feedback—in a (obtained
from
keys,
report.
formal or informal report.
dictionaries, manuals, etc.) —
in an informal way.
Is reported as part of an achievement Is reported as part of an Generally is not (but may be)
grade.
achievement grade.
reported as part of an
achievement grade.
Compares the student's learning either Focuses on improvement and Focuses on improvement and
with other students (norm-referenced, regular studies.
regular studies.
making learning highly competitive)
or the standard for a grade level
(criterion-referenced, making learning
more collaborative and individually
focused).

Does not involve the student.

Involves the student.

Involves the student.

Modified from Ruth Sutton, unpublished document, 2001, in Alberta Assessment
Consortium, Refocus: Looking at Assessment for Learning (Edmonton, AB: Alberta Assessment
Consortium, 2003, p. 4.)
It is easy to see from the table that while Assessment of Learning is teacher-centered,
Assessment for and as Learning (especially the latter) are student-centered.
To make assessment student-centered, it is possible to use several approaches:


Use peer and self-assessment



Let students choose test format



Involve students in making up assessment tasks
Using self-assessment is widely enough spread in contemporary educational practice, it

has also been deeply researched and has shown a positive impact on learning (Baniabdelrahman,
2010; Holstead & Hightower King, 2011; O‘Leary, 2012). Peer assessment is more contradictory
and less researched, however, if certain rules are observed, it can also be successfully used for
enhancement of the quality of learning (Liu, 2013; Chambers, Whannell, &Whannell, 2014). The
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problem of peer assessment is the sensitivity of the person assessed. S/he may feel offended by
peer-criticism and friendships may suffer. Or, vice versa, caring for friendships may stimulate
peers to give higher than deserved assessments. Thus, the rules to be observed are:


Peers should not criticize each other publicly, but face-to-face



There should be no peer grading or in whole grading it should not have a large role (say,
10%).



Peer correction should have consultative power only, the final decision should be the
speaker‘s / writer‘s.
As for involving students into making up tests, it is almost not practiced and researched.

Odafe (1998) and Ahn & Class (2011) analyze the issue theoretically, but do not suggest
experimental results. Making up tests may be given to students as creative homework. Good and
original (checked with an anti-plagiarism program) tests can gain a students a high grade. Then,
in class, students may exchange the tests and hold peer assessment. If the test format (say,
multiple choice) is agreed upon, then teacher can select best items with keys, checking their
appropriateness, and then make up a test. This will be very motivating for several reasons:


Students will feel proud of being the co-authors of the test



No doubts of objectivity and difficulty level may arise



While making up test items, students will improve their knowledge



Students will take responsibility not only over learning, but also over assessment



As the whole selection will be known beforehand, this will decrease the anxiety level.

2.5 Classroom management – goals, styles, and components
―In talking about classroom management and student achievement, it may help to think of the
teacher as the driver of the car who needs to respond to the passengers‘ needs in order to ensure
that they reach their destination‖ (Stronge, Tucker, & Hindman, 2004,p.69). Sokal, Smith, &
Mowat, 2003 state that experienced teachers pay a special attention to classroom management.
Students‘ productive behavior is normally one of the most characteristic features of effective
teachers (Wang, Haertel, & Walberg, 1993).If one watches experienced teachers‘ lessons, they
seem to go on very smoothly and easily. But under this easiness there is a high qualification,
long experience, and effective management.
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According to Evertson & Weinstein (2006), classroom management has been defined
broadly as any action a teacher takes to create an environment that supports and facilitates both
academic and social-emotional learning. Many teachers, especially beginning teachers, cite
classroom management as an ever-present concern (Rogers & Freiberg, 1994; Veenman, 1984),
some of them say that it is a special gift, while others declare that classroom management does
not require specific skills, but it requires a great deal of commitment.
According to specialists in the field of education, classroom management refers to
different types of skills and techniques that teachers use with the goal of creating a positive
climate and incentives and keeping students organized, involved, focused, attentive and
increasingly productive during a class. Discipline is an important issue in classroom
management, but the main thing is to create a productive learning environment.
It is the term instructors use to describe the act of managing their classroom and students
to ensure the stressful and non-educational situations are avoided and subjects are learned
effectively. Classroom management also involves the availability of additional information on
topics. Thus, academic achievement, teacher efficacy, and teacher and student behavior are
directly linked with the concept of classroom management (Froyen & Iverson 1999). According
to Crosser (1992, p. 23) ―the difference between chaos and an orderly atmosphere that facilitates
learning depends in great part on how the teacher prepares the environment.‘‘ When classroom
management strategies are fulfilled effectively, teachers minimize the behaviors that impede
learning for both individual students and groups of students, while maximizing the behaviors that
facilitate or enhance learning and results are mostly excellent.
Classroom management styles of teachers can be characterized along two dimensions
(Baumrind, 1971), type of control exercised over students, and degree of involvement of teachers
with students. The extremes of these two dimensions allow teacher management of students to be
readily identified and increases students‘ mobility. The SCA supports such classroom
management where teacher‘s role, however great, is almost invisible, and the lesson seems to run
smoothly by itself. And, of course, students are maximally mentally, emotionally and physically
involved during the whole lesson.
Effective classroom management has a great influence on student achievement. One of
the aspects that classroom management involves is the discipline in the class. There should be
alignment between the disciplinary rules and teacher actual behavior. In the student-centered
classroom, in the beginning of the academic year disciplinary rules should be discussed and their
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rationale stressed. Afterwards teacher should regularly (not from time to time, as some teachers
do) follow the demands.
Of course, teacher-student relations matter a lot for classroom management. Students
who trust and respect their teachers (i.e., have authoritative relationships with them) are normally
eager to actively participate and to realize the maximum of their potential. Students who are
afraid of their teachers (i.e., have authoritarian relationships with them), may observe the
discipline, but not be involved inwardly in the process of gaining knowledge. Students who
neither respect nor are fear their teachers will neither behave themselves nor learn.
According to Levy, Creton, &Wubbels (1993),the most effective teacher-student
relationships are characterized by three specific teacher behaviors:


Exhibiting appropriate levels of dominance



Exhibiting appropriate levels of cooperation



Being aware of high-needs students.
A student-centered teacher would not demonstrate a high level of dominance, s/he would

involve students in classroom management issues and thus provide their conscious discipline the
basis of which is the understanding that the more disciplined they are, the better they learn. The
teacher (with student participation, especially in high school) establishes learning goals,
continually revisits them and informs the students how they are progressing in the target
direction.
The students in an effective teacher‘s class actively participate in activities both because
the format of activities requires such participation and because they realize the necessity of
engagement in learning. The teacher, via friendly comments, adequate gestures and mimics,
sense of humor, etc. encourages students to be active. The teacher readily participates as
interviewee, if necessary, not only as an assessor.
An effective teacher knows his/her students well and is aware which students especially
need encouragement. S/he knows their favorite topics and strengths and can employ them
effectively to involve students in the discussion. S/he creates a fear-free atmosphere in the class
where students are not afraid to make mistakes, of being laughed at, etc. (Adelman & Taylor,
2002).
Teachers can build not only personally good, but also educationally effective relations
with students by being fair, rewarding effort, creating a safe and busy classroom climate.
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Whatever the educator‘s teaching style, teacher-student relationships also have an impact on the
learning results.
Time management is the thread running through almost all aspects of teaching - deciding
how long and how often to teach various skills, hold certain type of activities, recording student
progress, or keeping time-consuming behavior problems to a minimum. Effective use of school
time begins with efficient classroom organization and management — and vice versa. Much of
the essentials of classroom life involve time management in some way: minimizing paperwork;
planning; establishing routines that eliminate wasted time and confusion; using learning centers,
independent assignments, and seatwork to give the teacher time to work with small groups; and
creating classroom environments that allow students and activities to move smoothly from one
activity to the next. The first step in achieving control over time management in the classroom is
to set in place a series of strategies to guide lesson planning. The first step to use is to make sure
that all the resources instructor is going to use are in place at the right time in the lesson to
achieve the learning objective and fulfill the learning outcome. The second step is to engage
students in learning by choosing the appropriate speed. Sometimes the learning can be slow, but
at the right pace the teacher should enable students to engage successfully without becoming
bored or overwhelmed. The third step is writing the lesson plan, where teacher should prioritize
his/her established tasks to ensure that s/he covers the most important concepts/subjects, making
use of time-controlled activities (group work, role-playing, in-class writing, individual
presentations, etc.) and being aware of hidden time demands (administrative issues, explanation
of test procedures or assignments, questions from lectures, setting up technology, rearranging the
room, etc.). The following ideas are helpful, while planning pace and progression:


explain to the students the intended learning goals of the lesson;



display the strategies for students to see at the start, with approximate timings;



use countdown reminders, for example: 'You have 3 minutes left', 'You now have 1
minute left' - make sure students can see the clock in your classroom;



encourage students that you want to see / hear what they‘ve done in the time limit, even if
the task is not fully completed; this often provides a discussion point for talking later in
the lesson about learning strategies;



it is better to finish an activity early, even if not complete, and allow some time for
review or a plenary session before the lesson ends;
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Effective time management in the classroom is one of the keys to engaging students in
successful learning and teachers need to plan it carefully. However, this process is not just a
series of the above-mentioned rules, but teacher should also use the instinct and personal
knowledge of his/her students to allow his/her plan to evolve and have fruitful result.
Knowledge and materials management is another component of classroom management.
When teaching, instructors use a wide variety of materials, often changing activities and
materials frequently. The instructional process can be improved through the development of a
systematic approach to storing and retrieving these materials. The purpose of organizing
materials is so that both students and teachers can have access to the correct materials with a
minimum of disruption. The handling and distribution of materials in the classroom can take a
significant amount of time. The following are suggestions for establishing strategies for making
the distribution of materials more efficient:


Prepare materials ahead of time.



Develop places for convenient storage of frequently used materials.



Establish and practice procedures for handing out and picking up learning materials and
student papers.



Let students know what materials you want them to bring from home



Find and organize containers for materials



Store the seldom used materials out of the way
All these things will help the teacher to lead the lesson well and fulfill the planned

activities.
Classroom management and organization are closely related to each other. Even the way
furniture is arranged in the class influences the efficiency of work. Group work requires to have
light, easily movable furniture which can be arranged in clusters. For whole-class discussion to
be really effective, horseshoe (amphitheater) arrangement is beneficial. A cozy and beautiful
environment causes positive emotions and thus stimulates learning. But if the room is too
decorated, it may distract students‘ attention. Besides, too comfortable soft furniture may make
them sleepy. All these factors have to be taken into consideration.
Educational materials and equipment should be placed at hand, to ease their application.
An effectively arranged classroom is both good-looking and comfortable for work (Kohn, 1996).
Effective teachers think about the little details that enhance the use of available space in the
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classroom as well as the big issues. The following environmental features like temperature,
lighting, and noise level are also important in classroom organization, because they affect
students in different ways and are directly related to individual learning styles. Studies suggest
that when teachers adjust the environment to students‘ preferences, the students perform better
academically and are better behaved. Harbaugh & Kavangh (2012, p.1), for example, surveyed
1760 secondary school students in Australia. Classroom-learning environment characteristics
had direct effects on students‘ self-esteem and had direct and indirect effects on students‘
expectations of the classroom environment. Classroom characteristics directly influencing
students‘ self-esteem included the educational values, learning outcomes, classroom learning and
parental support. Classroom characteristics directly influencing students‘ expectations included
the educational values, learning outcomes, classroom learning, support from fellow students and
expectations of the teacher.
For successful classroom management group work is necessary. The below classroom
management techniques are useful for group work (Reid, 2002):


Be proactive. Before you do any group work, tell students exactly what type of behavior
is expected.



Practice. After students know what is expected from them, put them in groups, and have
them speak to each other in the tones of voices you expect.



Establish Consequences. Before you enter in to a group activity make sure your students
know the consequences for not following directions.



Group Self-Review. Have group members review their work as a team.



Signals. Have signals that will tell your students when the activity is drawing to an end,
that the noise level is getting too loud, etc.
First, group activities increase student involvement in class activities. They learn how to

correspond and share ideas. Secondly, group activities encourage students to learn through
discussions. Students, first, weigh the pros and cons of a given situation with each other and then
try to find a logical solution to the problem. Thirdly, group activities, encourage students to work
in collaboration with one another. With practice, group members realize that until and unless all
put in their best, they would not be able to complete the given task proficiently. Eventually, they
learn to respect and value each other‘s contribution.
As for pair work, it is a classroom activity in which the whole class is divided into pairs
and the aim of it is to get students speaking and listening, the content of a pair work session
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should be mainly oral. (For some types of pair work, it is best, if students have no books, papers,
and pencils.) Except for improving intensive practice in speaking and listening, it promotes a
friendly classroom surrounding that is essential for every student‘s motivation.
The benefit of individual work is speed and clarity. One person, working alone, can
make decisions and implement them more quickly because there is no need to discuss or
explain. This allows work to proceed quickly. The person is very clear on his/her goals where
members of a team might not be so clear on what their teammates are thinking. When working
individually, one can concentrate on his/her mistakes and have chances to analyze and
understand everything better than in group work.
Whole-class activities (e.g., brainstorming, debates, and discussions) involves all students
in work. They are easily monitored by the teacher. At the same time, all students can contribute
their knowledge and strategies.
All the above-mentioned formats of activities are essential parts of classroom
management since the classroom management is a key to high student achievement. Any kind of
educational institution needs skillful and motivated students who will fulfill appropriate and
smart actions and build strong relationships with their teachers. With the help of such
relationship teachers feel empowered and energized, because they see a positive growth and
development in their students, as for students, they feel safe and capable. Although classroom
management requires a significant amount of responsibilities and skills, the benefits come in the
form of long-lasting friendships and accomplishments in which teachers and students can take
pride. Students walk away with rewards that are: increased knowledge, confidence, and
intelligence. There is a reward for teachers, too, knowing that their students are better prepared
for the challenges that await them beyond the walls of a classroom.

2.6. Conclusions to chapter 2
Lesson planning is traditionally done by the teacher, based on curriculum (normally
worked out / approved by the ministry of education) and the syllabus (normally prepares
collegially by a group of the subject teachers, sometimes by the head of the corresponding chair /
department). What is suggested in this research is that students participate in lesson planning,
thus making the educational process student-centered. In table 2.4. I summed up teacher and
student roles that are necessary to develop the SCA. It is visible from the table that, with
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democratization of education, not only students‘ rights increases, as some students mistakenly
think, but also their responsibilities did.

Table 2.4. Teacher and student roles in the SCA
Teacher roles
students‘ needs

Student roles

defining student needs, based filling
on

experience,

existing

study

research,

teacher-made

of questionnaires;

expressing

holding their requests

questionnaires,

observing

students,

to

talking

in

them

informally
course / lesson goals

defining

goals,

explaining defining

expected

learning

them to students; monitoring outcomes, with teacher‘s help;
the fulfillment of the goals

assessing the fulfillment of the
outcomes

overcoming the resistance to study
the SCA

/

spread

colleagues

among realizing

research

the

need

in

in increasing students‘ role in the

successful application of the educational

process,

SCA, explain the need in overcoming one‘s lack of selfincreasing students‘ role in the confidence,
educational process
promoting the SCA

supporting
taking,

students‘
guesswork,

passivity

and

laziness
risk- taking the responsibility for
self- one‘s learning

regulation, etc.
discipline

avoiding obedience model of observing the discipline based
discipline,

promoting

responsibility

view

the on one‘s interest to learn better
on and more

discipline (it is needed for
efficient learning); viewing
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discipline as consequence of
effective

planning

and

management
organization and planning

keeping the lesson systematic students should plan their
and organized, by planning, learning, do the timing, control
being flexible and student- the time during fulfillment of
centered in planning

assessment tasks

teacher-student and student- being friendly and open with being
student relationships

friendly,

responsible,

students, ready for reasonable respectful, perspective-taking,
bargaining concerning topics, both peers‘ and teacher‘s
educational

materials

tasks,

and

demonstrating

unconditional positive regard,
creating a friendly classroom
atmosphere (no bullying, etc.),
being cooperative
motivation

providing external motivation demonstrating
(through

fair

assessment,

and

regular motivation,

internal
learning

for

suggesting gaining knowledge and skills,

interesting topics / activities) not just for passing the subject
which may eventually turn and/or grades
into internal motivation
Topic

offering interesting topics

suggesting some topics which,
students

believe,

useful/interesting,
reflected

in

the

are

but

not

syllabus;

selecting the topics from the
ones offered by the teacher
materials

finding

and

interesting materials

offering suggesting

some

which, students believe, are
useful/interesting,
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materials,

but

not

reflected

in

the

syllabus;

selecting the materials from
the ones offered by the teacher
presentation

using induction more often not expecting that everything
than deduction, stimulating will be explained by the
students to do guesswork and teacher, trying to understand
take risks

new material independently,
using higher-order cognitive
activities

activities

making up various interesting suggesting

some

activities,

/ authentic activities , applying which, students believe, are
individual, pair, group and useful/interesting,
whole-class activities with an reflected

in

but

the

not

syllabus;

emphasis on pair and group selecting the activities from
work

the

ones

offered

by

the

teacher; being involved in
activities
assessment

prepare tests, some with keys participating

in

peer

(to permit self-assessment), assessment,

do

self-

work

out

(with

students) assessment,

making

up

effective assessment rubrics, assessment tasks for formative
carry

out

compare

the

assessment, assessment

students‘

assessment

self-

and

their

assessment results, explain the
difference, offer strategies that
will

help

overcome

the

problems
learning strategies

explain

and

organize observing one‘s learning and

practicing learning strategies

finding

learning

styles

/

problem-solving strategies that
are most effective for the
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particular student

If we follow the items in this table, we will see that contemporary education (including
foreign language teaching) is to some degree student-centered, however, there are aspects of
student-centeredness, which almost fall out of educators‘ attention. These aspects will be the
basis of the research presented in chapter 3. These, to my mind, are:


Induction as the major way of material presentation



Students‘ role in selecting topics, materials, and formats of activities and assessment



Students, suggesting and finding educational materials, making up tasks and test issues
for formative assessment
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CHAPTER 3. RESEARCH CONCERNING THE “TRADITIONAL” AND
“WIDER” UNDERSTANDING OF STUDENT-CENTERED APPROACH
TO LESSON PLANNING AND CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT IN
ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING
It has been shown in the previous chapters that by now there is a wide acceptance of the
student-centered approach, including in ELT, the approach, irrespective a certain resistance, is
step by step gaining popularity among teachers and students, so one more research proving that
the SCA is more efficient than TCA would not yield any new data. This is why this research
takes the advantages of the STA for granted and compares its definition which, in fact, has
already become ―traditional‖ (studying and considering student needs, applying pair and group
work to increase student engagement and active learning time) to a ―wider‖ approach suggested
by me (possibility for students to participate in every component of lesson planning and to make
up some tasks and activities). The aim of the study was to define the effect of student centered
training approaches on student success and put emphasis on main findings of those studies,
whether a student-centered learning is truly learner-oriented or it is masked by the teachercentered teaching nuances, what changes are required to the approach, and what are the measures
to be taken in order to perform the learner centered methods‘ vital function.
The research held consisted of two parts: a survey of teacher awareness of and readiness
for teaching according to the SCA, and an experiment, held according to the model, developed
by me in the theoretical part of the dissertation (the ―wider‖ understanding of the SCA).

3.1

Survey
The goal of the survey was to find out how well aware are school teachers in Georgia of

issues of effective classroom management. I also intended to find out whether teachers hold
teacher-centered or student-centered views on classroom management. Time management was
emphasized.
The method of research used was quantitative – a survey based on teacher questionnaire
results.
Respondents were 40 English teachers from 5 schools in Tbilisi and other towns in
Georgia (Gori, Kutaisi and Batumi). Their age ranged from 24 to 63. Only five (12.5%) were
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males. Their teaching experience also ranged from 1-3 years (novice teachers – 12.5%) to 30
years or more (45%). Teachers with the experience of 4-10 years constituted 13.5%, and with the
experience of 11-29 years – 25%. It is possible to say that the sample is rather representative.
The survey was held in 2012.
Based on the analysis presented in chapters 1 and 2 I made up the following
questionnaire concerning the student-centered approach to classroom management in English
Language Teaching. The majority of questions were in the multiple choice format, with one of
the options ―other‖ permitting the respondents to give their own answer, not previewed by the
questionnaire. Three questions were in the yes/no format.
1. What does classroom management mainly concern for you? (Choose one)
a) lesson planning
b) classroom organization: arrangement of desks, blackboard, preparation of handouts
c) time management
d) communication/rapport with students
e) selection of the form of activities (individual, pair, small-group, whole-class)
f) selection of teaching methods (verbal and/or visual, passive or active)
g) discipline
h) other (please name)
2. When you plan a lesson, what do you take into consideration?(choose as many as you wish)
a) students‘ age
b) students‘ language level
c) students‘ interests
d) students‘ requests
e) recommendations from teacher‘s book
f) your teaching experience
g) other (please name)
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3. If your answer is ―c‖ or ―d‖, how do you find them out?
a) ask students to participate in planning
b) give them a questionnaire on their interests in the beginning of the academic year
c) observe their behavior in class
4. Do you use the same arrangement of desks during all classes? Yes/No
5. If yes, why?
a) desks are heavy and difficult to move
b) moving desks disrupts discipline
c) moving desks wastes time
d) moving desks doesn‘t make teaching more efficient
6. If no, why?
a) it lets students move a little, after it their brains work better
b) it provides variety and thus motivates students
c) depending on what we do, different arrangements are more adequate
7. When you write lesson plans, do you do the timing of each activity? Yes/No
8. Does it often happen that either you don‘t have enough time to do what you planned or time is
left? Yes/No
9. If yes, why does it happen?
a) Something in the class goes differently than I planned requires plan modification
b) It is difficult for me to do effective timing
10) If it happens, what do you do?
a) Fulfill the plan till the point which I can reach (if there is not enough time) or do some
revision (if there is time left).
b) I beforehand plan which items may be omitted or added in case my timing is wrong
11) How can one do more efficient timing for planning?
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a) Play out the lesson scenario (if I need, say, 5 minutes to fulfill the task, I give students 8)
b) Rely on teacher‘s book
c) Look at the watch during the lesson and add/shorten time for each activity proportionately
Fifty questionnaires were handed out to teachers during the 5th International Conference 'New
trends in Education: Research and Development' held in Gori, 42 of them returned, which is a
high enough rate. Forty questionnaires were completely filled in (which I considered),
demonstrating that the questions were interesting for the respondents.
Results and discussion
Survey results are presented below in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. The results of the survey (percentage of answers)

Question/answer

a

b

C

d

E

f

g

h

1. What does
classroom
management
mainly concern
for you?

75%

0%

0%

0%

5%

10%

10%

0%

2. When you 25%
plan a lesson,
what do you
take
into
consideration?

45%

50%

25%

20%

30%

-

-

3.
If
your 20%
answer is ―c‖ or
―d‖, how do you
find them out?
(out
of
30
respondents)

34%

46%

-

-

-

-

-

4. Do you use Yesthe
same 20%
arrangement of
desks during all
classes?

No
80%

-

-

-

-

-

5. If yes, why? 0%
(out
of
8

62%

0%

-

-

-

-

– -

38%
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respondents)
6. If no, why? 0%
(out
of
32
respondents)

0%

100%

-

-

-

-

-

7. When you Yes
write
lesson 90%
plans, do you do
the timing of
each activity?

–

No
10%

– -

-

-

-

-

-

8. Does it often Yes
happen
that 70%
either you don‘t
have
enough
time to do what
you planned or
time is left?

- No
30%

– -

-

-

-

-

-

9. If yes, why 71%
does it happen?
(out
of
28
respondents)

29%

-

-

-

-

-

-

10.
If
it 30%
happens, what
do you do?

70%

-

-

-

-

-

-

11. How can 15%
one do more
efficient timing
for planning?

0%

85%

-

-

-

-

-

Discussion
The majority (75%) of the respondents answered that classroom management for them is
first of all associated with lesson planning, while plan realization items did not receive high
scores. Probably it may be explained by a great bureaucratization of teacher‘s work nowadays.
Some items (classroom organization, time management, communication/rapport with students)
did not get any answers.
In the process of lesson planning its most popular aspects were: students‘ language level
(45%) and students‘ interest (50%), which is student-centered enough, however, answers
―students‘ age‖ (25%) and ―students‘ requests‖(25%)are rather underestimated.
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To find out students‘ interests, teachers more often only observe their behavior (46%),
which is certainly time-saving, but not very efficient.
The majority of teachers (80%) change the arrangement of desks during all classes,
which is contemporary and student-centered, however, 20% of those who do not do it are
inflexible and not contemporary. Probably they do not use any pair and small groups work, as
this change is necessary for them. They explain it by disruption of discipline, which means they
are certainly not very student-centered.
To the question why they change desk arrangement, all teachers chose the answer
―depending on what we do, different arrangements are more adequate‖, which is an answer given
by a teacher thinking in a contemporary way.
The majority of teachers (90%), while writing lesson plans, do the timing, which means
they either (hopefully) realize its importance or just fulfill the requirements posed in front of
them by administration. However, those who do not may face serious management problems.
Strange enough, but 70% still have timing problems, probably due to the lack of timing habits or
inefficient and inflexible strategies.
71% of those whose preliminary timing goes wrong, chose the answer that something in
the class goes differently than they plan and requires plan modification. This is a studentcentered view.
70% of teachers answered that they beforehand plan which items may be omitted or added in
case their timing is wrong, which is an adequate approach. However, the fact that 30% answered
―fulfill the plan till the point which I can reach (if there is not enough time) or do some revision
(if there is time left)‖ means they are not student-centered and not contemporary at all.
If something goes wrong with timing, the majority of teachers (85%) look at the watch
during the lesson and add/shorten time for each activity proportionately. This is a good way,
much better than fulfilling the plan till the point which they reach; however, it is difficult to
explain the fact that if 30% of teachers (question 10) do so, how did they choose the answer
―look at the watch…‖? Does it mean that looking at the watch does not help them modify the
plan in the process of teaching?
Limitations
I realize that the survey I held is of a modest scale, so to study the problem deeper, a larger-scale
research is needed. It reflects only the situation in Georgian schools, in other countries the
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situation may be different. However, even such a modest survey does reveal the existing trends.
Its results coincide with the experiences I have informally shared with my colleagues at school
and teachers‘ conferences.
Conclusions
The majority of teachers in the questionnaire expressed student-centered views, however, they
are sort of hesitating– answers to some items are typically student-centered, while to some are
not.
Unfortunately, not only timing an efficient lesson is rather often a problem, but also teachers
themselves do not spend (and have?) enough time to make teaching more student-centered (e.g.,
hold a questionnaire on students‘ interests and needs).

3.2. Experiment
3.2.1 Organization of experiment
Evaluation of the student-centered approach effectiveness, creative sound and innovative
decisions taken towards improving the quality and learning opportunities proved to be among the
most important priorities of the experiment. A number of factors can influence learning:
students' intrinsic motivation for learning, the instructional design, learning objectives, etc. And
there are a number of drawbacks, such as effects of distraction, unwillingness, slow reaction,
time, etc. Thus the scope of the experiment was referring to sustainable development of learning
aspects and elimination of the factors, which reduce the level of students‘ awareness.
Conducting an experiment was crucial to obtain useful and valid results, therefore the procession
was predetermined by the ―strategic plan‖, in accordance with the detailed proposal.
During the experimental part the student-centered approach was applied for a variety of
reasons to increase learners‘ participation and foster their intellectual development to give an
opportunity to the learners to build multiple perspectives, to shift the responsibility from teachers
to learners.
The experiment was held in Georgian-American High private school in Tbilisi in the
education year 2014/2015 during the autumn semester (totally 12 hrs with the given complex
textbook, with 2 weekly hours in both experimental and control group).
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The students were assigned to the control and experimental groups at random, to provide
their even composition. At the beginning of the experiment both experimental and control groups
were given a pre-test, a diagnostic test to determine their level of preparation, which showed that
the level of the language skills in the two groups was practically equal.
Not only the tuition at school is done in English, but also English is taught according to
an advanced program (Besides this, both groups had 7 hours per week for English, with the
same books and subjects).
18 students from the 12thgradesparticipated (9in the control group and 9in the
experimental). The groups were rather similar in composition (see table 3.2.).

Table 3.2. Composition of the control and experimental groups
Control group

Experimental group

7/2

6/3

17

17

Years of learning 10

10

Male/female
number
Average age

English
Level of English Upperskills

Upper-Intermediate

Intermediate

The same teacher was teaching both groups, to avoid the impact of teacher qualification
and teaching style. In the process of experiment the students were taught with the course book by
Capel, A. & Sharp, W. (2012). Cambridge English. Objectives First (3rded.). Cambridge
University Press: Cambridge. Student‘s Book & Work Book.
I chose to use two variants of the SCA (the ―traditional‖ for the present variant, with the
narrow understanding of the SCA and a wider variant of the same approach, offered by me), as I
did not want to damage students‘ knowledge by the pure TCA, which has proven to be
inefficient on many studies.
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The lesson plans for both groups are presented in Appendix 1. Lesson goals and learning
outcomes (practically) coincided. Even the timing for the same types of activities was the same.
Activity goals also coincided. The difference between the way how the lessons were planned
concerned:
a. Possibility for the students of the experimental group to choose from teacher‘s offer or
themselves name the subtopic within the compulsory topic taught
b. Possibility for the students of the experimental group to choose the task from teacher‘s
offer
c. Possibility for the students of the experimental group to choose the homework from
teacher‘s offer or suggest it themselves
d. Students of the experimental group making up some tasks and tests
e. Possibility for the students of the experimental group to choose the format of formative
assessment from teacher‘s offer
Otherwise, teaching was student-centered in both groups (pair and group-work applied,
discussions, debates and other communicative activities held, self- and mutual assessment used).
In table 3.3 find the sub-topics chosen / named by the students of the experimental group.
Table 3.3.The sub-topics chosen / named by the students of the experimental group
Lesson

topic according
to the course
book

chosen from teacher‘s suggestion

named by students

1-3

Fashion

Teenager fashion

National peculiarities of fashion,
How to choose the clothes
according to the situation (place)

Life in the virtual world, The Potential
Benefits of Online Learning

Virtual games like ―drugs‖

Going Places

Financial aspects of having a good
holiday, advantages and disadvantages
of different transport for travelling

Time off, A dream holiday

Endangered
animals. Time

Ecological situations in the world and our country and reasons for it, wild life
in Africa and the dangers it faces, time

4-6

The
world

7-9

10-12

virtual
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is money.

Some activities offered by the course book that were really effective were not offered an
option in the experimental group. In the majority of cases the students in the experimental group
chose options of activities and homework other than course book (they are underlined in the
plans presented in Appendix 1). The summative assessments in the course book are linked with
the final exam, so they were left as they are for students of both groups. But the tasks for
assessment for which students received grades were chosen by students of the experimental
group (they are also underlined in the plans presented in Appendix 1, while for control group it
was the teacher who chose them. See some tasks made up by students in Appendix 2.
3.2.2

Procedure

During the experimental part it was important to deal with different elements of the
process based on experience as the course of: ―Objective First‖, which was to be covered in one
semester. The work in the experimental group adopted a more clearly planned, systematic
sequence. The set of ―Objectives First‖ comprises of twelve substantially different from each
other topics, providing different language skills, various learning objectives were taken into
account in the preparation of materials, well-designed lessons, appropriate learning activities,
developed strategies, observed lessons, post-lesson reflection and self-evaluation which allowed
students to move seamlessly across a curriculum, with each unit building and reinforcing the
previous. Properly selected education tools including interactive presentations and additional
resources printed handouts, specific practical examples and other resources in the special
sections determined the course of the procession. The research was synthesized on chosen
objects of experimentation and gave rationale for learner‘s choice.
The experimental group of students had vast options of language training materials, e.g.
books, journal articles, magazine articles, adapted texts from websites containing lots of practical
ideas as well as theory enriched the program. Learners developed a special interest in diverse
topical themes. The learners were given an opportunity to get benefit from the positive impact of
innovative learning structure, which was tied with the goals of the experiment - making lessons
more student-centered for the experimental practice.
After the diagnostic test, as learners‘ understanding of a subject area and skills base were
measured, materials relevant to curricular needs were provided, much of the background material
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was familiar, however, the modified curriculum structure for learners identified priorities to
apply them in the content. In the process in which learning was presented, selection of various
approaches and implementation of effective curricula enabled the creation of new experience,
simultaneous and integrated acquisition of different competencies such as conceptual
understanding and strategic competence, etc. The reason for targeting the goal of learning was
the proper environment for studying effectively as well as learning resources. A well-designed
lesson plan and methods quite different from conventional ones, distinguishing features of the
model gave evidence of its implementation in practice. Planning these experiences in a way to
afford learning and reflection on the outcomes in order to maximize the benefits became distinct.
Each lesson from an experimental point of view accomplished the main purpose of the
goal- monitoring and implementation, feedback collection and interpretation, future practice
improvement, putting the lessons as experiments in operation at proper level including key
features and intentionally designed process took up the challenge of enhancing the knowledge
base by improving the effectiveness of a target subject of the lessons.
From the very beginning of the experimental parts it was essential for facilitator to
include some of the components skills needed to conduct the lessons as experiments in the
course, the process depended on taking into consideration learners‘ validity of reasoning and
assessing their potential. Expressing lesson goals in terms of changes in students‘ thinking
helped treat the lessons as experiment.
During the experimental part each lesson manifested the desired scene of the process for
learners, who played different roles within the system of teaching-learning improvement, lessons
in which they participated as learners provided feedback about critical learning moments during
the lesson. Different theories of learning and teaching discussed in the previous chapters
provided resources that helped predict instructional activities to support learners‘ efforts thus all
of these aspects of integrity presented somehow modified approach, and qualitative analysis of
its effectiveness as call of higher quality language delivery.
The lesson plans were submitted in two parts for both groups (control group and
experimental group). However, the control group had no impact on the lesson plans, while for
experimental group the main topic, which served as a general theme for guidance presented
various subtopics and relational connections between them for

further development of key

concepts. The learners took advantage of optional reading materials fulfilling every student‘s
needs. These materials were used to exemplify the types of texts and questions approved by the
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most sophisticated methods, as the topics were materials within the language competence of the
learners to facilitate language and literacy the learners got interested in reading as an important
issues not only about enjoyment. The text features included all the components of a story or
article, adapted, revised and thoroughly processed, which enabled to obtain important knowledge
about what to synthesize. It is worth mentioning that apart from the textual materials images
(visual material) was always involved in learning with pictures and artwork to maximize the
teaching and learning benefits. Due to development and access of hardware and multimedia
equipment multi-media-assisted methods effectively facilitated English teaching and supported
direct and exciting improvements in English classroom.
During the three-month experimental process, two classes were taught by the same
teacher with the same textbook. In the experimental group the facilitator made a full use of
additional teaching materials (textbooks, tape-recorded conversations, photographs, video clips
which significantly contributed to conveying particular kinds of messages and evoking particular
kinds of learner responses. In the traditional classroom lessons mainly included teaching
materials (textbooks, text-related cards, taping-recorder etc.) and no different formats and other
means to accumulate, select and analyze the information. Utilizing certain study resources in the
experimental group focused on developing ―student-centered methodology". Well-designed
plans and materials provided learners with lots of useful information, reading comprehension
tasks, practical expressions (informal, less formal and formal), grammar structures, organization
of the text, cultural background, various exercises on a particular subject etc.
For example, the lesson plan (lesson 9 unit 3) for the control group was dedicated to the
same topic as for the experimental group - Going places, but it did not offer any subtopic choice
or viewing the topic exhaustively enough. The lesson goals were the same for both groups: based
on word collocation and derivation revised and learned, to enable students to read and write
about travelling. However, the resources were limited to what the book offered, which did not
inspire students too much. The same language (collocations, prefixes and suffixes) has to be
studied. The same learning outcomes had to be achieved as in the experimental group: students
were expected to develop / improve their reading and writing skills on the given topic and
language materials. However, it really happened only to the most motivated students.
For the experimental group a vast number of subtopics was offered, such ―as advantages
and disadvantages of different transport for travelling, advantages and disadvantages of having a
job connected with travelling, advantages and disadvantages of studying abroad‖ all optional,
intended for different kinds of reading: skimming, scanning, intensive reading to experience with
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texts and other strategies. The text-dependent questions allowed learners to impose a coherent
interpretation. The practice exercises (prefix and suffix multiple choice questions, matching quiz,
sorting the words into three different pronunciation groups, worksheets on topic related
collocations with skiing, trip, sightseeing, flight; prefixes un/in/il/im/ir, dis, mis; suffixes –ation,
-ion, -ness, -ship, -ity, -ism, -ence, -ment, -al, -th, -ible, -able, -y,-ive, -ful, -less, -ous, -ly)
activated language strategic competencies. The diverse approach to teaching motivated students
to be enthusiastically receptive and motivated. Learners engaged in a learning task improvised in
meaningful interaction and negotiation and learned about a subject through the experience of
problem solving. Well-structured lessons with challenging, measurable objectives helped the
learners develop flexible knowledge, effective problem solving skills, self-directed learning,
effective collaboration skills and intrinsic motivation. The learners, based on different skills
combination, showed concern for accuracy and quality of thoughts as a result of English
language training. Being engaged in meta-cognitive activities everyday, the learners worked out
a new approach to a given learning tasks paying attention to the specific details. Students‘
interest remained higher as each lesson was associated with variance.
The activities were designed to correlate with the classroom topics. Despite the wellstructured lessons, the research results reflected that one of the disadvantages of the modified
approach in English teaching was information overload and variety of sub-topics, as some
learners, especially during the first lessons when the approach was introduced, felt lost and did
not know what to choose. Initially there were a small number of students who organized teaching
materials according to their own interests. At the beginning of the systematic process some
students remained relatively passive in the new learning environment. After a period of
supervised practice, no more frustrations appeared in the classroom and a new ―motivating
method‖ began to cultivate students' independent learning ability.
The research suggested that learners (experimental group members) who held somehow
limited oral English proficiency at the beginning of the course improved their oral skills during
the 12-week intervention, while this did not happen in the control group. Those learners at higher
levels of language competence in the experimental group developed at a faster rate than learners
in control classrooms, their gain was numerically higher than that in the Control condition.
In tables 3.4.a and b control group students‘ results of questionnaires studying student
motivation is reflected.
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Table 3.4. a. Activities assessment by control group students according to their usefulness
(beginning of experiment)
Students had to assess each type as very useful (3) / reasonably useful (2) / useless (1).
In the tables here and below the number of students who gave the corresponding answer is given.
very useful (3)

reasonably useful

useless (1)

Average

(2)
Gap-filling

4

4

1

2.33

Matching

5

4

-

2.56

Scanning reading

3

4

2

2.11

Detailed reading

6

2

1

2.56

Eliciting

3

3

3

2.00

Recognizing listening

4

3

2

2.22

Filling

2

3

4

1.78

Describing

3

3

3

2.00

True/False

5

3

1

2.44

Comparing

2

4

3

1.89

Discussion

2

5

2

2.00

Making up sentences

1

3

5

1.56

Games

4

4

1

2.33

Explaining

1

2

6

1.44

Multiple choice

5

3

1

2.44

Skimming reading

2

2

5

1.67

Guessing reading

2

3

4

2.00

Paraphrasing

1

2

6

1.44

in

a

table

according to the text
heard / read
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Word formation

4

4

1

2.33

Presentation

2

3

4

2.22

We can see that the control group students don‘t find useful those activities that require
higher order cognitive skills (average assessment 2.0 and below: eliciting, filling in a table
according to the text heard / read, describing, comparing, discussion, making up sentences,
explaining, and skimming reading). It is a pity, as these activities are very useful in reality, but,
probably, students find them ―useless‖ as they are seldom/never practiced and thus difficult for
them. Matching and detailed reading were assessed by students as especially ―useful‖, most
probably, because they are the easiest and the most practiced.
At the end of the experiment students were once more asked to assess each type of
activity as very useful (3) / reasonably useful (2) / useless (1).
Table 3.4.b. Activities assessment by control group students according to usefulness (end of
experiment)
very useful (3)

reasonably

useless (1)

average

useful (2)
Gap-filling

3

5

1

2.22

Matching

5

4

0

2.56

Scanning reading

5

4

1

2.67

Detailed reading

5

4

0

2.56

Eliciting

3

1

5

1.78

Recognizing listening

4

3

2

2.22

Filling

1

4

4

1.67

Describing

5

3

1

2.44

True/False

3

5

1

2.22

Comparing

5

3

1

2.44

in

a

table

according to the text
heard / read
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Discussion

3

4

2

2.11

Making up sentences

2

3

4

1.78

Games

4

4

1

2.33

Explaining

2

2

5

1.67

Multiple choice

4

3

2

2.22

Skimming reading

2

2

5

1.67

Guessing reading

3

3

3

2.00

Paraphrasing

2

3

4

1.78

Word formation

4

4

1

2.33

Presentation

5

3

1

2.44

We can see that students‘ assessment of activity usefulness has not changed very much –
only describing, comparing and discussion have changed their status from useless to useful,
probably, dues to using them more actively. Both before and after the experiment students find
few activities as really useful (2.5 points and above) – matching and detailed reading, probably,
due to the fact that the first is regularly used in testing, and the second helps them understand
texts.
Experimental group students were given the same questionnaires, with the difference that
there were some additional tasks that they were using (see tables 3.4.c and 3.4.d). Besides, to see
their attitude towards the new activities, the first questionnaire was held in the third week of the
experiment.
Table 3.4. c. Activities assessment by experimental group students according to their
usefulness (during the experiment)
Students had to assess each type as very useful (3) / reasonably useful (2) / useless (1).
very useful (3)

reasonably useful

useless (1)

Average

-

2.44

(2)
Gap-filling

4

5
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Matching

5

4

-

2.56

Scanningreading

4

4

1

2.33

Detailed reading

5

3

1

2.44

Eliciting

3

3

3

2.00

Recognizing listening

4

4

1

2.33

Filling

2

4

3

1.89

Describing

3

4

2

2.11

True/False

5

3

1

2.44

Comparing

2

3

4

1.78

Discussion

2

5

2

2.00

Making up sentences

2

3

4

1.78

Games

4

4

1

2.33

Explaining

1

2

6

1.44

Multiple choice

5

3

1

2.44

Skimming reading

3

3

3

2.00

Guessing reading

2

3

4

2.00

Paraphrasing

2

2

5

1.67

Word formation

4

4

1

2.33

Presentation

2

3

4

2.22

Role play

5

2

1

2.44

Sharing experience

4

4

1

2.33

Summarizing

4

3

2

2.56

Context guessing

4

3

2

2.56

Brainstorming

6

2

1

2.56

in

a

table

according to the text
heard / read
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Recording conversation

7

2

-

2.78

Competition

4

2

3

2.11

It is easy to see that the students in both groups initially are quite unanimous – the only
difference is that describing and discussion are assessed positively by the experimental group
students. Such similarity is natural enough, as students had had similar learning experiences
before the experiment. We can also see that students from the very beginning assess positively
(average above 2) the new activities that they did not use earlier. They especially liked recording
conversation, which is easily explained by the popularity of mobile phones which were used for
recording.
Table 3.4. d. Activities assessment by experimental group students according to their
usefulness (after the experiment)
Students had to assess each type as very useful (3) / reasonably useful (2) / useless (1).
very useful (3)

reasonably useful

useless (1)

Average

(2)
Gap-filling

4

5

-

2.44

Matching

3

6

-

2.33

Scanning reading

4

4

1

2.33

Detailed reading

5

3

1

2.44

Eliciting

5

4

1

2.67

Recognizing listening

4

4

1

2.33

Filling

4

4

1

2.33

Describing

3

4

2

2.11

True/False

4

4

1

2.33

Comparing

3

4

2

2.11

Discussion

3

5

1

2.22

in

a

table

according to the text
heard / read
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Making up sentences

2

6

1

2.11

Games

4

4

1

2.33

Explaining

3

4

2

2.11

Multiple choice

5

3

1

2.44

Skimming reading

4

4

1

2.33

Guessing reading

4

3

2

2.56

Paraphrasing

3

3

3

2.00

Word formation

4

4

1

2.33

Presentation

2

3

4

2.22

Role play

5

2

1

2.44

Sharing experience

4

4

1

2.33

Summarizing

4

3

2

2.56

Context guessing

4

3

2

2.56

Brainstorming

6

3

-

2.67

Recording conversation

7

2

-

2.78

Competition

4

3

2

2.22

The students‘ attitude changed in two directions: it


decreased: towards matching and true/false activities



increased: towards eliciting, filling in a table, comparing, discussion, making up
sentences, explaining, skimming reading, guessing reading, paraphrasing, brainstorming,
competition
It is easy enough to explain, as students started using activities more thoughtfully (they

were responsible for their choice and had to think about their usefulness).
Now let us see how the experimental group students assess the new approach used for
their teaching from three viewpoints – how interesting, difficult and useful they find it. The
measurement was held twice – in the middle of experiment and at the end of it.
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Table 3.5a. Approach assessment according to the degree of perceived interestfor the
experimental group students (during the experiment)
very
(3)

interesting reasonably
interesting (2)

boring (1)

average

Choosing
/ 3
naming the subtopic was

4

2

2.11

Choosing the task
was

2

4

2

1.78

Choosing
the
homework was

5

2

2

2.33

Choosing
the
assessment format

4

3

2

2.22

Making up tasks
and tests

2

3

4

1.78
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Table 3.5b. Approach assessment according to the degree of perceived interestfor the experimental
group students (at the end of the experiment)
very
(3)

interesting reasonably
interesting (2)

boring (1)

average

Choosing
/ 5
naming the subtopic was

4

-

2.56

Choosing the task 4
was

5

0

2.44

Choosing
the 6
homework was

3

-

2.67

Choosing
the 6
assessment format

2

1

2.56

Making up tasks
and tests

2

-

2.78

7

It is easy to see that students‘ interest towards choosing the tasks and making up tasks
and tests initially was not too high (below 2), however, their attitude changed to positive by the
end of experiment. By the end of experiment students especially valued choosing homework (it
was the leader from the very beginning) and making up tasks and tests.
Table 3.6a. Approach assessment according to the degree of perceived usefulness for the
experimental group students (during the experiment)
very useful (3)

reasonably
useful (2)

useless (1)

Average

Choosing
/ 5
naming the subtopic was

4

0

2.56

Choosing
task was

the 3

5

1

2.22

Choosing
the 6
homework was

3

0

2.67

Choosing
assessment
format

the 4

4

1

2.33

Making up tasks 3
and tests

4

2

2.11
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Table 3.6b. Approach assessment according to the degree of perceived usefulness for the
experimental group students (during the experiment)
very useful (3)

reasonably useful
(2)

useless (1)

average

Choosing
/ 7
naming the subtopic was

2

0

2.78

Choosing the task
was

5

4

0

2.56

Choosing
the
homework was

8

1

0

2.89

Choosing
the
assessment format

6

3

0

2.67

Making up tasks
and tests

4

4

1

2.33

The perception of usefulness of choice was from the very beginning high enough (above
2). So, students, though they did not find some choices very exciting, realized it was useful for
them. Again, the leader was choosing homework (2.67). Students‘ perception of usefulness of
choice has significantly increased, leaving choosing homework as the leader (2.89).
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Table 3.7a. Approach assessment according to difficulty level by experimental group
students during the experiment
very difficult (3)

reasonably
difficult (2)

not difficult (1)

average

Choosing
/ 2
naming the subtopic was

7

0

2.22

Choosing the task
was

2

5

2

2.00

Choosing
the
homework was

0

6

3

1.67

Choosing
the
assessment format

2

7

0

2.22

Making up tasks
and tests

7

2

0

2.78

Table 3.7b.Approach assessment according to difficulty level by experimental group
students during the experiment
very difficult (3)

reasonably
difficult (2)

not difficult (1)

average

Choosing
/ 1
naming the subtopic was

7

1

2.00

Choosing the task
was

0

6

3

1.66

Choosing
the
homework was

0

4

5

1.44

Choosing
the
assessment format

0

7

2

1.78

Making up tasks 3

4

2

2.11

and tests

Initially students thought choosing/naming the sub-topic (2.22), choosing assessment
format (2.22) and especially making up tasks and tests (2.78) difficult. Taking into consideration
that it was absolutely new for them this is not surprising. However, when they got accustomed to
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choice, they found it easier. They still think that choosing/naming the topic (2.00) and making up
tasks and tests more difficult than making other choices, however, only making up tasks and tests
reasonably difficult, while other choices not difficult.
The level of students‘ language skills were measured with FCE test. There was no need
to check them for validity, as they are internationally recognized, piloted tests made up by huge
research collectives. To provide reliability:


Both groups were tested in the same conditions (temperature, lighting, time of the day,
aired room)



Good quality of test materials (printouts, sound, etc.) was provided



Students were beforehand acquainted with test format and assessment



A calm, friendly environment was provided



In multiple choice tasks, 3-5 choices were used. True/false task was not applied.



Categorical words such as always, all, only, or never were not used.



The position of the correct answer was varied, as well as its length.

3.2.3

Experiment results and their discussion

Experiment results (level of student language skills) are presented in tables 3.8 and 3.9.
None of the students missed classes, so no results were dropped. Mean, standard deviation and
Cronbach‘s Alpha were calculated with software SPSS 16.0. Results were rounded to two
decimals.
Table 3.8. Control group results
Student

Pre-testing

While-testing

Post-testing

changes

1

71

81

80

+9

2

60

68

67

+7

3

65

84

85

+20

4

75

80

82

+7

5

68

78

79

+9

6

72

86

91

+18

7

94

88

93

-1
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8

74

84

90

+16

9

70

82

85

+15

Mean

72.11

81.22

83.56

positive,

by

11.45
standard deviation

9.43

5.83

7.91

decreased

by

21%
Cronbach‘s Alpha

0.902

Table 3.9. Experimental group results
Student

Pre-testing

While-testing

Post-testing

changes

1

75

99

99

+24

2

63

86

95

+32

3

67

95

96

+29

4

90

90

95

+5

5

63

70

80

+17

6

73

97

99

+26

7

63

88

95

+32

8

62

96

99

+37

9

84

90

94

+10

Mean

71.11

90.11

94.67

positive,
23.56

by

standard deviation

10.24

8.74

5.85

decreased

by

57%
Cronbach‘s Alpha

0.902

The tables reveal that before the experiment started, the groups‘ level of language skills is
practically identical. The experimental group, judging by standard deviation, is a little less
homogeneous by the skill level than the control group.
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During the while-testing (after 3 weeks), both groups improved their results. However,
the improvement of the experimental group (71.11  90.11) was more impressive than the
improvement in the control group (72.11  81.22). The standard deviation in both groups
decreased, which means that the groups were becoming more homogeneous. However, the
experimental groups is still less homogeneous than the control group. In the control group in pretesting two students‘ results decreased. There was no such decrease in the experimental group,
only one student maintained his/her result.
During the post-test (after 6 weeks), again both groups improved their results. But the
improvement of the control group was less than in the while-test, in fact, insignificant (81.22 
83.56). The standard deviation in the control group increased, instead of dropping, which shows
that the student study unevenly, and the group level became less homogeneous. However, only
one student‘s result insignificantly decreased (from 68 to 67 points), all other students kept
slowly improving. On the other hand, the experimental group demonstrates a more stable and
impressive improvement (90.11  94.67). Students with initially low results (e.g., # 2,7 and 8)
increased their results by more than 30 points, and their level became closer to ―stronger‖
students. Thus the group became more homogeneous (standard deviation 8.74 5.85). Also
keep in mind that initially successful students (# 4 and 9) could not improve dramatically, as
their points were initially high.
Cronbach‘s Alpha (0.902)reveals the internal reliability of the test, it turned out to be
more than acceptable, as 0.7 and above is viewed as acceptable.
On the graph (figure 3.1) the results are visually presented. It is easy to see that both
groups succeed, but the experimental group is especially successful. Starting practically at the
same level, the experimental group reaches almost maximum results possible, while the success
of the control group is not that impressive.
Figure 3.1. Changes in students’ language skills level

Changes in students' language skill level
100
50
0
control group

Pre-testing

experimental

While-testing

Post-testing
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3.3 Conclusions to chapter 3
The survey held with 40 English language teachers in Georgia showed us that, although
the student-centered approach to classroom management in English Language Teaching has
already gained a certain popularity among English teachers, much still has to be done to be able
to say that our classrooms are managed in a student-centered way.
The experimental part, held with the control and experimental groups (totally 18
students), during the autumn semester of 2014/2015 gave a strong focus to investigation of the
role of social factors on students‘ mood and its influence, the part of the studies was the learning
of new experimental techniques, comparing variety of methods and their integration into
traditional and innovative ones, in order to ensure a well-rounded and effective learning
experience. Different pedagogical methods are useful for a wide variety of teaching context.
Considering this factor the starting point for the experimental part became the possible use of
procedures to hold a great potential for engaging and motivating learners.
The study asked several questions which derived from the literature review containing
main findings and studies of different authors. It indicated that the student-centered teaching
approach involved a variety of forms, but its best manifestation which is minimally used today is
possibility of choice for students on all levels of planning. Though difficult to a certain degree
for both teachers and students, student-centered language teaching understood in the way offered
increases student engagement, motivation, and responsibility for learning and due to it the level
of language skills.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The student-centered approach to education gives a special importance to role shifting
(instructors‘ role changes from a ―jug‖ full of knowledge who transfers this knowledge to the
students‘ brains – supposedly empty ―mugs‖ to facilitator and knowledge co-constructor, while
students‘ roles shift from passive knowledge receivers into people responsible for the building of
their knowledge and skills).
2. Though historically existing before, only nowadays the approach has become an international
standard. Consequently, it concerns teaching any subject and any aspect of teaching.
Correspondingly, it should concern lesson planning and classroom management in English
Language Teaching. This is actually in many cases so, though it sometimes, due to the relative
novelty of the approach and its difficulty, causes teacher and student resistance.
3.I believe that the ―traditional‖ for now practice of SCA in ELT involves only studying and
considering student needs, applying pair and group work to increase student engagement and
active learning time, which is by no means wrong, but that the SCA should be interpreted in a
―wider‖ way:


inductive teaching should be used more often than deductive teaching;



students have to be involved in topic, material and activity type, as well as formative
assessment format selection;



students should participate in finding and making up reading /listening matter, making up
some activities and formative assessment issues;



and students have to shift the responsibility for learning to themselves (peer and selfassessment, responsibility model of discipline, organization and timing of learning must
be applied).

4. A considerable part of the teacher-respondents in the questionnaire held with 40 English
teachers from 5 schools in Tbilisi and other towns in Georgia expressed student-centered views.
For instance, 40-45% of them, while planning, consider students‘ language level and interests, on
the other hand, only 25% of the respondents respond to students‘ requests. Thus, although the
student-centered approach to classroom management in English Language Teaching has already
gained popularity among English teachers in Georgia, much still has to be done to be able to say
that our classrooms are managed in a really student-centered way. Not only we need to persuade
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teachers and students in the benefits of the SCA and train them to apply it, but also we need to
make the concept of the SCA wider and more attractive.
5. The experiment held in a Tbilisi school with eighteen twelfth-graders during a semester
supported the conclusions to which I came in the literature analysis – that the student-centered
approach to language teaching should be interpreted wider than it is interpreted and practiced
today. The participants were control group students who were taught in a more or less studentcentered way (applying pair and group work) and experimental group students who, in addition
to that were required to use induction in the process of study, had an opportunity and were
strongly stimulated to choose the sub-topics within the given topic under study, as well as
educational materials and activity type, to select the formative assessment format, and even to
make up their own activities and tests which were later applied by the teacher.
The language skills‘ level formed in both groups was appropriate enough (as both groups
were using the SCA), however, the experimental group is perceptibly more successful (71.11 
94.67), than in the control group (72.11  83.56), which supports the idea that the SCA in
foreign language teaching has to be based on a wider understanding suggested by me.
Before the experiment students of both group did not find interesting the activities which
were demanding higher level cognitive skills. The control group students maintained this attitude
after the experiment as well. On the other hand, the experimental group students, who practiced
the choice of activities themselves, started valuing these activities.
The experimental group students eventually found the new approach interesting (2.442.78 points in a three-point assessment system), useful (2.33-2.89 in a three-point assessment
system) and not too difficult; the attitude has become especially positive by the end of the
experiment. The difficulty level was, in fact, the only problem. While defined by the students as
between reasonably difficult and very difficult at the beginning of the experiment (1.67-2.78), at
the end of experiment, it already ranged from 1.44 to 2.00 (or reasonably difficult), only the
difficulty of one choice (making up tasks and tests) was defined as 2.11 in a three-point
assessment system, which means it is a bit too difficult, at least for some students.
Of course the scale of the survey and the experiment requires to continue the research in
this direction on a wider scale, but the general trend is quite definite, which permits to give
certain recommendations to language teachers.
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Based on the findings of both literature analysis and the research chapter, the SCA to
language teaching should be basically used starting with high school, involving pair and group
work, inductive teaching, selection of topic, material, activity type and assessment format by
students, shifting the responsibility for learning to students).
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APPENDIX 1: Lesson plans for control and experimental groups
The difference between the control and the experimental group is marked in red.
Lesson 1: Unit 1: control group
Topic: Fashion
Goals: based on topic vocabulary and degrees of comparison, to enable students to listen and
speak about fashion
Materials: Capel, A. & Sharp, W. (2012). Cambridge English.Objectives first.

(3 rded.).

Cambridge University Press: Cambridge. Student‘s Book. Unit 1 1
Language to be taught: new vocabulary: phrasal verbs (add to, cut down, dress up, fit in with, go
out, keep up with, pull on, put together, save up, slip on, stand out, take back); topic vocabulary,
revision of grammar: degrees of comparison
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve: knowledge of new vocabulary, grammar
skills (dealing with degrees of comparison), speaking and listening skills on the topic ―fashion‖
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

Timing

audiovisual aids
if necessary

ex.1

– whole-class

p.10

warm-up;

answering

development

teacher‘s

speaking skills

5-7 min.
of

questions
ex.6', 6" p. 10 – whole-class

development

listening for 5

listening

recordings,

comprehension

recognizing

the

of 10 min.

skills

picture according
to the recording
teacher presents whole-class

development

new vocabulary
1

further the book will not be mentioned, as all units come from it.
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of 5-7 min.

audio-recording

(not

via

vocabulary skills

definitions – in
context,

with

pictures, etc.)
ex.7

p.

11

ticking

the checking in pairs

phrasal
heard

– individually, then development

verbs
in

then

matching

them

with

given

vocabulary
aspect

the

recording;

of 5 min.

of

listening skills

definitions

ex. 6 p. 13 – individually, then development
finding
in

adverbs whole-class

of 5 min

scanning reading

comparative

and

degree,

receptive

grammar skills

remembering the
rule
ex. 3 p. 12 – whole-class

development

filling the table

grammar skills

(degrees

of 5 min.

of

comparison)
ex. 2 p. 10

- preparing

2-3 development

describing what descriptions
classmates
wearing
recognizing
description

in speaking

of 6-10 min.
and

are small groups of listening skills
– 3-5 people, then
by one
presents,

group
others

try to guess

149

audio-recording

Homework: Workbook. Unit 1. ex.1, p-.4 – check the spelling; ex. 4 p. 5 – reading; ex. 8 p. 5 –
grammar (comparison)

Lesson 1: Unit 1: experimental group
Topic: Fashion
Sub-topics, offered for choice to students: fashion and males; teenager fashion; fashion and
school dress code
Goals: based on topic vocabulary and degrees of comparison, to enable students to listen and
speak about fashion
Materials: Capel, A. & Sharp, W. (2012). Cambridge English.Objectives first.

(3 rded.).

Cambridge University Press: Cambridge. Student‘s Book. Unit 1. Videos: My Personal Code Ep
2: The Future of Fashion available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJKib3x3zUA;Lie
Witness

News

-

New

York

Fashion

Week

2014,

available

at

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QZSbK_SMkf0; Fashion Talk : Little Black Dress, available
at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ydvhELbYPhY
Additional materials for reading (homework) found by the teacher on the Internet (according to
the

subtopic

chosen

by

students):

Men's

fashion

thriving

in

US

available

at

http://news.yahoo.com/mens-fashion-thriving-us-230145109.html; Teen Designer, Kid Models
Take

to

Fashion

Week,

available

at

http://www.ny1.com/content/news/fashion_week_spring_2015_collection/215242/teen-designer-kid-models-take-to-fashion-week/; HISTORY: Dress codes through the ages, available at
http://www.timminspress.com/2014/09/14/history-dress-codes-through-the-ages
Language to be taught: revision of vocabulary dealing with clothes, footwear, jewellery,
headgear, cloths, style; new vocabulary: phrasal verbs (add to, cut down, dress up, fit in with, go
out, keep up with, pull on, put together, save up, slip on, stand out, take back); topic vocabulary;
revision of grammar: degrees of comparison
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve: knowledge of new vocabulary, strategies of
semantization of phrasal verbs, grammar skills dealing with degrees of comparison, speaking and
listening skills on the topic ―fashion‖
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
150

activity / ex. selection

activity format

goal

timing

audiovisual
aids

if

necessary
ex.1 p.10 – answering whole-class

warm-up;

teacher‘s questions;

development of

subtopic

5-7 min.

speaking skills

selection,

motivating the choice
ex.6', 6" p. 10 – whole-class

development of 10 min.

audio or video

listening

listening

recording

for

5

recordings,

comprehension

recognizing

the

skills

picture according to
the recording;
watching one of the
suggested videos from
the

Internet

concerning

fashion,

discussing it
teacher presents new whole-class

development of 5-7 min.

vocabulary (not via

vocabulary

definitions

–

in

group work

skills

context, with pictures,
etc.);
students

work

in

groups of 3-5, trying
to

understand

the

meaning of the given
phrasal verbs with a
dictionary and/or from
the context
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ex.7 p. 11 or video - individually,
ticking

the

then development of 5 min.

phrasal checking in pairs

vocabulary
aspect

recording;

listening skills

of

matching them with

teacher needs to listen
to the video and to
what

phrasal

verbs it contains)

ex. 6 p. 13 – finding individually,
adverbs

then development of 5 min.

in whole-class

comparative

scanning

degree,

reading

remembering the rule

and

receptive
grammar skills

ex. 3 p. 12 – filling the whole-class

development of 5 min.

table

grammar skills

(degrees

of

comparison)
ex.

2

p.

10

describing

- preparing

2-3 development of 6-10 min.

what descriptions

classmates

in speaking

wearing – recognizing people, then one

role

play:

group
mother,

presents,

others try to guess

daughter / son and
sales

assistant

choosing between 2
dresses/trousers/pairs
of shoes, etc.;
role

play:

and

are small groups of 3-5 listening skills

by description;

(same as in
the

previous

activity)

given definitions (the

check

or

recording

verbs heard in the
then

audio

fashion
152

show with comments

Homework: Workbook. Unit 1. ex.1, p-.4 – check the spelling; ex. 8 p. 5 – grammar
(comparison), for reading students select the text, depending on the subtopic they chose: a) ex. 4
p. 5 b) Men's fashion thriving in US available at http://news.yahoo.com/mens-fashion-thrivingus-230145109.html; c) Teen Designer, Kid Models Take to Fashion Week, available at
http://www.ny1.com/content/news/fashion_week_spring_2015_collection/215242/teen-designer-kid-models-take-to-fashion-week/; d) HISTORY: Dress codes through the ages, available at
http://www.timminspress.com/2014/09/14/history-dress-codes-through-the-ages
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Lesson 2: Unit 1: control group

Topic: Fashion
Goals: based on topic vocabulary and degrees of comparison, to enable students to read, speak
and write about fashion
Materials: Unit 1
Language to be taught: revision of vocabulary dealing with clothes, footwear, jewellery,
headgear, cloths, style; new vocabulary: practicing the phrasal verbs from the previous lesson;
revision of grammar: degrees of comparison
Learning outcomes: students will improve: knowledge of topic vocabulary, strategies of
semantization of phrasal verbs and vocabulary selection, grammar skills (dealing with degrees of
comparison), speaking and listening skills on the topic ―fashion‖
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity

/

ex. activity format

goal

timing

Selection

if necessary

Checking

pair work

teacher feedback

5 min.

homework with
keys handed out
by the teacher:
Workbook. Unit
1. ex.1, p-.4 –
check

the

spelling; ex. 8 p.
5

–

grammar

(comparison)

Workbook:

ex. pair work, then teacher feedback

5, 6, 7 p. 5 – checking
true/false

audiovisual aids

with

and keys handed out
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12 min.

scanning reading

by the teacher

ex. 3 p. 10 – pair work

development

describing

vocabulary

pictures

aspect

of 3 min.

of

speaking skills
ex. 4 p. 10 – pair work

development

comparing

grammar aspect

pictures

of speaking skills

ex. 5 p. 10 – whole-class

student feedback

of 3 min.

3 min.

summarizing
picture
descriptions and
comparison
ex. 8 p. 11 – gap individually,

development

filling in isolated then whole-class

vocabulary skills

sentences

and strategies of

of 3 min.

vocabulary
selection
ex. 9 p. 11 – gap individually,

development

filling in a text

vocabulary skills

then whole-class

strategies

of 3 min.

of

vocabulary
selection
ex. 10 p. 11 – pair work

development

discussing

speaking

a

letter

and

of 3 min.

skills
writing

strategies
ex. 1 p. 12 - read individual, then development
and discuss the pair

work

or reading
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of 10 min.

text

whole class

comprehension,
vocabulary
guesswork

and

speaking skills

Homework: Workbook. Unit 1. Ex. 2 p. 1, - spelling; ex. 3 p. 4 – phrasal verbs; ex.; 9 p. 5 –
degrees of comparison; write an essay ―Do you follow fashion?‖ (give reasons)
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Lesson 2: Unit 1: experimental group

Topic: Fashion
Subtopics offered by students
Goals: based on topic vocabulary and degrees of comparison, to enable students to read, speak
and write about fashion
Materials: Unit 1;Internet materials: the home reading materials mentioned above
Language to be taught: revision of vocabulary dealing with clothes, footwear, jewellery,
headgear, cloths, style; new vocabulary: practicing the phrasal verbs from the previous lesson;
revision of grammar: degrees of comparison
Learning outcomes: students will improve: knowledge of topic vocabulary, strategies of
semantization of phrasal verbs and vocabulary selection, grammar skills (dealing with degrees of
comparison), speaking and listening skills on the topic ―fashion‖
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity

/

ex. activity format

goal

timing

selection

if necessary

Checking

pair work

teacher feedback

5 min.

homework with
keys handed out
by the teacher:
Workbook. Unit
1. ex.1, p-.4 –
check

the

spelling; ex. 8 p.
5

–

grammar

(comparison);

true/false

audiovisual aids

tasks pair work, then teacher feedback

on the text that checking

with
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10 min.

the

students keys handed out

chose

as by the teacher:

homework
ex. 3 p. 10 – pair work

development

describing

vocabulary

pictures;

aspect

of 5 min.

of

speaking skills

describing
pictures

of

famous

people

brought by the
teacher

(but

students choose
the photo)
ex. 4 p. 10 – small group
compare

pairs unite)

pictures;
compare

(2 development

of 3 min.

grammar aspect
of speaking skills

2

pictures brought
by the teacher
ex. 5 p. 10 – whole-class

student feedback

summarizing
picture
descriptions and
comparison;
summarizing
picture
descriptions and
comparison
(pictures
provided by the
teacher)
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3 min.

ex. 8 p. 11 – gap individually,

development

filling in isolated then whole-class

vocabulary skills

sentences

and strategies of

of 3 min.

vocabulary
selection
ex. 9 p. 11 – gap individually,

development

filling in a text

vocabulary skills

then whole-class

of 3 min.

strategies

of

vocabulary
selection
ex. 10 p. 11 – pair work

development

discussing

speaking

a

letter

and

of 3 min.

skills
writing

strategies
ex. 1 p. 12 – read individual, then development
and discuss the pair
text;
read and discuss
one of the texts
brought by the

work

whole class

of 10 min.

or reading
comprehension,
vocabulary
guesswork

and

speaking skills

teacher (see in
the materials)

Homework: Workbook. Unit 1. Ex. 2, - spelling; ex. 3 p. 4 – phrasal verbs; ex.; 9 p. 5 – degrees
of comparison; write an essay on a topic dealing with fashion named by the students
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Lesson 3: Unit 1: control group
Topic: Fashion
Goals: getting ready for assessment and assessment
Materials: Unit 1
Language to be taught: revision of topic vocabulary; phrasal verbs; revision of grammar: degrees
of comparison
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve: knowledge of topic and new vocabulary,
grammar skills (dealing with degrees of comparison), speaking and writing skills on the topic
―fashion‖
Assessment: summative
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

timing

audiovisual aids
if necessary

collecting

-

teacher feedback

1 min.

homework
each

student whole-class

warm

up 5 min.

says a word on

(vocabulary

the

rehearsal)

topic

―fashion‖

and

throws a ball to
the

student

sitting next, the
game continues
in

chain

till

everybody takes
part
the chain with a whole-class

development of 10 min.

ball – comparing

grammar aspect

teenager

of

and

adult fashion (to

speaking

skills
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give

an

idea,

teacher says the
first sentence)
– pair work

ex.5 p. 13
comparison

development of 4 min.

of

vocabulary

footwear

and

grammar aspect
of

speaking

skills
– individual, then improving

ex. 8 p.13
practicing

―not checking

so

with grammar skills

as‖ teacher‘s

(paraphrasing)
ex. 7 p.13
speaking

5 min.

handouts
– pair

work

(if development of 10 min

about needed, skim the speaking skills

counterfeit

text – ex. 6 p.

goods

13)

quiz – p. 15 – whole-class,

assessment

giving

vocabulary

instructions, then

then individual

of 10 min.
and

grammar skills

writing

Homework: Writing a short funny story (1-3 paragraphs) dealing with fashion.
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Lesson 3: Unit 1: experimental group
Topic: Fashion
Subtopics offered by students
Goals: getting ready for assessment and assessment
Materials: Unit 1, materials from the Internet: Daring Single Earrings to Try This Fall available
on http://www.elle.com/accessories/bags-shoes-jewelry/single-earrings#slide-1; How to Style
New Short Hairstyles available at http://www.ehow.com/how_5074206_style-new-short-hairstyles.html;

Sportswear

is

still

where

it's

at

for

next

summer

available

at

http://www.theguardian.com/fashion/sharpened-lead/2014/sep/10/men-s-fashion-new-yorkfashion-week
Language to be taught: revision of topic vocabulary; phrasal verbs; revision of grammar: degrees
of comparison
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve: knowledge of topic and new vocabulary,
grammar skills (dealing with degrees of comparison), speaking and writing skills on the topic
―fashion‖
Assessment: summative
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

Timing

audiovisual aids
if necessary

collecting

-

teacher feedback

1 min.

homework
each student says whole-class

warm

a word on the

(vocabulary

topic

rehearsal)

―fashion‖

up 5 min.

and throws a ball
to

the

student

sitting next, the
game
in

continues
chain

till

everybody takes
part
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the chain with a whole-class

development of 10 min.

ball – comparing

grammar aspect

teenager

of

and

adult fashion (to
give

an

speaking

skills

idea,

teacher says the
first sentence)
ex.5

p.

– pair work

13

comparison

development of 4 min.

of

vocabulary

footwear;

and

grammar aspect

teacher

offers

pictures

for

of

speaking

skills

comparison
(clothes,
foorwear,
jewellery,
headgear, cloths,
style) – students
choose what to
compare
– practicing ―not individual, then improving
so as‖: teacher checking

students choose:
8

with grammar skills

and teacher‘s

offers

ex.

5 min.

p.13

handouts
–

paraphrasing,
gap filling,
making

up

sentences
speaking

about (if needed, skim development of 10 min

counterfeit goods the text – ex. 6
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–

p. 13)

a) ex. 7 p.13;

pair work

b)

Role

speaking skills

play: whole-class

talks show: why
people

produce

counterfeit
goods?
c)

Role

play: small groups
why

interview:
people

buy

counterfeit goods

Assessment:

a) assessment of 10 min.

quiz – p. 15 – whole-class,

vocabulary

giving

then individual

instructions, then

and

grammar skills

pair work

writing;
mutual recording
in

the

mobile

phone: 2-3- min.
talk

on

subtopics

mutual
assessment

of

speaking skills

any
done;

giving
recommendations
for improvement

Homework: Finding a text describing a computer game (about 100 words), preparing to advertise
the game.
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Lesson 4: Unit 2: control group
Topic: The virtual world
Goals: based on word formation practices, to enable students to listen, speak, and read about the
role of the virtual world in our lives; special attention will be paid to scanning and skimming
reading skills
Materials:

Unit

2;

video

available

on

Internet:

Gaming

With

My

Momat

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMUAo7VsUMM
Language to be taught: collocations with solve, spend, reach, take; word derivation (negative
prefixes and suffixes, suffixes –y, -ly; suffixes forming adjectives, adverbs and nouns)
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve their speaking, and (scanning and
skimming) reading skills concerning the topic under study
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

timing

audiovisual aids
if necessary

showing
video

the whole-class
―Gaming

with my mom‖

development

of 5 min

listening

skills,

warming

up,

guessing

the

topic

of

the

lesson
ex.2, 3 p. 16 – pair work, then 2 development
speaking

about pairs – in front of speaking

video games

the class

of 7 min.
and

scanning reading
skills

ex. 4 p. 16 – individual,
scanning reading

whole-class

then development

of 8 min.

scanning reading
skills; discussing
the

scanning

strategies
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video
you.tube

from

ex 6 p. 17 – pair work, then development
making

of 5 min.

up check with keys scanning reading

collocations

given

by

the and

teacher

skills

ex. 6 p. 19 – individual,
deriving

then development

whole-class

adjectives

vocabulary

vocabulary

with

of 5 min
and

spelling skills

the suffix – y
ex. 7 p. 19 – pair work, then development

of 3 min.

classifying words check with keys vocabulary skills
as positive and given
negative

by

the

by teacher

meaning; dealing
with suffixes
ex. 8 p 19 – fill individual,

then development

of 5 min.

in gaps (+ word whole-class

vocabulary-based

derivation)

reading skills

ex. 1 p. 16 – pair work, then development
speaking

of 7 min.

about 1 pair – in front speaking skills

video games

of the class

Homework: Workbook. Unit 2. Ex. 2, 3 p. 6 (scanning and skimming reading + vocabulary); ex.
6,7 p. 7 (crosswords puzzle and matching the situation to the word)
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Lesson 4: Unit 2: experimental group
Topic: The virtual world
Students nominate and choose the subtopic(s) they would like to discuss
Goals: based on word formation practices, to enable students to listen, speak, and read about the
role of the virtual world in our lives; special attention will be paid to scanning and skimming
reading skills
Materials:

Unit

2;

video

available

on

Internet:

Gaming

With

My

Momat

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMUAo7VsUMM; reading text: This Guy Makes $4 Million
per Year Playing Video Games on YouTube available at http://www.mainstreet.com/article/guymakes-4-million-year-playing-video-games-youtube
Language to be taught: collocations with solve, spend, reach, take; word derivation (negative
prefixes and suffixes, suffixes –y, -ly; suffixes forming adjectives, adverbs and nouns)
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve their listening, speaking, and (scanning and
skimming) reading skills concerning the topic under study
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

timing

audiovisual aids
if necessary

showing
video

the whole-class
―Gaming

with my mom‖

development

of 5 min

listening

skills,

warming

up,

guessing

the

topic

of

the

lesson
speaking

about pair work, then 2 development

video games or pairs – in front of speaking
some
aspect

other the class
of

the

virtual

world

chosen

by the

of 7 min.

skills

(if ex. 2,3 chosen
– also scanning
reading skills)
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video
you.tube

from

students;
ex.2, 3 p. 16;
speaking

of

advantages

and

disadvantages of
… (according to
students‘ choice)
scanning

individual,

reading:

whole-class

then development

of 8 min.

scanning reading
skills; discussing

ex. 4 p. 16;

the
reading

text

―This

guy

makes…‖

(the

scanning

strategies

teacher needs to
prepare a task for
scanning)
ex 6 p. 17 – a)
making

work, a)

development 5 min.

up then check with of

collocations;

scanning

keys given by the reading

brain-storming making

pair

teacher

and

vocabulary skills

up b) in 4 small b)

development

collocations with groups

of

solve,

skills

spend,

vocabulary

reach, take from
their knowledge

ex. 6 p. 19 - individual,
deriving
wordswith

then development

whole-class
the

small

of 5 min

vocabulary skills

groups,
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suffix – y;

then whole-class

competition: on

feedback

the desks each
group has roots,
prefixes

and

suffixes,

they

have to make up
derived

words;

the group which
makes up more
words correctly,
wins
words
positive

with pair work, then development

and check with keys vocabulary skills

negative

given

meaning

teacher

by

ex. 7 p. 19 – small
classifying;
dealing

of 3 min.

the

groups,

then whole-class
with feedback

suffixes
brainstorming:
writing

10

words,
formulating

the

rules
ex. 8 p 19 – fill individual,

then development

of 5 min.

in gaps (+ word whole-class

vocabulary-based

derivation)

reading skills

speaking

about pair work, then development

video games - ex. 1 pair – in front speaking skills
1 p. 16;

of the class
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of 7 min.

advertising

a individual

video-game
(prepared

presentations
at listened by the

home)

class

Homework: Workbook. Unit 2. A) Ex. 2, 3 p. 6 (scanning and skimming reading + vocabulary);
ex. 6, 7 p. 7 (crosswords puzzle and matching the situation to the word)
B) Find a text on the Internet dealing with the sub-topic under study, write 5-7 questions for it to
be answered via scanning reading; Workbookex. 6, 7 p. 7 (crosswords puzzle and matching the
situation to the word)

Lesson 5: Unit 2: control group
Topic: The virtual world
Goals: based on present tenses revised, to enable students to speak, read and write an informal
letter about the role of the virtual world in our lives; special attention will be paid to scanning
and skimming reading skills
Materials: Unit 2
Language to be taught: revision of present tenses, informal style
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve their speaking and reading skills and writing
strategies and skills concerning the topic under study
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

timing

audiovisual aids
if necessary

checking

whole-class, as a development

homework

chain

reading

of 6 min.
and

vocabulary skills
ex. 1 p. 18 – individual,

the revision

of 4 min.
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identify

the whole-class

grammar;

present tenses

improvement

of

receptive grammar
skills
ex. 2 p. 18 - pair work, then a revision
explaining

the couple

of 5 min.

of grammar;

use of present students sums up improvement
tenses

of

receptive grammar
skills

ex.1 p. 20 – reading

development

defining

reading

peculiarities

individually,
of discussing

informal letters

of 6 min.
and

in speaking

skills,

and

writing

pairs

strategies
ex. 3 p. 20 – reading

development

explaining why individually,

skimming/scanning

the letter got a discussing with reading
low mark

the whole class

of 6 min.

and

speaking
and

skills,
writing

strategies (editing)
ex.2 p. 20 – whole
writing

class: developing writing 18 min.

an planning a letter; strategies and skills

informal letter to then individually
a friend

–

writing

the

first draft of a
letter;

then

in

pairs – editing
each

other‘s

letters;

then

again
individually

–

writing the final
171

version

Homework: Workbook. Unit 2. Ex. 4 p. 7 (matching sentence halves and filling in the gaps with
verbs in adequate form); ex. 5 p. 7 (filling in the gaps with verbs in adequate form)

Lesson 5: Unit 2: experimental group
Topic: The virtual world
Another sub-topic chosen by students
Goals: based on present tenses revised, to enable students to speak, read and write an informal
letter about the role of the virtual world in our lives; special attention will be paid to scanning
and skimming reading skills
Materials: Unit 2
Language to be taught: revision of present tenses, informal style
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve their speaking and reading skills and writing
strategies and skills concerning the topic under study
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

timing

audiovisual aids
if necessary

in

case

they whole-class, as a development of 6 min.

choose textbook chain

scanning

-

skimming

checking

homework;
in

case

pair work

reading
they

and

vocabulary skills

found texts on
the

internet

and

–
172

answering each
others‘ questions
prepared
home

at
via

scanning reading
ex. 1 p. 18 – individual,
identify

the revision

the whole-class

of 4 min.

grammar;

present tenses

improvement of
receptive
grammar skills

ex. 2 p. 18 – pair work, then a revision
explaining

the couple

of 5 min.

of grammar;

use of present students sums up improvement of
tenses

receptive
grammar skills

ex.1 p. 20 – reading

development of 6 min.

defining

reading

individually,

peculiarities

of discussing

informal letters

and

in speaking skills,

pairs

and

writing

strategies
ex. 3 p. 20 - reading

development of 6 min.

explaining why individually,

reading

and

the letter got a discussing with speaking skills,
low mark

the whole class

and

writing

strategies
assessment
three

of pair work; then development of 8 min.

informal checking with a speaking

and

letters as very key provided by reading skills as
good, acceptable the teacher

well as writing

and

strategies

unacceptable;
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giving

reasons

(the letters given
by the teacher)
ex.2 p. 20 – whole
writing

class: developing

an planning a letter; writing

informal letter to then individually strategies
–

a friend;
improving

the

average and poor

writing

and

the skills

first draft of a
letter;

letter from the individually
task above

10 min.

–

then 2 students
explain
they

did

what
and

why

Homework: A) Workbook. Unit 2. Ex. 4 p. 7 (matching sentence halves and filling in the gaps
with verbs in adequate form); ex. 5 p. 7 (filling in the gaps with verbs in adequate form)
B) editing each other‘s letters from the last classroom task; then again individually – writing the
final version
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Lesson 6: Unit 2: control group
Topic: The virtual world
Goals: based on present tenses revised, to enable students to listen, speak, read and write an
informal letter about the role of the virtual world in our lives
Materials: Unit 2
Language to be taught: revision of present tenses, informal style
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve their speaking, listening, and reading skills,
as well as writing strategies and skills concerning the topic under study
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

timing

audiovisual aids
if necessary

collecting

-

assessment

homework

of 2 min.

grammar skills

ex. 5 p. 17 – small
skimming

group development of 8 min.

work

skimming

reading

reading

and

/discussion

speaking skills

ex. 3 p. 18 – pair work, then development of 5 min.
correcting

checking

with grammar

grammar

the key given by editing skills

/

mistakes dealing the teacher
with

present

tenses
ex. 4 p. 18 – pair work, then development of 5 min.
opening brackets checking
(inserting

with grammar skills

the the key given by

given verbs in the teacher
the

correct

tenses)
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ex. 5 p. 18 – small
gap-filling

group development of 7 min.

work,

(choosing

the checking

then grammatical and
with lexical aspect of

right word and the key given by writing skills
putting

it

in the teacher

correct form
teacher presents whole-class

development of 10 min.

the info about

listening

informal

writing skills

letter

and

writing (p. 2021)
ex. 5 p. 21 – Individually,

development of 8 min

discriminating

then whole-class written

between

(checking)

informal

strategies

and

formal style

Homework: Workbook. Unit 2.Ex. 1 p. 6 (listening and defining the speaker).Writing an
informal letter to a friend on the topic under study. Exchanging letters via e-mail (or on-paper in
person) and answering them.
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Lesson 6: Unit 2: experimental group
Topic: The virtual world
One more sub-topic chosen by students
Goals: based on present tenses revised, to enable students to listen, speak, read and write an
informal letter about the role of the virtual world in our lives
Materials: Unit 2
Language to be taught: revision of present tenses, informal style
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve their speaking, listening, and reading skills,
as well as writing strategies and skills concerning the topic under study
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

timing

audiovisual
aids
necessary

collecting

-

assessment

of 2 min.

homework

writing skills

ex. 5 p. 17 – small group work

development of 8 min.

skimming reading

skimming

/discussion;

reading

and

speaking skills

teacher finds on
the internet three
texts

concerning

online study and
questions

for

scanning, students
do

skimming

reading
/discussion
ex. 3 p. 18 – pair
correcting

work,

then development of 10 min.

checking with the grammar
177

/

if

grammar mistakes key given by the editing skills
with teacher – summing

dealing

present tenses;

up the rules when/if

writing one short

mistakes are made

paragraph (up to first

individually,

30 words) using then in pairs
present

tenses,

then doing mutual
corrections
ex. 5 p. 18 – gap- small group work, development of 7 min.
filling

(choosing then checking with grammatical

the right word and the key given by and
putting

it

in the teacher

lexical

aspect

of

correct form

writing skills

teacher

development of 10 min.

the

info

informal

presents whole-class
about

listening

and

letter

writing skills

writing (p. 20-21)
ex. 5 p. 21 – Individually,
discriminating

whole-class

between informal (checking)

then development of 8 min
written
strategies

and formal style

Homework: Workbook. Unit 2.Ex. 1 p. 6 (listening and defining the speaker). Writing an
informal letter to a friend on the topic under study (choose the sub-topic). Exchanging letters via
e-mail (or on-paper in person) and answering them.
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Lesson 7: Unit 3: control group
Topic: Going places
Goals: based on vocabulary revised and learned, to enable students to listen, speak, and read
about travelling
Materials: Unit 3
Language to be taught: topic vocabulary (airline, backpacker, bed and breakfast, campsite,
caravan, cliff, coach, coast, crew, ferry, flight, harbour, holiday makers, hostel, journey, landing,
shore, travel agent, yacht)
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve their speaking, listening, and reading skills
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

timing

audiovisual aids
if necessary

collecting

-

teacher feedback 1 min.

homework
ex. 1 p. 22 – pair work

development of 9 min.

speaking

speaking skills

about

holidays

ex. 2 p. 22 – first pair work development of 8 min.
reading/gap-

(gap

filling

then

(vocabulary)

filling), reading

individual (anticipation),

– listening

listening
teacher

skills

vocabulary and
listening skills

asks whole-class

development of 12 min.

questions using

listening,

the

vocabulary, and

words

airline, bed and

speaking skills

breakfast,
campsite, coast,
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audio-recoding

flight,

holiday

makers, journey,
landing,

shore,

travel

agent,

voyage, to make
sure

students

know/remember
their meaning.
teacher presents whole-class

development of 10 min.

the

vocabulary and

words

(backpacker,

listening skills

caravan,

cliff,

coach,

crew,

ferry,

harbour,

hostel, yacht –
others

are

expected to be
known)
ex. 4 p. 23 – pair work

development of 5 min.

grouping words

vocabulary skills

thematically

Homework: Workbook. Unit 3.Ex. 1.p. 8 (vocabulary – gap filling), ex. 6 p. 9 (gap-filling,
prepositions).
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Lesson 7: Unit 3: experimental group
Topic: Going places
Sub-topics offered by students
Goals: based on vocabulary revised and learned, to enable students to listen, speak, and read
about travelling
Materials: Unit 3, teacher handouts
Language to be taught: topic vocabulary (airline, backpacker, bed and breakfast, campsite,
caravan, cliff, coach, coast, crew, ferry, flight, harbour, holiday makers, hostel, journey, landing,
shore, travel agent, yacht) .Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve their speaking,
listening, and reading skills
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

timing

audiovisual aids
if necessary

collecting

-

homework
ex.

1

p.

speaking

teacher
feedback

22

– pair work

about

development of 9 min.
speaking skills

holidays;
speak

about your

dream

holiday

–

where, with whom
and how would you
like to spend it;
share
experience

1 min.

your
of

a

very good holiday –
say what made it so
good
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ex.

2

p.

– first pair work development of 8 min.

22

reading/gap-filling

(gap

filling), reading

skills

– then individual (anticipation),

(vocabulary)
listening

listening

vocabulary and
listening skills

teacher makes up a whole-class

development of 20 min.

story

listening

using

the

lesson vocabulary.

vocabulary

S/he reads it aloud

skills,

(or tells it), asking

meaning

students

to

stop

elicitation

him/her

and

ask

techniques

and

also

what unfamiliar for
them words mean.
Teacher has to be
ready to present any
of the words with
visual

aids,

definition,
synonym, antonym,
context
which

-

way

is

most

efficient

for

the

given word.

ex.

4

p.

grouping

23

– pair work

words

thematically
andadding

7 min.

pair work then
whole class

some

words on their own
to each group.
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audio-recoding

Teacher beforehand
groups the lesson
vocabulary
thematically

and

adds some words
and gives it as a
handout – students
have to entitle each
columns.

Teacher

may provide more
topics

than

transport,

just

seaside

accommodations,
movement,

and

people,

as

demanded by the
lesson.Students are
given empty tables
– just with entitles
columns transport,
seaside
accommodations,
movement,

and

people, students fill
them in – then they
read to their peers
what

they

have

written
Homework: Workbook.Unit 3.Ex. 1.p. 8 (vocabulary – gap filling), ex. 6 p. 9 (gap-filling,
prepositions).
Writing an informal letter about a dream holiday or last summer holiday
Preparing slides about last summer holidays and being ready to speak in front of the class
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Lesson 8: Unit 3: control group
Topic: Going places
Goals: based on modals revised and learned, to enable students to speak and read about
travelling
Materials: Unit 3
Language to be taught: modals
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve their speaking and reading skills
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

timing

audiovisual aids
if necessary

collecting

-

teacher feedback 1 min.

homework
ex. 3 p. 22 – small groups

development of 5 min.

speaking on the

speaking skills

topic
ex. 1p. 24 – pair work

development of 6 min

matching

grammar aspect

examples

with

of reading skills

grammar
application
ex. 2 p. 24 – small
explaining

work,

group development of 5 min.
then grammar

modals in the summing up the knowledge
given sentences

rules

whole-

class
ex. 3 p. 24 – pair work

development of 8 min.

speaking on the

grammar aspect

topic,

of

applying

speaking
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modals

skills

corpus spot – p. whole-class

development of 5 min.

24

–

teacher

reminds

about

grammar
knowledge

possible
mistakes
ex. 5 p. 25 – gap pair work

development of 5 min.

filling (modals)

grammar skills

ex. 4 p. 25 - pair work

development of 5 min.

speaking on the

grammar aspect

topic,

of

applying

speaking

modals

skills

ex. 6 p. 25 – gap pair work

development of 5 min.

filling (modals)

grammar skills

Homework: Workbook. Unit 3, ex. 4 p. 9 (defining the formality/informality of the statement),
ex. 5 p. 9 (gap filling, modals).
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Lesson 8: Unit 3: experimental group
Topic: Going places
Choosing a sub-topic:advertisement for holidays, why some people feel unhappy at holidays,
how much information concerning your holidays should be placed on Facebook (or other social
media), financial aspects of having a good holiday
Goals: based on modals revised and learned, to enable students to speak and read about
travelling
Materials: Unit 3
Language to be taught: modals
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve their speaking and reading skills
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

timing

audiovisual aids
if necessary

collecting

-

teacher feedback 1 min.

homework
ex. 3 p. 22 – small groups

development of 5 min.

speaking on the

speaking skills

topic;
speaking on the
chosen sub-topic
ex. 1p. 24 – pair work

development of 6 min

matching

grammar aspect

examples

with

of reading skills

grammar
application
ex. 2 p. 24 – small
explaining

work,

group development of 5 min.
then grammar

modals in the summing up the knowledge
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given sentences

rules

whole-

class
ex. 3 p. 24 – pair work
speaking on the
topic,

applying

small

development of 8 min.
groups

work

modals;

grammar aspect
of

speaking

skills

making up tips
on

successful

holiday making,
applying modals
corpus spot – p. whole-class
24

–

teacher

reminds

about

development of 5 min.
grammar
knowledge

possible
mistakes
ex. 5 p. 25 – gap pair work

development of 5 min.

filling (modals)

grammar skills

matching
sentences in a
dialogue
beginnings
endings

or
and
of

sentences
withmodals(the
teacher prepares
both beforehand)
ex. 4 p. 25 - pair work

development of 5 min.

speaking on the

grammar aspect

topic,

of

modals;

applying

speaking

skills
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speaking on one
more

subtopic

chosen, applying
modals
ex. 6 p. 25 – gap pair work

development of 5 min.

filling (modals)

grammar skills

Homework:
Workbook.Unit 3, ex. 4 p. 9 (defining the formality/informality of the statement), ex. 5 p. 9 (gap
filling, modals).
Students find a text about travelling on the internet, adapt, if necessary, it, so that it contains at
least 5 modals, and make up a multiple choice test.

\
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Lesson 9: Unit 3: control group
Topic: Going places
Goals: based on word collocation and derivation revised and learned, to enable students to read
and write about travelling
Materials: Unit 3
Language to be taught: collocations with skiing, trip, sightseeing, ship, plane, tan, hotel, flight;
prefixes un/in/il/im/ir, dis, mis; suffixes –ation, -ion,- ness, -ship,-ity, -ism, -ence, -ment, -al, -th,
-ible, -able, -y, -ive, , -ful, -less, -ous,-ly
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve their reading and writing skills
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

timing

audiovisual aids
if necessary

collecting

-

teacher feedback 1 min.

homework
ex. 5 p. 23 – individual work, development of 8 min.
matching

the then whole-class vocabulary

phrasal verbs to checking

with aspect of reading

their definitions the teacher

skills (meaning

(based

elicitation)

on

context)
ex. 6 p. 23 – pair work, then development of 4 min.
making

up checking

with vocabulary skills

collocations with keys given by
the given words

the teacher

ex. 7 p. 23 – gap individual work, development of 7 min.
filling in a text

then whole-class vocabulary
checking
the teacher

with aspect of reading
skills
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making

up

a small

group, development of 15 min.

short

story then reading in vocabulary

dealing

with front

travelling,

of

the aspect of writing

group

skills

applying phrasal
words
ex. 1 p. 26 – pair work, then development of 5 min.
forming
with

words checking

with vocabulary skills

negative keys given by

prefixes

the teacher

ex. 3 p. 26 – pair work, then development of 5 min.
forming

nouns checking

with suffixes

with vocabulary skills

keys given by
the teacher

Homework: Workbook. Unit 3, ex. 2 p. 8 (matching choosing the phrasal verb with the
synonymous collocation), ex. 3 p. 8 (defining the formality/informality of the statement,
choosing the phrasal verb or the synonymous collocation); student‘s book ex. 4-6 p. 26
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Lesson 9: Unit 3: experimental group
Topic: Going places
Choosing sub-topics: advantages and disadvantages of different transport for travelling,
advantages and disadvantages of having a job connected with travelling, advantages and
disadvantages of studying abroad
Goals: based on word collocation and derivation revised and learned, to enable students to read
and write about travelling
Materials: Unit 3
Language to be taught: collocations with skiing, trip, sightseeing, ship, plane, tan, hotel, flight;
prefixes un/in/il/im/ir, dis, mis; suffixes –ation, ion, ness, ship, ity, ism, ence, ment, al, th, ible,
able, y, ive, , ful, less, ous, ly
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve their reading and writing skills
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

timing

audiovisual aids
if necessary

collecting

-

teacher feedback 1 min.

homework
ex. 5 p. 23 – individual work, development of 8 min.
matching

the then whole-class vocabulary

phrasal verbs to checking

with aspect of reading

their definitions the teacher

skills (meaning

(based

elicitation)

on

context)
ex. 6 p. 23 – a and b) pair development of 4 min.
making

up work,

collocations with checking
the given words;
think of verbs
typically

then vocabulary skills
with

keys given by
the teacher

used c) small group
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with

the work,

then

following words: presenting
skiing,

in

trip, front of the class

sightseeing,
ship, plane, tan,
hotel, flight;
brainstorming:
write

word

collocations
useful to speak
about travelling
ex. 7 p. 23 – gap individual work, development of 7 min.
filling in a text

then whole-class vocabulary
checking

with aspect of reading

the teacher
making
short

up

a small

skills

group, development of 15 min.

story then reading in vocabulary

dealing with the front

of

the aspect of writing

subtopic chosen, group

skills

applying phrasal
words
ex. 1 p. 26 – pair work, then development of 5 min.
forming
with

words checking

with vocabulary skills

negative keys given by

prefixes

the teacher

a) ex. 3 p. 26 – a) and c) - pair development of 5 min.
forming

nouns work,

with suffixes;
b) same exercise

checking

then vocabulary skills
with

keys given by
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as competition;

the teacher

c) fill in the b) small group
adequate words work
derived from the
words in the box
(teacher prepares
beforehand

the

sentences, using
the words from
the ex. 3!)

Homework:
Workbook. Unit 3, ex. 2 p. 8 (matching choosing the phrasal verb with the synonymous
collocation), ex. 3 p. 8 (defining the formality/informality of the statement, choosing the phrasal
verb or the synonymous collocation); student‘s book ex. 4-6 p. 26 (deriving words)
Write a paragraph on the chosen sub-topic
Make up a matching or multiple choice test (10 sentences) to check the knowledge of the
prefixes and suffixes under study.
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Lesson10: Unit 3/4: control group
Topic: Endangered animals
Goals: based on word derivation revised and learned, to enable students to read and speak about
endangered animals
Materials: Unit 3/4
Language to be taught: verb prefixes un, dis and re;
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve their reading and speaking skills
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

timing

audiovisual aids
if necessary

collecting

-

teacher feedback 1 min.

homework
ex. 2 p. 26 – whole-class

development of 3 min

explaining

vocabulary skills

derived words

(meaning
elicitation)

ex. 7 p. 27 – pair work, then development of 5 min.
forming
with

verbs checking

with vocabulary skills

opposite keys given by

meaning;
forming

the teacher
nouns

from verbs
ex. 8 p. 27 - gap pair work, then development of 6 min.
filling (a related checking
word
another

with vocabulary

given, keys given by aspect of reading
word the teacher

with the same

and

speaking

skills

root has to be
used
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ex.1 p. 28

small

group development of 5 min.

work

speaking skills;
pre-reading
activity

ex. 2 p. 28 – pair work

development of 5 min.

matching

vocabulary

colloquial words

skills;

with

reading activity

more

pre-

formal (with the
help

of

a

monolingual
dictionary)
ex. 3 p. 28 – individual, then development of 5 min.
skimming

whole-class

reading

skimming
reading skills

ex. 4 p. 28 - individual, then development of 15 min
skimming
reading

whole-class

skimming
reading skills

Homework: Workbook. Unit 4, ex. 1 p. 10 (skimming reading)
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Lesson10: Unit 3/4: experimental group
Topic: Endangered animals
Choosing a sub-topic: ecological situation in the world and our country and reasons for it; animal
world in Georgia, wild life in Africa and the dangers it faces; TV programs about animal world
and their impact on people
Goals: based on word derivation revised and learned, to enable students to read and speak about
endangered animals
Materials: Unit 3/4
Language to be taught: verb prefixes un, dis and re;
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve their reading and speaking skills
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

timing

audiovisual aids
if necessary

a)

students a) whole-class – as a)

if

chose

in

the a chain

student 7 min.

feedback

previous lesson
as

homework

―a‖ – checking
the homework
b)

if

students b)
individual b) development
chose
as reading + whole- of reading skills
homework ―b‖ – class listening
readier

aloud

those

students‘

work

who

volunteer

c)

pair

work

if

students (neighborsexchange

chose

as each other‘s tests

c)

homework ―c‖ – and

then

check

c)

student

feedback;

final

versions of tests
will be collected
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doing the tests

what

they

have by the teacher

done, in case of and used later in
necessity

they testing

improve the tests
ex. 2 p. 26 – whole-class

development of 3 min

explaining

vocabulary

derived words

skills (meaning
elicitation)

a) ex. 7 p. 27 – a) pair work, then development of 5 min.
forming
with

verbs checking with keys vocabulary
opposite given

meaning;

by

the skills

teacher

forming

nouns

from verbs

b) small group then
whole-class work

b) brainstorming
– naming verbs
with prefixes un,
dis and re
ex. 8 p. 27 - gap pair

work,

then development of 6 min.

filling (a related checking with keys vocabulary
word

given, given

another

word teacher

with the same

by

the aspect
reading

of
and

speaking skills

root has to be
used;
speaking on one pair work

development of 10 min.

of

speaking skills;

the

chosen

sub-topics

pre-reading
activity

ex. 2 p. 28 – pair work

development of 5 min.

matching

vocabulary
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colloquial words

skills;

with

reading activity

more

pre-

formal (with the
help

of

a

monolingual
dictionary)
ex. 4 p. 28 - individual,
skimming

whole-class

reading (if time

then development of 9 min.
skimming
reading skills

is not enough,
students will be
told

to

answering

9

questions)

Homework:
Workbook. Unit 4, ex. 1 p. 10 (skimming reading)
Finding on the Internet texts about endangered animals or plants, making up a true/false/no
evidence task (fulfilled as skimming reading) based on them.
Preparing a 5 min. presentation about some endangered animal or plant.
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Lesson11: Unit 4: control group
Topic: Endangered animals
Goals: based on word derivation (compound adjectives) revised and learned, to enable students
to speak and read about endangered animals, also to write formal letters
Materials: Unit 4
Language to be taught: compound adjectives
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve their speaking, reading and writing skills
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

timing

audiovisual aids
if necessary

checking

whole-class

teacher feedback 5 min.

homework
ex. 5 p. 29 – small
speaking

group development of 5 min.

about work

speaking skills

Zoos
ex. 6 p. 29 – individual work

development of 7 min.

skimming

the

reading (finding

aspect of reading

in the text words

skills

related

to

vocabulary

the

given ones)
ex. 4 p. 31 – pair work

development of 8 min.

explaining

vocabulary skills

and

giving examples
to

the

given

compound
adjectives
ex. 1 p. 32 – pair work

development of 7 min.

scanning reading

reading

skills
199

(defining

the

purpose

of

writing

the

and

writing

strategies

piece)
ex. 2,3 p. 32 – pair work

development of 13 min.

writing a letter,

writing

but

before

–

skills

and strategies

discussing how
to write it.

Homework: Workbook. Unit 4, ex. 2,3 p. 10-11 (elicitation of word meaning while reading), ex.
6 (compound adjectives) 7 p. 11 (word collocations)
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Lesson11: Unit 4: experimental group
Topic: Endangered animals
Choosing one more sub-topic from the given list: ecological situation in the world and our
country and reasons for it; animal world in Georgia, wild life in Africa and the dangers it faces;
TV programs about animal world and their impact on people
Goals: based on word derivation (compound adjectives) revised and learned, to enable students
to speak and read about endangered animals, also write formal letters
Materials: Unit 4
Language to be taught: compound adjectives
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve their speaking, reading and writing skills
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

timing

audiovisual aids
if necessary

a) fulfilling the a) pair work

a) development 10 min.

tests made up by

of reading skills

b) whole-class

students

and

peer

assessment

b) listening to
students‘

b) development

presentations

of speaking and
listening texts

a) ex. 5 p. 29 – small
speaking

group development of 5 min.

about work

speaking skills

Zoos
b) speaking on
one more subtopic chosen
ex. 6 p. 29 – individual work

development of 7 min.

skimming

the

vocabulary
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reading (finding

aspect of reading

in the text words

skills

related

to

the

given ones)
ex. 4 p. 31 – pair work

development of 8 min.

explaining

vocabulary skills

and

giving examples
to

the

given

compound
adjectives
ex. 1 p. 32 – pair work

development of 7 min.

scanning reading

reading

(defining

the

and

purpose

of

writing

the

skills
writing

strategies

piece)
a) ex. 2,3 p. 32 – pair work

development of 13 min.

writing a letter,

writing

but

before

–

skills

and strategies

discussing how
to write it.
b) writing the
first draft of a
letter to a journal
about

some

ecological
problems in your
district

Homework: Workbook. Unit 4, ex. 2,3 p. 10-11 (elicitation of word meaning while reading); ex.
6 (compound adjectives) 7 p. 11 (word collocations) Completing the letter started in class
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Lesson12: Unit 4: control group
Topic: Time
Goals: based on expressions with ―time‖, ―as‖ and ―like‖ revised and learned, to enable students
to speak about time, also to write formal letters
Materials: Unit 4
Language to be taught: as and like, expressions with time (kill time, have a good time, tell the
time, spend time, pass the time, take time off, waste time, ten times three, one at a time, from
time to time, a time when, time for breakfast/lunch, in time, at times, four times as much
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve their speaking and writing skills
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

timing

audiovisual aids
if necessary

checking

whole-class

teacher feedback 5 min.

ex. 1 p. 30 – whole-class

development of 3 min.

teacher reminds

grammar skills

homework

students

the

difference
between

―as‖

and ―like‖
ex. 2 p. 30 – individual

development of 5 min.

students use the

grammar skills

sample in ex. 1
to guide them
and fill in the
gaps

with

as,

like or nothing.
ex. 3 p. 30 – pair work

development of 7 min.

paraphrasing,

vocabulary and
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using the given

grammar aspect

word

of

speaking

/

writing skills
ex. 5 p. 31 – pair work

development of 3 min.

matching

vocabulary skills

an

animal/bird and
its body parts
ex. 6 p. 31 – gap pair work

development of 5 min.

filling

vocabulary skills

with

collocations with
―time‖
ex. 7 p. 31 – pair work

development of 5 min.

talking

vocabulary

about

time

aspect

of

speaking skills
ex. 4 p. 33 – pair work

development of 5 min

finding what is

writing (editing)

inappropriate in

skills

a letter
ex. 5 p. 33 – pair work

development of 7 min.

assessment

of

writing

skills

sentences

as

(dealing

with

adequate

/

inadequate

formal style)

for

formal letters

Homework: Workbook. Unit 4 ex. Ex. 4 p. 11 (listening: gap-filling), ex. 5 p. 11 (gap-filling: as /
like); Student‘s book ex. 6 (abbreviations), 7 (writing an answer to an e-mail) p. 33
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Lesson12: Unit 4: experimental group
Topic: Time
Choosing the sub-topic: time is money, respect other people‘s time, attitude towards time in
different cultures
Goals: based on expressions with ―time‖, ―as‖ and ―like‖ revised and learned, to enable students
to speak about time, also to write formal letters
Materials: Unit 4
Language to be taught: as and like, expressions with time (kill time, have a good time, tell the
time, spend time, pass the time, take time off, waste time, ten times three, one at a time, from
time to time, a time when, time for breakfast/lunch, in time, at times, four times as much
Learning outcomes: students will develop / improve their speaking and writing skills
Assessment: formative, in the process of fulfillment of exercises
activity / ex.

activity format

goal

timing

audiovisual aids
if necessary

checking

whole-class

teacher feedback 5 min.

ex. 1 p. 30 – whole-class

development of 3 min.

students

grammar skills

homework

read

about

the

difference
between

―as‖

and ―like‖, then
one

student

volunteers

to

present the issue
to the class
a) ex. 2 p. 30 – a) individual

a) development 5 min.

students use the

of

sample in ex. 1

b)

individual,

then

check

in

grammar

skills
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to guide them pairs

b) development

and fill in the

of

gaps

skills and peer

with

as,

like or nothing.

grammar

assessment

b) students make
up

their

own

sentences

to

illustrate

the

application

of

―as‖ and ―like‖
ex. 3 p. 30 – pair work

development of 7 min.

paraphrasing,

vocabulary and

using the given

grammar aspect

word

of

speaking

/

writing skills
ex. 5 p. 31 – pair work

development of 3 min.

matching

vocabulary skills

an

animal/bird and
its body parts
a) ex. 6 p. 31 – pair work

development of 5 min.

gap filling with

vocabulary skills

collocations with
―time‖
b) brainstorming
–

remembering

the collocations
with the word
―time‖
a) ex. 7 p. 31 – pair work

development of 5 min.

talking

vocabulary

about

aspect

of
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time
b)

speaking skills
speaking

about the chosen
sub-topic
ex. 4 p. 33 – pair work

development of 5 min

finding what is

writing (editing)

inappropriate in

skills

a letter
ex. 5 p. 33 – pair work

development of 7 min.

assessment

of

writing

skills

sentences

as

(dealing

with

adequate

/

inadequate

formal style)

for

formal letters

Homework:
Workbook. Unit 4 ex. Ex. 4 p. 11 (listening: gap-filling), ex. 5 p. 11 (gap-filling: as / like);
Student‘s book ex. 6 (abbreviations), 7 (writing an answer to an e-mail) p. 33
―Exchanging‖ formal letters via e-mail (students in pairs write formal letters on an imaginary
situation and then answers to them; they bring to class the print-outs
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APPENDIX 2: Student-made activities
Lesson 1-3
HISTORY: Dress codes through the ages

TIMMINS - What to wear, what to wear ... Free spirit or not, uniformed or not, we are all
governed by dress codes.
We hear about them every day in the news and on social media: ―Dress code suspensions on the
rise in Canadian Schools‖ (CTV), ―A Florida school board wants to set dress codes for parents
dropping off kids at school‖ (CBS Tampa Bay), ―Veils: Who are we to judge?‖
(McLean‘s magazine), and the very odd ―Mom arrested after daughter violates dress code‖
(KIRO-TV Seattle).
Like it or not, we are judged by how we dress, even though we claim to live in more liberated
times.
Chances are showing up to a black tie event in your most comfortable yoga pants and tank top
will not win you an invitation to next year‘s gala. On the other hand, going camping in an
Armani tuxedo à la James Bond will win you no friends around the campfire.
We put some thought into what we wear and we recognize (well, some of us do), that some
things are not appropriate for certain settings (biker boots in the gym, negligees on the subway
...).
Dress codes today are governed by a number of factors. Gender plays a big role (women wear
skirts, men as a general rule do not), as does social status (in Imperial China, for example, only
the Emperor could wear yellow clothing).
Your occupation also defines what you wear. Policemen, military personnel, members of the
clergy and some academics are easily identified by their clothes. Culture and ethnicity, political
affiliation, marital status and religions all have an impact on what you decide to put on (or what
you dictate others should have on).
Sometimes dress codes are really confusing. Today, there are a number of options out there for
you that can make you a little anxious about attending an event.
According to Emily Post (the updated version), your dress options could include white tie, black
tie, creative black tie (tuxedo and ―whimsical‖ bow tie for men, formal, dressy cocktail or
little black dress for women), black tie optional, semi-formal and festive attire. All pretty straight
forward, to a certain degree.
The following, however, can be a bit dicey: business formal, business casual, dressy casual and
casual (which for men looks like, in order of appearance, dark business suit, sports coat, dress
shirt — optional tie — and plain t-shirt).
No wonder there is a growing market out there for etiquette guides – navigating through business
protocol and dress codes could very well be a graduate program!
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Well, we can lament our plight, or we can be thankful we did not have to maneuver through the
―sumptuary laws‖ of the English Elizabethan age. Sumptuary laws were enacted to reign in
consumption (what today we characterize as rampant consumerism).
According to Black‘s Law Dictionary the laws ―were made for the purpose of restraining luxury
or extravagance, particularly against inordinate expenditures in the manner of apparel, food and
furniture.‖ The regulations quickly came to enforce a clear distinction between social classes and
citizens.
A very complicated chart was created to let you know what was permissible and what would get
you a day in the stocks: ―none shall wear in his apparel any cloth of gold, silver, satin, silk, or
sable EXCEPT earls and all of superior degrees, and viscounts and barons in their doublets and
sleeveless coats.
―Serving men shall not wear short gowns or coats made with more than two and a half yards of
cloth, or any long gown with more than three yards EXCEPT those who are gentleman servers.
―Servants, shepherds, common labourers, servants to artificers living outside of any city or
borough, and all farmers worth less than 10 pounds a year shall not wear cloth costing more than
2d a broad yard or hoses worth more than 10d a yard (punishment for disobedience was
imprisonment in the stocks for three days).‖
On top of all of that, some colours were reserved for the use of the nobility and the clergy
exclusively.
Dressing in the Victorian age was no picnic either. There were norms set out for a number of
occasions.
Mourning rules are but an example of the convoluted system in place. If your husband died, you
had to where bombazine fabric covered in crepe, a widow‘s cap, lawn cuffs and collars, for the
period of one full year and one month; this was known as the first mourning.
The second mourning lasted six months and you were required to wear the same outfit minus the
crepe.
The next six months were spent in ordinary mourning, where you got to wear no crepe, and silk
or wool replaced the bombazine – in the last three months of this period, you could add jet
jewelry and a few black ribbons to cheer up the outfit.
By the way, the colour palette was black, with a little black, and a few more black bits.
The final six months were known as the half-mourning and lucky you, you could go wild in grey,
lavender, mauve and black-grey outfits.
Depending on the relationship you had with the deceased (i.e. daughter, daughter-in-law, son,
son-in-law, niece, nephew, brother, sister, etc.), there was a prescribed period of mourning that
had to be observed.
Fans of the film ―Gone with the Wind‖ will remember the scandal caused by Scarlett O‘Hara
when she (gasp!) not only attended a dance in her widow‘s weeds, but danced a lively jig with
her next victim, I mean intended husband No. 2.
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While we may not have to remember pages and pages of dress code regulations, we still live
under that yoke.
In that spirit, I leave you with these words to live by, as pronounced over 2,000 years ago by
Euripides, an ancient Greek dramatist (because I think they make perfect sense): ―Know first
who you are; and then adorn yourself accordingly.‖

True and false statements

1. According to the author Fashion affects the social aspects of life? T/F
2. People hardly ever show off their personal identity and culture through their fashion
choices.T/F
3. Some societies, clothing was used to indicate rank or status. T/F
4. Fashion in the Victorian age declined an exaggerated, ostentatious look, dressing became
more convenient for different occasions. T/F
5. Dress code continues to be a concern at schools, specifically with rebellious students.T/F
6. In Britain, black is the color traditionally associated with a state of felicity rather than with
mourning for the dead. T/F
7. The closer the relationship, the shorter the mourning period and the wearing of black was.
T/F
8. The wearing of full black added jet jewelry was known as First Mourning. T/F
9. prescribed period of mourning was observed only by nobles, the middle and upper class
women . T/F
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Men's fashion thriving in US

New York (AFP) - Part cowboy, part dandy and dressed entirely in denim, Michael Bastian is a
rising star in American men's fashion. And when he thinks about the future, he smiles.
The era of the fashion-conscious, accessory- and jewelry-loving man -- gay or straight -- has
dawned. And it's all thanks to bloggers and style-conscious stars like Kanye West and Jay-Z.
Across the United States, clothing brands are multiplying, fulfilling increasing demand for smart
and casual wear, accessories and jewelry and mining the potential in a market on the rise.
"Previously, it has been marginalized," said Mark-Evan Blackman, assistant menswear professor
at the Fashion Institute of Technology, one of New York's most prestigious design schools.
"People were not thinking of it as being vibrant and sexy and fun. That really has changed within
the last decade, and it's really hitting its stride now," said Blackman.
Commentators now predict that New York could get its own fashion week just for men in July,
attributing the revolution in sartorial demand to bloggers followed by millions online.

View gallery

A pair of shoes by menswear fashion designer Michael Bastian during a presentation at his
studio, Ju …
"It's been driven by the menswear blogs," said Bastian, a designer with an eponymous label and
former men's fashion director at luxury department store Bergdorf Goodman in New York.
"Men are catching up to the women... they're more interested in style and in fashion and how
they look," he said.
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Behind him, models dressed in suede and slim-fit shirts from his spring/summer 2015 collection
inspired by Arizona and New Mexico are filmed and photographed by designers and critics alike.
- Blogs, Kanye and Jay-Z A feathered bronze chain hangs around the neck of one. Another sports a snakehead bracelet.

View gallery

US musician Kanye West arrives to attend Givenchy's Fall/Winter 2014-2015 men's fashion
show …
Bastian says an entirely new generation is excited about menswear -- be it heritage, classic,
tailored or streetwear -- and for every fascination you have, "there is a blog for it."
"With social media and Instagram, men are so much more exposed to fashion and needing to
look good and stay in shape," agrees Todd Magill, design director of menswear brand Jack
Spade.
Then there is the inevitable trickle-down effect wielded by global music superstars Jay-Z, who
wrote a rap song named after American designer Tom Ford, or the fashion-obsessed West.
West took to the stage in 2012 wearing a leather men's Givenchy skirt with leather leggings and
a big cotton hoodie.
If a man can wear a skirt with a hoodie, why not add a bag, a necklace or a ring? Once sneered at
for being effeminate, accessories are being embraced online and on the street.

View gallery
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US designer Thom Browne makes an appearance at the end of his 2015 Spring/Summer readyto-wear mensw …
- Sea change Jake Gallagher, fashion blogger at AContinuousLean.com, says the passion for men's fashion is a
"sea change."
"I don't know if menswear will ever surpass womenswear but the excitement around menswear
right now is certainly larger," he told AFP, calling New York the epicenter of this new trend.
"Things are a lot rougher, a lot less exact here than... over in France, or in London, or in Milan,
but the excitement in what is happening here is really something that can't be matched."
Bastian launched his eponymous label in 2006, joining the likes of Thom Browne, Rag and Bone
or Band of Outsiders to find success despite competition from heavyweights such as Ralph
Lauren, Calvin Klein and Tommy Hilfiger.
Along with these young, trendy brands, bigger fish from the women's fashion world are seeking
to tap into this new market.
"We are taking the men's business very seriously," John Idol, chairman and CEO of high quality
pret-a-porter brand Michael Kors Holdings Ltd, said in May.
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With a market value at more than $16 billion on the stock exchange, the group plans to open a
large new boutique in New York's Soho with an entire floor dedicated to men later this year,
followed by other dedicated menswear shops.
Building on leather goods, sportswear and watches, the "MK" brand hopes for a $1 billion men's
business.
"We view menswear as a huge opportunity for us," Idol told Women's Wear Daily in an
interview this summer

1. Fashion is a more complicated question for men. T/F
2. Whoever said fashionable clothing is just for the ladies face the reality of growing
tendency especially for menswear brands. T/F
3. Straight men are rarely drawn to fashion design. T/F
4. The world of men's clothing is overlooked by trendy designers. T/F
5. Excitement around menswear

is certainly diminished but it will certainly surpass

womenswear in the future. T/F
6. The UK menswear market has decreased by 16 per cent in the past decades. T/F
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Lesson 4-6
Topic: Virtual games like “drugs”
SEEING IS BELIEVING:THE STATE OF VIRTUAL REALITY
By Matthew Schnipper

The promise of virtual reality has always been enormous. Put on these goggles, go
nowhere, and be transported anywhere. It‘s the same escapism peddled by drugs,
alcohol, and art — throw off the shackles of the mundane through a metaphysical
transportation to an altered state. Born of technology, v irtual reality at its core is an
organic experience. Yes, it s man meets machine, but what happens is strictly within
the mind.

It had its crude beginnings. A definition of virtual reality has always been difficult
to formulate — the concept of an alternati ve existence has been pawed at for
centuries — but the closest modern ancestor came to life in the fifties, when a
handful of visionaries saw the possibility for watching things on a screen that never
ends, but the technology wasn‘t yet good enough to just ify the idea. The promise of
the idea was shrouded, concealed under clunky visuals. But the concept was worth
pursuing, and others did (especially the militarywho have used virtual reality
technology for war simulation for years). The utopian ideals of a V R universe were
revisited by a small crew of inventors in the late ‘80s and early ‘90s. At the time
the personal computer was exploding, and VR acolytes found a curious population
eager to see what the technology had to offer.
Not enough, it turned out. Though a true believer could immerse him or herself in
the roughly built digital landscape, the chasm between that crude digital experience
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and the powerful subtly of real life was too great. The vision simply did not match
the means. In the mid-‘90s, VR as an industry basically closed up shop. Though
still used in the sciences, those eager to bring VR to the masses found themselves
overshadowed by a glitzier, more promising technological revolution: the internet.
Then, two years ago, Palmer Lucky, a kid born during the waning days of VR‘s
late-20th-century golden era, put the pieces together using improved technology. He
raised some money and soon developed the Oculus Rift, his own version of a clunky
headset. The graphics were still basic but the experience was, surprisingly, lifelike.
For the first time ever, one could casually wander through a comically realistic
rendering of Jerry Seinfeld‘s apartment. Or hack a zombie to death. It didn‘t really
matter what you did inside the goggles, really, just the act of immersion was a
wing. Someone at facebook got the memo, and they purchased Oculus wholesale for
$2 billion, signaling a promising, if unclear, future for virtual reality.
Imagine 10 years ago trying to envision the way we use cellphones today. It‘s
impossible. That‘s the promise VR has today. VR at its best shouldn‘t replace real
life, just modify it, giving us access to so much just out of reach physically,
economically. If you can dream it, VR can make it. It‘s a medium for progress, not
the progress itself. In celebration of the rise of VR still to come, The
Verge investigated its past, present, and future to offer a glimpse of what we feel is
enormous possibility.
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Virtual reality: More virtual than real
Remember virtual reality? The idea that science could create a virtual world of sight, sound,
smelland touch was hot two decades ago, then completely fizzled out.
―VR made a huge splash in the 90s, but collapsed into near obscurity a few years later. The term
VR even became a dirty word for some time, giving way to the less-hyped term immersion,"
says Paul Mlyniec, president of California-based Digital ArtForms.
"There's not much new happening invirtual reality," adds Brian Blau,research director of
consumer technology at Gartner. "I did a bit of research on VR recently and have been working
in and around VR for many years, and there just isn't much happening these days, except maybe
in education and science; certainly not much happening in the consumer space."
Blau defines VR as "immersive environments where the user either wears a head mounted
display that shows a completely synthetic environment, or the user is in a cave-like room where
all the walls show the graphical environment, typically one that is very different from where the
user is currently sitting or standing."
So, what went wrong?
AdibGhubril, research director of semiconductors at Gartner, believes the real problem is that
VR is still trying to solve a 3D problem using 2D ideas. Wall-to-wall wrap-around displays,
helmets with visors that go from temple-to-temple, active goggle displays that select which
frame each eye can view none of these tackle the issue at hand, which is how to create a system
that arouses the senses in the same way a natural environment does.
"Such a system must generate holograms in motion, provide multi-layered audio, compound
scents, and haptic (touch) feedback. Most of these underlining technologies are still nascent and,
thus, stunting the impact of VR," he says.
According to Ghubril, the goal of virtual reality technology is to enable the user to learn about or
experience a target environment in a safe and controlled way that minimizes the costs associated
with a hostile (battlefield), harsh (mine), specialized (cockpit ), not readily accessible (distant
tourist destination), or fantastical (imaginary) surrounding.

http://www.pcworld.com/article/2010532/virtual-reality-more-virtual-than-real.html
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Lesson 7-9
Topics:Time off, dream holiday.
Family holidays
Venice isn't only about romantic breaks. The city's dream-like beauty, drama and quirks will also
captivate visitors.

Suzanne Moore and her daughter, Angel, masked on the streets of Venice
There is nothing worse than going to places that are meant to be romantic with a partner. It ends
not in tears but in 48-hour sulking. Venice is full of miserable couples eating terrible food, bored
of each other and even more bored of looking at churches.
It doesn't have to be this way. I love Venice, even though I have paid my "comply" dues there. It
is smelly, creepy and totally improbable. I love it in the way I love Las Vegas, which could only
be made because they could pipe in water to create this fantasy in the desert.
Venice is equally fantastical and theme-perky. Built on water, stilts in silt. A ridiculous place
flooding with increasing regularity. Every criticism that is made about it is true. Stinky, pricey,
unreal. But if you cannot imagine that this is a place where anything could happen, your
imagination needs some lubrication.
Venice is a place where you should do exactly what you want to do. Not trudge round with
a guidebook "doing renaissance art". For, in fact, Venice is built on blood, money and lust, as
well as on water, and was the place people came to satisfy all their appetites. The carnival masks
to hide their identities, or their diseases, were not just on for a couple of weeks. People lived for
months in disguise, indulging themselves. Decadence and decay reflect on water that moves
from dank to shimmer in an instant.
My idea was to show the kids just something of the place and to do it on the cheap. That's
impossible: nothing in Venice is cheap.
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We stayed at Ca' Masena in Dorsoduro – it's beautifully equipped, with an outside patio. You are
much better doing this than trying to squash yourselves into the small, ultra-expensive hotel
rooms near Piazza San Marco. You can relax, make your breakfast in the morning, and then you
can walk everywhere, or get vaporettos.
You may eat some of the worst meals of your life in Venice, unless you are a local or book
months ahead. Thank God for prosecco is all I say. And stick to the snack bars and fabulous icecream joints. Do, though, fly to Marco Polo airport rather than taking a budget flight to Treviso.
This is the bit where I would splash out money. Get a water taxi or motorboat from the airport to
the city . For me this is one of the most fabulous journeys in the world. Venice needs to be
approached by water to understand just what it is and how it must have seemed centuries ago in
all its imperial pomp.

Peggy Guggenheim Collection, Venice. Photograph: Alamy
Yoko Ono has sent a Wishing Tree to the garden. Of course. Loved-up students write beautiful
wishes for world peace. My 12-year-old wrote: "I wish that David Cameron is publicly and
hilariously humiliated." Oh well.
Later we met Rita Sartori, a lovely woman who was to take us on a ghost walk. There are all
sorts of these tours, but Rita does something unique: it's not a ghost walk at all but a magical
mystery tour by someone who knows and loves the city. Just some basic history is bloody
enough for children.
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Venetians don't walk through the entrance to Piazza San Marco as this was the site of public
executions. Rita pointed up at one of the pinkish marble columns on the palace itself. A pink
tinge turns to blood as this is where the death sentences were read out. The Bridge of Sighs is not
about romance but torture. She took us down the tiniest of alleyways and to the Ponte delleTette:
literally the Bridge of the Tits. Prostitution is a huge part of Venetian history, too.
Then for me, the most beautiful of all. A bookshop with cats running wild and books piled
everywhere in gondolas and bathtubs. An act of resistance against the flooding. A chaos of
knowledge and wonder: LibreriaAcqua Alta (Calle Longa Santa Maria Formosa). The children
climbed up steps made of books to the roof. A brilliant thing to walk on old words. We saw no
ghosts but, as Rita says, when she walks in Venice she is never alone.
The next day we visited Murano (a series of islands just to the north of Venice). Watching the
famed glassmakers work is OK. For a bit. The after sales is not, nor is being mildly sexually
harassed by the man who shows you around, but this is Italy, I suppose. We bought nothing, so I
don't even think it works as a sales technique.
On our last night we did the gondola thing. I insist that this may be expensive and touristy, but at
night it is unutterably weird and creepy, and because these boats can get down the tiniest of
canals you glimpse the majestic top floors while actually being on the level of rotting, empty
bottom floors. The gondolier spent most of his time on his mobile, as they do these days. Angel
wore her cat mask. We loved it.
For this is like no other place. Save the guidebooks for later and wander. This is a city of
peripheral vision. Just out of sight something lurks. Nothing is as it seems and it shouldn't really
exist. But while it does, let its strange dreams seep into you, for they will never leave you. That's
why it's perfect.

Questions.
1. What are Suzanne Moore‘s feelings about the city?
2. Does this extract read detailed description of almost all ?picturesque spots in Venice?
3. What are some (cool) historical facts which sprinkle through the text ?
4. What was the main purpose of the journey?
5. What went wrong during the making of Journey?
6. What was the thing she was terribly attracted?
7. How does she estimate expenses she incured?
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Spring holidays: where to go in April

Seville is blisteringly hot in summer but beautiful
Thebitter spring weather in this country leads to a rush of last-minute holiday bookings over
Easter and a sharp upturn in summer holiday sales. But if you are still free to travel, it‘s worth
considering getting away for a week or two now instead. April is an excellent month for picking
up a good-value last-minute break.
The schools are about to go back, hotels in the Med are starting to open; planes are flying half
empty, prices in the Caribbean are dropping like a stone, and, if you are a skier, this season‘s
truly excellent snow is still around in abundance in the higher resorts, which are now devoid of
crowds and offering their best rates of the season.
So here is a brief guide to making the most of this month‘s travel opportunities. Many tour
operators will have availability , but at this time of year, it is perfectly feasible to book a cheap
flight and find accommodation when you get there.
Spring in the Med
While the daffodils are struggling to open in the UK, things are warming up nicely in southern
Europe. If you are looking to get a taste of a proper spring, I have three favorite areas where the
wild flowers and blossom are already starting to put on a show. All are great walking
destinations.
Andalusia in southern Spain especially the southern coast and mountains - which has one of the
warmest climates in the Med and some of the best wild-flower displays.
In Spain, I would head to Seville which is blisteringly hot in summer, but a beautiful 23C this
month. This is also a great time to visit Marrakesh. The desert city is still green from the winter
rains, but warming up nicely (26C).
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You won‘t find reliably warm beach weather in the Mediterranean until the end of May at the
earliest, and most hotel pools won‘t be open until then. So if you feel you need a proper fix of
hot sun, you will need to travel farther afield.
The Canary Islands offer the best value though temperatures usually only tip 22C on average this
month, so it won‘t be blistering. For real heat, head to Florida where you can rely on 28C in
Orlando or, if you want a beach rather than a pool, in Miami.

Egypt Travel Information

Enjoy all that Egypt holidays has to offer today with lastminute.com
Are you craving a holiday with a difference? Fancy the usual sun, sea and sand but with a touch
of culture and heritage? Then Egypt is the perfect destination for you. A sensual, synthesis of
culture and climate, Egypt holidays boast sandy white beaches and picturesque sunsets. Home to
the Pyramids of Cairo, the great River Nile and some pretty impressive belly dancing, Egypt is
one of the most unique and fascinating destinations in the world.
Egypt‘s coastal resorts of Sharm El Sheikh and Hurghada are perfect for family holidays,
offering something for those of all ages. Egypt is a transcontinental country which covers a large
surface of our beautiful planet, which means you can enjoy all the luxuries of a usual summer
holiday whilst also tackling that nagging desire to travel a lot more and visit all those far-awaysounding places with local tour guides. Sounding pretentious to your friends has never been so
relaxing and enjoyable! So put your own personal stamp on Egypt and make it yours to enjoy.
Take a look at the other destinations in Egypt like the beautiful beaches of Dahab or Holidays in
Marsa Alam
Your own personal Egyptian holiday in the making
Egypt is for the adventurous and the curious at heart. The Great Pyramid at Giza is the only one
of the seven wonders that is still standing today, other than Jedward‘s hair. If you want culture
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and a rich tapestry of knowledge and heritage, a holiday to Egypt has this. If you want family fun
and beautiful lands for your children to experience, Egypt has this too, in abundance.
The unparalleled beaches of the Red Sea coast are perfect for those wishing to relax in the sun.
Just when you were worried your relaxed state would be interrupted, these beaches offer a great
selection of water sports in the clear warm sea to keep the kids from bringing you back from
your temporary paradise. For the more adventurous traveler, a holiday to Sharm El Sheikh is
great for diving with its wonderful coral reefs offering great deep reef exploration and colorful
tropical fish.
Egypt is also home to an incredibly vibrant and energetic clubbing scene. For the more
hedonistic traveler, Egypt will allow you to indulge in your night time delights. After the sun
sets, the party continues and the fun only stops when you decide it‘s time! A Sharm El Sheikh
holiday offers a lively nightlife with great bars and a wide variety of restaurants. Also with a reenergized club scene, it‘s a great destination for younger groups looking for a memorable
clubbing experience.
Take a simple step towards culture and sunshine today
An Egypt holiday is a great holiday all year round but perhaps the best time of year to visit Egypt
is in the winter time as you can enjoy the warm days without feeling the midday heat of peak
summer. However if you want to stand the heat and enjoy the cultured sunshine, get out of the
kitchen and onto a holiday to Egypt with lastminute.com. The journey starts here and this
affordable and wonderful journey begins now with a single click. Seek out the difference and
enjoy it today.
Please note: the month of Ramadan is celebrated in Egypt from 9th July – 7th August 2013.
Local Muslims will observe this religious holiday and its customs between sunrise and sunset,
and this means that there are certain rules in place on the consumption of food and alcohol
during these periods. This will cause minimum impact to your stay in Egypt however some
services may be reduced in bars and restaurants.
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Test your knowledge

Cuneiform {kjuːˈneɪɪfɔːm] - the wedge-shaped characters used in the ancient writing
systems surviving mainly impressed on clay tablets
Multiple Choice (10 points)
13. For the most part, religion in Mesopotamia and Egypt can best be described as…
A. Christian
B. Monotheistic
C. Polytheistic
D. Hindu
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14. The major civilizations of Mesopotamia developed around the following two rivers…
A. Tigris and Euphrates
B. Tigris and Nile
C. Nile and Euphrates
D. Amazon and Mississippi
15. Egypt developed as a civilization around which of the following rivers
A. Tigris
B. Euphrates
C. Nile
D. Amazon
16. Cuneiform was a system of writing developed in ___________.
A. Africa
B. Mesopotamia
C. India
D. Egypt
17. All of the following are empires that developed in Ancient Mesopotamia except…
A. Babylon
B. Persia
C. Sumer
D. Rome
18. Ancient Egyptians became experts at __________ and __________ to better understand
the
flood of the Nile
A. Medicine, Architecture
B. Mathematics, Science
C. Art, Medicine
D. Euchre, Baseball

QUESTIONS:
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1. Are holidays really relaxing? What stressful things are involved in going on holiday?
2. What do some people do before going on holiday?
3. What do you think of the following advice? "Take half the clothes and twice the money."
4. What is the most memorable holiday you had?
5. What are the most popular destinations for tourists in different countries?
6. How important is the tourism industry for your country?
7. How far in advance do you like to plan your holidays?
8. Which do you prefer: summer holidays or winter holidays? What are the advantages and
disadvantages of each?
9. What are the advantages and disadvantages of buying a holiday with everything
organized for you compared with a holiday which you create fully by yourself?
10. Do you organize your holiday over the internet or do you use a travel agent? What are the
advantages and disadvantages?
11. Do you consider environment issues when you plan and take a holiday? Which issues do
you consider?
12. What are the differences between a holiday you take with your family and a holiday
which you take with friends?
13. Do you prefer holidays which include a lot of activities or more relaxing ones? Why?
14. Do you prefer to visit cities, the beach or mountains?
15. Can you think of any other dangerous parts of the world for tourists? What makes them
dangerous? What dangerous places would you like to visit?
16. Would you like to go on a long cruise? Why/why not?
17. Where would your ideal holiday destination be?!!
18. Who would be your ideal holiday companion? What would you do?
19. Have you ever been rock climbing? If so describe the experience.

Answeres. *Egypt
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.

F
E
K
B
I
A
L
G
D
J
H
C
POLYTHEISTIC
Tigris and Euphrates
Nile
Mesopotamia
Rome
Mathematics and
Science
Rosetta stone
Phoenicians [fəˈnɪʃ(ə)n}
a member of a Semitic
people
ruling Egypt for
peasant farmers

20 .the Semitic language of the Phoenicians, written in an alphabet that was the ancestor of the
Greek and Roman alphabets

19. The Rosetta Stone is a stone with writing on it in two languages (Egyptian and Greek), using
three scripts the upper text is Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs, the middle
portion Demotic script, and the lowest Ancient Greek.
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